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Massachusetts Public Accommodation Law (M.G.L. c 272 §§92a, 98, 98a) and Executive Order 526 
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Accommodation Law concerns can be brought to SRPEDD’s Title VI / Nondiscrimination Coordinator or 
to file a complaint alleging a violation of the state's Public Accommodation Law, contact the 
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) within 300 days of the alleged discriminatory 
conduct. 

The SMMPO is equally committed to implementing federal Executive Order 12898, entitled “Federal 
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations.” In this 
capacity, the SMMPO identifies and addresses disproportionately high and adverse human health or 
environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income 
populations. The SMMPO carries out this responsibility by involving minority and low income individuals 
in the transportation process and considering their transportation needs in the development and review 
of the SMMPO’s transportation plans, programs and projects. 

English: If this information is needed in another language, please contact SRPEDD’s Title VI Coordinator 
by phone at (508) 824-1367. 
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Introduction  

In 2016, SRPEDD received a formal request from former Mayor Kevin Dumas (2003-2017) of the 
city of Attleboro to study the congestion and safety issues on Route 1 in Attleboro from the 
intersections of Highland Avenue & Newport Avenue (Route 123) and Route 1A north to the I-
295 interchange which is located in the town of North Attleborough. Route 1 has long been a 
corridor that experiences congestion and safety issues with several intersections in Attleboro 
and North Attleborough appearing on SRPEDD’s Top 100 Most Dangerous Crash Locations. 
Following the request of then Mayor Dumas, SRPEDD contacted the town of North 
Attleborough concerning the study and a mutual decision was made to expand the study north 
to Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) in North Attleborough.  

The study began at the close of 2017 with a public outreach plan and the start of the process of 
the collection of data (traffic counts, crash reports, levels of service, etc.) to determine the 
locations and the extent of both safety and congestion issues currently along the corridor. 
SRPEDD also looked at land use and development in both communities and attempted to 
anticipate how this growth will affect the existing traffic issues into the future.  

SRPEDD is able to forecast future traffic by using the Travel Demand Model, a computer 
program that analyzes existing traffic operations for the entire SRPEDD region and forecasts 
future traffic patterns based on projected growth in the region. 

The intent of this Route 1 Corridor Study is to address present issues, recommend measures to 
address future issues and provide recommendations on specific improvements necessary to 
resolve traffic congestion and safety issues for consideration by the Massachusetts Department 
of Transportation (MassDOT), the city of Attleboro and the town of North Attleborough. 

Public Outreach 

Before the commencement of the Route 1 transportation study, a public outreach strategy was 
developed to inform the public, including local residents, business owners and any interested 
parties, of the study, and to encourage and garner feedback on the issues facing the Route 1 
corridor in both communities of Attleboro and North Attleborough. 
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All public outreach efforts were devised to encourage participation in the process and to garner 
comments and feedback from anyone who lives, works and travels on or near the Route 1 
corridor in the study area of Attleboro and North Attleborough. The unique experiences and 
insight from people who live, work and travel in the area is invaluable while conducting a study 
such as this. 

Meeting notices were sent to the town clerks in each town for public posting, as well as 
distributed by SRPEDD staff to businesses along the Route 1 corridor and surrounding areas in 
both communities. The meeting notices were also posted on SRPEDD’s webpage, Facebook 
page and Twitter feed. A press release was sent out, alerting the media of the study and the 
upcoming public meetings. Over 250 public meeting notices were distributed.  

The first public meeting was held in North Attleborough at the Richards Memorial Library on 
April 24, 2018. The second meeting was held at the Coelho Middle School on April 25, 2018 in 
Attleboro. In 2019, SRPEDD hosted 2 additional public meetings and presented findings and 
recommendations on February 25th in Attleboro and February 26th in North Attleborough.  

The meetings presented an opportunity for participants to express their concerns, share 
experiences while traveling the corridor and share wishes for improvements. This resulted in 
numerous comments and first-hand information concerning the day-to-day travel on Route 1. 
The public meetings and the door-to-door distribution of meeting notices to businesses along 
the corridor presented the opportunity for person-to-person contact and conversations which 
resulted in valuable feedback and comments with residents, business owners, employees and 
local residents of both communities. 

A public survey concerning the travel experience on Route 1 was released via Survey Monkey 
on April 4, 2018, with the last responses submitted on May 7, 2018, and netted a total of 147 
responses. Out of the 147 respondents, 103 left additional comments. A number of these 
comments involved the poor timing of lights and the need for additional thru lanes and turning 
lanes. There were numerous general comments related to congestion and the 
overdevelopment of the Route 1 area, as well as the poor condition of the pavement. 

The following items were the specific issues that were mentioned repeatedly in survey results: 

1.	 The extensive queue of left-turning vehicles at Allen Avenue;  
2.	 The difficulty in taking left-turns at both signalized intersections and uncontrolled 

business driveways; 
3.	 The danger and /or lack of facilities for transit riders, such as bus shelters, as well as for 

pedestrians and bicyclists, such as sidewalks and bike lanes;  
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4.	 The use of residential and local roads as cut-throughs or detours around the Route 1 
traffic; and 

5.	 Dangerous left-turns and the lack of a turn arrow at Route 1 and Hoppin Hill Road 
(Route 120). 

(It should be noted that the intersection of Route 1 at Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) was 
undergoing construction during the public outreach and the writing of the study.)  

All public outreach materials, (meeting notices, public meeting sign-in sheets, public comments, 
and all survey results can be found in Appendix A – Public Outreach. 

Existing Conditions 

Study Area & Land Use  

In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Route 1 corridor begins at the Rhode Island 
border in Pawtucket and continues north through the state for 86 miles to the New Hampshire 
border in Seabrook. In this study area, Route 1 is designated as Washington Street in Attleboro 
and changes to South Washington Street in North Attleborough. It is a north/south running, 
urban minor arterial road that is owned and maintained by MassDOT.   

The study area begins at Hoppin Hill Avenue (Route 120) in North Attleborough and continues 
south to Irving Avenue in Attleboro. (See Figure 1) Study Area map. The study area is 
approximately 3.4 miles long. The study area also includes the road segment between Route 1 
and May Street, 14 signalized intersections, the interchange with Interstate Highway 295, and 
provides access to numerous retail centers, businesses, offices and residential areas. 

The study area is a densely developed commercial corridor with plazas and retail outlets with 
numerous driveway curb-cuts. The corridor provides access to the Emerald Square Mall, a 
Walmart super center, Fashion Crossing, the Shoppes at Mayfaire, several auto dealerships, 
restaurants, gas stations and numerous smaller retail outlets. There is very little residential land 
use along the study area with the exception of the Riverview Estates and the Royal Park 
Apartments. Riverview Estates is a 55 and older mobile home park in North Attleborough, with 
its entrance located just south of Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120). The Royal Park Apartments is a 
224-unit complex of apartments and townhouses with access from two locations directly from 
Route 1, the first just south of Hoppin Hill Road and the second just north of Hoppin Hill Road, 
both from Route 1. 

3 
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Route 1 provides access to Interstate 295 (and subsequently to I-95) and to Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island and points to the south, and to Plainville, MA and Interstate 495 and points to the north. 
Route 1A is a branch of Route 1 that begins just north of Newport Avenue (Route 123) and runs 
south for approximately 2 miles and provides access to Pawtucket, Rhode Island and points 
south and connects to Interstate 95 with access to Providence, Rhode Island.  

Roadway & Pavement 

In general, Route 1 is a four-lane road consisting of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the 
study area. 

At the start of the study area at Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) in North Attleborough, there are 
double yellow pavement markings to separate Route 1. The markings continue south to north 
of Quinn Street. South of Quinn Street, these pavement markings are replaced by a guardrail 
which continues until north of Draper Avenue. Route 1 at the Draper Avenue intersection is 
separated by a raised concrete median.  

South of Draper Avenue the concrete median is replaced with guardrails that continue until 
north of Allen Avenue. Route 1 at the Allen Avenue intersection is separated by a raised 
concrete median. South of Allen Avenue, Route 1 is separated by jersey barriers until the Pet 
Smart entrance where they transition into a very short section of jersey barriers bordered by 
guardrail. At the Cumberland Avenue intersection, Route 1 is again separated by a raised 
concrete median. 

South of the Cumberland Avenue intersection, Route 1 is separated by double yellow pavement 
markings that continue to Como Drive. The raised concrete median returns south of Como 
Drive and continues through the intersection at Angeline Street. South of Angeline, the double 
yellow pavement markings return and continues through where Route 1 meets the Route 1A 
connector and south to Irving Street, the end of the study area. 

Based on the latest pavement condition survey, Route 1 is classified as being in poor condition 
between Cumberland Avenue and just south of where Route 1 meets Route 1A at Highland 
Avenue (Route 123). The remainder of the area along Route 1 is classified as being in fair 
condition with visible pot holes and extensive cracking. 

Detailed information for each intersection highlighting the traffic controls, layout, surrounding 
land uses, crash frequency, and pavement conditions can be found in Appendix B – Existing 
Conditions. 
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Accommodations 

Route 1 is a busy commercial corridor with many destinations, including shopping, 
entertainment and for employment purposes. The transportation options along Route 1 include 
driving a vehicle, taking a bus, walking and bicycling. Walking and bicycling as a means of 
transportation is growing and are a viable option for people due to various reasons, including 
choosing a more active lifestyle, for environmental concerns and as a very low-cost 
transportation option. Walking and bicycling are also generally considered the “first and last 
mile” to connect to buses and other modes of transit, therefore, the presence of transit 
increases the importance of bicycle and pedestrian access. Bus service is provided on Route 1 
by the Greater Attleboro Taunton Regional Transit Authority (GATRA). 

Currently, Route 1 does not provide adequate and/or consistent pedestrian accommodations 
for the majority of the corridor. Figure 2 (Sidewalk & Intersection Condition Map) displays the 
condition of sidewalks along the corridor as well as at each intersection and also notes where 
sidewalks do not exist. There are several significant gaps in the sidewalk network. Where there 
are sidewalks, a majority are 5 feet wide or greater, but are in fair to poor condition. Several 
sidewalk segments end, abruptly leaving pedestrians with no safe travel path.  

The majority of intersections do not have adequate crosswalks or curb ramps on the side 
streets and/or across Route 1. Of the signalized intersections, very few have crosswalks where 
needed and even less are fully integrated with the signal system. Of the intersections that do 
have crosswalks integrated with the signal systems, all but two are outdated, poorly functioning 
and do not meet modern design standards. Many intersections have free right-turn (or slip) 
lane configurations that are very dangerous to pedestrians due to the lack of sight distance, lack 
of adequate protection or stop control, and the tendency of the geometry to encourage high 
vehicle speeds. A detailed analysis of pedestrian access at each intersection can be found in 
Appendix C - Bicycle & Pedestrian Accommodations. 

Bicycle facilities are severely lacking over most of the corridor. There is one small section of 
bicycle lane, from Route 1A north to May Street on both sides of the road that was constructed 
as part of recent development in the area. The bicycle lane has appropriate markings and 
signage, however, does not provide any network connectivity. There is also a safety issue with 
the southbound right turn into the BJ’s driveway, as the bicycle lane is poorly delineated and 
acts as a vehicle right-turn lane instead of a bicycle lane. Outside of this small section of bicycle 
lane, the majority of the corridor has one narrow shoulder, if any at all, averaging from less 
than 6 inches to about one-foot wide, leaving no refuge for cyclists. For the very few locations 
where there are wider shoulders, there are no markings or guidance for bicyclists. 
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Crash Analysis 

Safety has been a concern along the Route 1 corridor with several intersections being listed on 
SRPEDD’s Top 100 Most Dangerous Intersections in the region. The most recent listing 
appeared in the FFY 2020 Regional Transportation Plan and includes 5 intersections along the 
corridor. 

The 4 intersections were ranked as follows: 
 #11 - Washington Street (Route 1) at Highland Avenue (Route 123) in Attleboro:  
 #49 - South Washington Street (Route 1) at Allen Avenue/Emerald Square Mall in North 

Attleborough; 
 #51 - South & East Washington Street (Route 1/1A) at Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) in 

North Attleborough; 
 #73 - Washington Street (Route 1) at May Street in Attleboro; and  
 #97 - Newport Avenue (Route 1A) at Highland Avenue (Route 123) in Attleboro.   

Since 2011 there have been six individual Road Safety Audits (RSA) conducted at numerous 
locations along the study area. An RSA is the examination of safety issues at an existing or 
future road or intersection by an independent, multidisciplinary team. The ultimate goal is to 
identify potential road safety issues and opportunities for improvements. Most recent RSA’s 
completed in 2018 by independent consultants included the intersections of South Washington 
Street (Route 1) at Old Post Road, South Washington Street (Route 1) at I-295 Interchange, 
South Washington Street (Route 1) at Draper Avenue, South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Allen Avenue, and South Washington Street (Route 1) at North Attleborough Marketplace 
Access Road in North Attleborough. 

In addition to all of the previous work completed, a detailed crash analysis was conducted along 
the entire corridor. The Town of North Attleborough and City of Attleboro Police Departments 
provided copies of 2014-2016 crash reports for the study. Data was compiled and analyzed, 
crash diagrams were created and crash rates were determined to measure the relative safety at 
each location. Both the Accidents per Million Entering Vehicles (ACC/MEV) rate and the 
Equivalent Property Damage Only (EPDO) index were calculated at each intersection. The 
Accidents per Million Vehicle Miles Traveled (ACC/MVMT) was calculated for roadway 
segments along the corridor. 
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The average ACC/MEV threshold rates for the SRPEDD region are 0.75 for signalized 
intersections and 0.57 for unsignalized intersections. The ACC/MVMT threshold for urban minor 
arterials is 3.8, and the regional EPDO threshold is 15.0, therefore, anything exceeding these 
averages identifies a safety concern. 

Table 1 displays crash data for any intersection where the total number of crashes was 10 or 
greater for the three-year study period (2014-2016). The table displays the intersections with 
the highest crash rates in descending order and includes the total number of crashes, the 
severity of crash (property damage only or injury), and the crash rates at each intersection. 

Table 1 - Intersections with 10 or More Crashes (2014-2016) 

Intersection Community 
Total 
Crashes 

Property 
Damage 
Only 

Injury 
Crashes 

ACC/MEV 
Crash 
Rate 

EPDO 
Crash 
Rate 

Washington Street (Route 1) at           
Highland Avenue (Route 123) 

Attleboro 55 46 9 1.73 30.33 

Washington Street (Route 1) at           
May Street 

Attleboro 29 19 10 0.71 23 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Walmart Entrance / Best Buy 
Entrance 

North 
Attleborough 

31 22 9 0.78 22.33 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Allen Avenue 

North 
Attleborough 

33 27 6 0.89 19 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Old Post Road 

North 
Attleborough 

20 13 7 0.60 16 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Hoppin Hill Avenue (Route 120) 

North 
Attleborough 

29 25 4 0.86 15 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Draper Avenue 

North 
Attleborough 

21 15 6 0.62 15 

Newport Ave (Route 1A) at 
Highland Ave/Newport Avenue 
(Route 123) 

Attleboro 19 13 6 0.61 14.33 
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Intersection Community 
Total 
Crashes 

Property 
Damage 
Only 

Injury 
Crashes 

ACC/MEV 
Crash 
Rate 

EPDO 
Crash 
Rate 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Emerald Square Mall (North 
Entrance) 

North 
Attleborough 

20 15 5 0.54 13.3 

South Washington Street (Route 1) 
at Emerald Square Mall (South 
Entrance) 

North 
Attleborough 

21 17 4 0.62 12.3 

Newport Ave (Route 123) at May 
Street 

Attleboro 15 10 5 0.73 11.66 

South Washington (Route 1) at 
Cumberland Avenue 

North 
Attleborough 

14 9 5 0.37 11.33 

Washington Street (Route 1) at           
Route 1A Connector 

Attleboro 15 12 3 0.46 9 

Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Como Drive 

Attleboro 10 10 0 0.28 3.33 

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 332 crashes that occurred at the 14 
intersections listed in the table above; 164 (49%) were rear-end crashes, 103 (31%) were angle 
crashes, 42 (13%) were sideswipe and 18 (7%) were single vehicles crashes.  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
signal clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to 
yield right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Sideswipe crashes 
are generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. Other contributing factors can 
include weather and driver distraction. 

Of the 332 total crashes, 253 involved property damage only (76%) and 79 (24%) involved 
injury. 

Seven of the eleven locations that were evaluated (based on the number of crashes) exceeded 
at least one of the crash rate thresholds. The most problematic intersection along the corridor 
was found to be the Washington Street (Route 1) at Highland Avenue (Route 123) in Attleboro. 
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The intersection had a total of 55 crashes over a three-year period and both crash rates 
exceeded the thresholds. 

To more easily analyze the midblock crash data, we divided Route 1 into eight segments. 
(Please see Table 2). Crashes per Million Vehicle Miles Traveled (MVMT) rate was determined 
and crash diagrams were created to measure the relative safety along each of the eight 
segments. Route 1 is classified as an urban minor arterial, and the MVMT threshold based on 
the statewide average crash rates for this type of roadway is 3.80, and any rate exceeding this is 
considered a safety issue. Table XX lists each segment, the total number of crashes (separated 
into property damage only and injury), and the MVMT crash severity rate. 

Table 2 - MVMT for Route 1 Segments 

Route 1 Segments 
Total 
Crashes 

Property 
Damage 

Only 

Injury 
Crashes 

MVMT 

From Hoppin Hill Road to Riverview Drive 24 16 8* 2.79 

From Riverview Drive to Quinn Street 42 36 6 6.40 

From Quinn Street to I-295 4 3 1 0.38 

From I-295 to Allen Avenue 9 9 0 0.58 

From Allen Avenue to Walmart Entrance 7 6 1 0.46 

From Walmart Entrance to Cumberland 
Avenue 

14 11 3 1.08 

From Cumberland Avenue to Como Drive 45 33 12 3.41 

From May Street to Highland Avenue 6 2 4 0.46 

*Including 1 Fatality 
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Although only one of the segments along the corridor exceeded the MVMT rate, there are 
three segments that should be considered as having serious safety issues and be considered for 
improvements. The most dangerous of the three is the segment between Riverside Drive and 
Quinn Street in North Attleborough, which had 42 total crashes, with an MVMT crash rate 
nearly double the threshold. (See Figure 3.) Nearly 40% of the total crashes in this segment 
involved a motorist entering or exiting a driveway. As with most of the Route 1 corridor, this 
segment is heavily developed and the myriad driveway accesses simply increase the conflict 
points, adding to the safety issues here. (A conflict point is the point at which a vehicle crossing, 
merging with, or diverging from a road or driveway will conflict with another vehicle using the 
same road or driveway.) 

The remaining crashes were either rear-enders, likely caused by motorists slowing or stopping 
to enter a driveway access, or sideswipe crashes, caused by a driver attempting to make a lane 
change, often to avoid a turning or exiting vehicle. 

The second segment that should be considered for improvements is the segment between 
Cumberland Avenue and Como Drive. There were a total of 45 crashes along this segment. (See 
Figure 4.) Twelve (26%) of these crashes resulted in injuries. Twenty-four (53%) of the total 
crashes involved someone either entering or exiting a driveway. The remaining crashes were 
either rear-enders or sideswipe crashes.  

Lastly, the segment between Hoppin Hill Road and Riverside Drive in North Attleborough should 
be considered for improvements. (See Figure 5.) There were a total of 24 crashes along this 
segment of roadway with 8 (33%) of them resulting in injury, including a fatality. The majority 
of these crashes 16 (66%) occurred at the two driveways providing access to the Dunkin Donuts 
located there. 
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Traffic Volumes & Speed 

Automatic Traffic Recorders were used to record traffic data on Route 1 and surrounding 
roadways, including the volume, speed and classification of vehicle. The Average Daily Traffic 
(ADT) varies along the nearly 3 ½ miles of the study area on Route 1, as does the recorded 
speed and classification of vehicles. 

The volume of traffic on a roadway is calculated as Average Daily Traffic (ADT). Speed is 
calculated as 85th percentile speed. This is the speed which 85% of vehicles are traveling at, or 
below, under free flowing conditions. In other words, the speed that motorists tend to travel 
according to the road environment. Vehicles types are recorded into 13 classes, from 
motorcycles to multi-trailer trucks. To simplify this, the 13 classification of vehicles can be 
broken down into three categories: the first being passenger vehicles and buses; the second 
being small (light) trucks of up to 3 axles; and the third category are vehicles of 4 or more axles 
such as construction vehicles and tractor trailers (heavy trucks). Heavy truck traffic will be 
noted at each location. Anything over 2% for truck traffic is considered significant. (Please see 
map labeled Existing Volume Counts (Figure 6) which displays all of the traffic data collected in 
the study area.) 

The locations directly on Route 1 that we recorded traffic data for include: north of the I-295 
interchange; south of the I-295 interchange; north of Cumberland Avenue; south of May Street; 
and south of Highland Avenue (Route 123).  

The Average Daily Traffic (ADT) for each of these locations are as follows. North of the I-295 
interchange the ADT was 27,923. South of the I-295 interchange the ADT was 36,937. North of 
Cumberland Avenue the ADT was 35,384. South of May Street the ADT was 30,110. South of 
Highland Avenue (Route 123) the ADT was 9,863. 

The 85th percentile speeds for each of these locations are as follows. North of the I-295 
interchange the 85th percentile speed was measured at 44 mph; it was 47 mph south of the I-
295 interchange; 42 mph north of Cumberland Avenue; and 41 mph south of Highland Avenue. 
However, the posted speed limit is 40 mph on Route 1. This indicates that most motorists are 
exceeding the speed limit on this roadway. The 85th percentile speed south of May Street was 
measured at 36 mph. This location indicated that most motorists are traveling within the 
posted speed limit. 

North of Route I-295, heavy trucks accounted for 3.73% of all traffic, which is considered a 
significant amount of heavy trucks. South of the I-295 interchange it was 1.30%; north of 
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Cumberland Avenue it was 1.14%; south of May Street it was 1.16% and 0.43% south of 
Highland Avenue, all within acceptable amounts. 

Traffic Operations 

In order to thoroughly analyze the operation of the corridor and the intersections several site 
visits were conducted to document the physical characteristics. Reviewers took note of the 
roadway cross section including number of lanes and width, lane utilization (left, thru, right), 
pavement markings, including lane designation, shoulder type and width, median type and 
width, pavement conditions, sidewalk, and bicycle lanes. In addition, the control type was 
noted and signal timings and phases were recorded. 

In addition, Turning Movement Counts were conducted during the PM and Saturday peak 
periods to collect vehicle approach movements (left, thru, right), pedestrian and/or bicycle data 
through individual intersections. This data was used to examine the operation of the 
intersections and to calculate a Level of Service (LOS).  

Level of Service (LOS) reflects the operating conditions of an intersection, approach and/or 
specific movement. There are six LOS categories, ranging from A to F; LOS A representing the 
best operating conditions and LOS F representing the worst. LOS A through C is considered 
acceptable because it provides an adequate quality of service to motorists. LOS D indicates that 
traffic flow is worsening but still tolerable. At LOS E and F, traffic flow is considered 
unacceptable. 

Table 3 displays the PM Peak and the Saturday Peak LOS for the intersections that fall within 
the study area. 

Table 3 - Peak LOS - Weekday PM & Saturday 

Time & Day 
2018 Weekday 2018 Saturday 
5PM-6PM 1PM-2PM 

Locations 
Traffic 
Control 

LOS 
Delay 
(Seconds) 

LOS 
Delay 
(Seconds) 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Hoppin Hill Avenue (Route 120)  

Signal F >120 F >120 
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Time & Day 
2018 Weekday 2018 Saturday 
5PM-6PM 1PM-2PM 

Locations 
Traffic 
Control 

LOS 
Delay 
(Seconds) 

LOS 
Delay 
(Seconds) 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Old Post Road  

Stop Sign A 5.3 A 4.1 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Whipple Street 

Signal A 4 A 6 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Draper Avenue 

Signal F 110 F >120 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Emerald Square Mall Northern 
Entrance  

Signal B 15 B 18 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Emerald Square Mall Southern 
Entrance  

Signal B 20 C 25 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Allen Avenue 

Signal F 118 F >120 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Walmart / Best Buy Store Entrance 

Signal F 106 F >120 

South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Cumberland Avenue  

Signal B 18 C 24 

Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Como Drive 

Signal A 0.1 A 0.1 

Washington Street (Route 1) at 
May Street 

Signal F >120 F >120 

Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Angeline Street 

Signal A 2 A 4 

Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Route 1A Connector 

Signal C 25 D 52 
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Time & Day 
2018 Weekday 2018 Saturday 
5PM-6PM 1PM-2PM 

Locations 
Traffic 
Control 

LOS 
Delay 
(Seconds) 

LOS 
Delay 
(Seconds) 

Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Highland Avenue/Newport 
Avenue(Route 123) 

Signal E 57 E 59 

Newport Avenue/Highland 
Avenue(Route 123) at Route 1A 

Signal D 43 D 44 

Newport Avenue (Route 123) at 
Angeline Street 

Stop Sign A 0.1 A 0.2 

Newport Avenue (Route 123) at 
May Street 

Stop Sign E 46 F 53 

Currently, there are five intersections that operate at a failing LOS, causing motorists excessive 
delays, during both the PM Peak period and the Saturday Peak period. In North Attleborough, 
those intersections are: South Washington Street (Route 1) at Hoppin Hill Avenue (Route 120); 
South Washington Street (Route 1) at Draper Avenue; South Washington Street (Route 1) at 
Allen Avenue; and South Washington Street (Route 1) at Walmart / Best Buy Store Entrance. In 
Attleboro that intersection is Washington Street (Route 1) at May Street. The intersection of 
Newport Avenue (Route 123) at May Street in Attleboro borders a failing LOS during the PM 
and Saturday peak periods. 

Future Conditions 

Traffic Operations 
During the course of this study, an analysis was conducted using SRPEDD's Regional Travel 
Demand Forecasting Model. The model analyzes existing traffic operations for the entire 
SRPEDD region and forecasts future traffic patterns based on projected growth in the region 
that considers population, households, employment and development. Table 4 displays LOS 
and delay for all of the intersections during the 2025 and 2040 PM and Saturday peak periods. 
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Table 4 - Peak LOS-Weekday PM & Saturday 2025 & 2040 

Time & Day 
2025 Weekday 

2040 
Weekday 

2025 Saturday 2040 Saturday 

5PM-6PM 5PM-6PM 1PM-2PM 1PM-2PM 

Location 
Traffic 
Control 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Hoppin 
Hill Avenue (Route 120) 

Signal F >120 F >120 F >120 F >120 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at 
Old Post Road  

Stop 
Sign 

A 7.4 A 14.3 A 5.7 A 12 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Whipple Street 

Signal A 5 A 5 A 6 A 7 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Draper Avenue 

Signal F >120 F >120 F >120 F >120 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Emerald 
Square Mall Northern 
Entrance  

Signal B 16 B 19 C 20 C 25 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Emerald 
Square Mall Southern 
Entrance  

Signal E 59 E 76 E 66 F 97 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Allen Avenue 

Signal F >120 F >120 F >120 F >120 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Walmart / Best 
Buy Store Entrance  

Signal F 112 F >120 F >120 F >120 

South Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Cumberland 
Avenue 

Signal C 21 C 28 C 33 E 56 

Washington Street (Route 
1) at  Como Drive  

Signal A 0.2 A 0.7 A 0.2 A 0.3 
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Time & Day 
2025 Weekday 

2040 
Weekday 

2025 Saturday 2040 Saturday 

5PM-6PM 5PM-6PM 1PM-2PM 1PM-2PM 

Location 
Traffic 
Control 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

LOS 
Delay in 
Seconds 

Washington Street (Route 
1) at May Street 

Signal F >120 F >120 F >120 F >120 

Washington Street (Route 
1) at Angeline Street 

Signal B 11 B 14 C 25 D 36 

Washington Street (Route 
1) at Route 1A Connector 

Signal D 41 F >120 F 93 F >120 

Washington Street (Route 
1) at Highland 
Avenue/Newport 
Avenue(Route 123) 

Signal E 69 F >120 F 85 F >120 

Newport Avenue/Highland 
Avenue(Route 123) at 
Route 1A 

Signal D 45 E 75 F 57 F 86 

Newport Avenue (Route 
123) at Angeline Street 

Stop 
Sign 

A 3.4 A 7 A 7.3 A 17.1 

Newport Avenue (Route 
123) at  May Street 

Stop 
Sign 

F 93 F >120 F 102 F >120 

By 2025, six intersections are projected to operate at unacceptable levels of service (LOS F) 
resulting in excessive delays during the PM peak period. An additional three are expected to 
operate at unacceptable levels during the Saturday peak period.  

By 2040, eight intersections are projected to operate at an unacceptable level of services (LOS 
F) with an additional two intersections operating at unacceptable levels during the Saturday 
peak period. 
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Recommendations 

The following is a summary of SPREDD’s findings and proposed recommendations based on our 
safety and capacity analysis for the Route 1 corridor. 

Corridor Wide/Segment Recommendations & Considerations 

Adaptive Signal Control Technology Installation  

Adaptive signal control refers to technology that captures current traffic demand data and 
adjusts traffic signal timing to optimize traffic flow in coordinated traffic signal systems. 
Adaptive traffic signal technologies are best suited for arterials that experience highly variable 
or unpredictable traffic demand for which multiple signal timing solutions are necessary during 
a typical time of day period. The traffic sensors collect data and determine when and how long 
lights should be green. Many studies have shown that adaptive signal control improves average 
performance metrics (travel time, control delay, emissions, and fuel consumption) by 10 % or 
more. In systems with particularly poor conditions, the improvement can be 50% or more. 
Improvement might be somewhat less in areas with high-performing pre-time systems in which 
fluctuations are rare, but every system experiences some fluctuations. 

Based on the analysis, using Synchro software, it was determined that specific sections of 
roadway would most benefit from the installation of adaptive signal control technology. 
Synchro contains an internal methodology to calculate a coordination factor between 
intersections and recommends whether or not coordination is warranted. Scoring for the Route 
1 corridor varies from a low of 13 to a high of 112. A score of 51 was not recommended for 
signal coordination, however, the score of 67 did recommend that intersections would benefit 
from signal coordination. Scores beginning at 83 identify that the intersections would definitely 
benefit from signal coordination. Below are the recommended sections that would benefit from 
signal coordination:  

 Route 1 (South Washington Street) at Whipple Street and Draper Avenue in North 
Attleborough; 

 Route 1 (South Washington Street) at Emerald Square Mall North, Emerald Square Mall 
South and Allen Avenue in North Attleborough; and 
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	 Route 1 (Washington Street) at May Street, Angeline Street, Route 1A Connector, Route 
123 (Highland Avenue), and Route 123 (Highland Avenue/Newport Ave) at Route 1A 
Connector. 

Construction of a separate use paths along Route 1 to provide bicycle and pedestrian 
accommodation  

Currently, Route 1 does not provide adequate and/or consistent walking conditions for the 
majority of the corridor. There are several significant gaps in the sidewalk network. Where 
there are sidewalks, the majority of them are 5 feet wide or greater but are in fair to poor 
condition. Several sidewalk segments end abruptly leaving pedestrians stranded with no safe 
travel path. 

The most significant gaps in the sidewalk network are as follows: 

1.	 In North Attleborough, there is a small gap on the west side from Draper Avenue to 
Fuller Street.  

2.	 In North Attleborough, there is a large section of roadway from Draper Street to the 
Attleboro city line where there are almost no sidewalks on the east side of Route 1 
except for some very small sections with limited connectivity such as the North 
Attleborough Marketplace section as discussed in Item 3 below.  

3.	 In Attleboro, there is a sidepath on the east side of Route 1 south of the North 
Attleborough Marketplace intersection that ends at a small patch of pavement, as 
shown in Figure 2. There is a wetland immediately adjacent to the patch of pavement 
surrounded by guardrail and a median leaving pedestrians to either turn around or risk 
walking in the road on a very narrow shoulder (less than 1-foot wide) next to high speed 
traffic. 

There are several locations without sidewalks that show evidence of pedestrian demand 
through the presence of worn and beaten paths, an example shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Pedestrian beaten path in North Attleborough near Quinn Street 

Massachusetts state law allows bicycles to travel in any travel lane unless prohibited and 
marked with appropriate signage. However, the speed of travel along most of Route 1 
discourages and may even prevent safe travel by bicyclists in the travel lanes. During site visits, 
several bicycles were observed using sidewalks to travel the corridor. Massachusetts state law 
also allows the travel of bicyclists on the sidewalk outside of a designated central business 
district unless a city or town has a specific bylaw related to bicycle travel on a sidewalk. The City 
of Attleboro has a bylaw prohibiting the travel of bicycles on a sidewalk, however, North 
Attleborough does not. 

Ideally, all sidewalk gaps would be closed and bicycle lanes separated from traffic by a grass 
strip or other physical barrier. The total cross section width required for this would be about 75 
feet. Due to space and environmental constraints, it is unlikely that the Route 1 corridor would 
be able to provide this type of cross section for the entire length of the corridor.  

Another option for providing adequate facilities would be to convert existing sidewalks to 
separate use paths that accommodate both pedestrians and bicyclists. This could also be 
considered in places where there are sidewalk gaps. Ideally, access would be provided on both 
sides of Route 1 but consideration could be taken in places where it may not be needed or 
appropriate, such as the eastern side of Route 1 in the vicinity of the Interstate 295 ramp 
system where there are no generators on the east side for some distance. Other inappropriate 
places are areas of environmental concern, for example, the wetlands just north of the May 
Street intersection.  
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These alternatives are not mutually exclusive and could be used in combination. Due to the 
complexity of the corridor and its surroundings, context sensitive solutions will need to be 
developed to provide connectivity and access. Wayfinding should be considered in any change 
of cross section to provide adequate guidance to bicyclists and pedestrians. 

Installation of a Two-Way Continuous Left Turn between Old Post Road and Quinn Street in 
North Attleborough 

This section of roadway encompassed two of the three highest crash segments along the Route 
1 corridor. The segment between Riverview Drive and Quinn Street experienced 42 crashes and 
has a Million Vehicle Miles Traveled (MVMT) crash rate of 6.4 which exceeds the statewide 
average of 3.8 MVMT. Old Post Road to Riverside Drive was part of the segment that 
experienced 24 crashes, including one fatality, and includes the Dunkin Donuts with two 
driveways with 12 crashes directly related to a motorist either entering or exiting one of the 
Dunkin Donuts driveways. 

Based on the high frequency of crashes that involved motorists attempting to enter a driveway 
(24 along this section of Route 1), this segment of roadway would benefit from installation of a 
Two-way Continuous Left Turn Lane (TWLTL), see Figure 8.  

Consideration of constructing a raised median between Cumberland Avenue and May Street 
in Attleboro 

The segment between Cumberland Avenue and Como Drive was identified as the second 
highest crash location along Route 1. Although the crash rate of 3.40 did not exceed the 
statewide average (3.80) this segment had 45 crashes, the most crashes within our study limits.   

There are 17 curb cuts along this segment, with two of those curb cuts offering a center left-
turn lane. The safety issue does not involve accessing driveways, but rather exiting them. 
Almost a third of the total crashes involved a motorist attempting to turn left turn from a 
driveway across two lanes of opposing traffic to access the other direction of travel.  

Installation of a raised median will prevent these left-turns, as well as U-turns along this 
segment. It is recommended that the installation of the raised median start at Cumberland 
Avenue and end at May Street. May Street is located just south of that segment and should be 
considered as the beginning/terminus for a raised center median where traffic can be properly 
mitigated. 
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Figure 8 - Consideration of a TWLTL between Old Post Road & Quinn Street 
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Motorists will be forced to travel up to a controlled intersection to reverse direction if their 
ultimate destination is located on the opposite side of the road from where they are traveling. 
Median installation has been recognized as an effective method of increasing vehicular safety 
on busy commercial corridors such as Route 1.  

Consideration of Formal Bus Stops and Bus Pull-Outs Where Warranted 

The Greater Attleboro Taunton Regional Transit Authority (GATRA) currently runs 3 fixed bus 
routes that service the Route 1 corridor. Route 10 originates at the Emerald Square Mall and 
travels along the corridor to Elm Street with a final destination at the Attleboro Transit Center, 
located adjacent to the MBTA Train Station on South Main Street. Route 11 originates at the 
Emerald Square Mall and travels along the corridor with a final destination in Pawtucket Rhode 
Island. Route 12 originates at the Attleboro Transit Center and travels along the corridor and 
Route 123 with a final destination at the Emerald Square Mall. Based on 2017 National Transit 
Data (NTD) ridership, Routes 10, 11 & 12 totaled 18,247, 13,092 and 16,556 respectively over 
the four-month period of June through September. 

GATRA currently operates as a flag system with no designated bus stops or shelters. Therefore, 
a bus can be waved down by a rider anywhere along the route. Although the flag system 
provides flexibility, it lacks a level of safety for riders waiting for a bus. Ridership should be 
analyzed to determine if designated bus stops and/or shelters are warranted to protect riders 
from inclement weather and offer a visible and/or well-lit area to wait for the bus. 

Designated bus stops, usually within the public right-of-way or on private property, should be 
made accessible for all transit users. Although transit agencies generally do not have 
jurisdiction to implement improvements, GATRA would be required to work with the city of 
Attleboro and town of North Attleborough, as well as with MassDO, on bus stop improvements 
in the form of either formal bus stops or bus shelters. The ultimate goal is to create safe, 
comfortable bus stop environments for all transit users. 

Consideration of Bypass Road Connections 

Although Route 1 is classified as a minor arterial, the amount of daily traffic it carries far 
exceeds the thresholds (3,000 to 14,000 vehicles per day) for its classification. With that in 
mind, it is important to note that there are no bypass or adjacent roadways that currently exist 
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between Route 123 and the Emerald Square Mall to assist in alleviating traffic from the Route 1 
corridor. 

Several options could be considered for bypass roads that would alleviate traffic from the Route 
1 corridor. Some of these options may require land takings to meet current roadway standards.    

A connection from the Emerald Square Mall to Allen Avenue, see Item 1 on west of Route 1 
could be established to provide more direct access to residents west of the mall. Figure 9  
Establishing a formal roadway through the Emerald Square Mall parking lot to Allen Avenue 
would eliminate the need for residents from the west side of town to utilize Route 1.   

The combination of a back road behind Seven Mile Shoppes to Allen Avenue, and the 
continuation of traffic along Allen Avenue between the currently gated section, which starts at 
the frontage road to North Attleborough Marketplace and would continue to Old Post Road, 
would provide residents from the south and east with direct access to numerous shopping 
outlets. (see areas labeled #2 and #3 on Figure 9). These connections would be beneficial to 
those currently wishing to make 2 or more trips within the same area and would alleviate traffic 
from Route 1. Currently, Allen Avenue varies in width from 15 feet to 16 feet. In order to 
accommodate two-way traffic, the road would have to be re-constructed to accommodate two 
travel lanes.  This change would add traffic to what is a now a low traffic volume local street 
which may not be desirable and met with opposition from residents. It has also been stated in 
the past that the gated section provides critical access for emergency response to the shopping 
plazas. 

Extension of the Route 1 Walmart Access Road to Old Post Road and the reconnection of 
Cumberland Avenue south of Route 1 combined with an internal connection between the 
Walmart Access Road extension and Cumberland Avenue would provide an alternate route for 
travelers from the east and possibly south (see areas labeled #5 and #6 on Figure 9.) The 
reconnection of Cumberland Avenue would require reconstruction to accommodate two travel 
lanes but may not be desirable and met with opposition by residents. 
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Figure 9- Possible Bypass Road Connections 
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Access Management Plan 

To address overall safety and congestion along the corridor, serious consideration needs to be 
given to an Access Management Plan by both communities, as well as with MassDOT. Access 
Management is a set of techniques that State and local governments can use to control access 
to highways, major arterials, and other roadways. The benefits of access management include 
improved movement of traffic, reduced crashes, and fewer vehicle conflicts, while still enabling 
access to land uses and maintaining roadway safety and mobility. Planned development can 
coexist with good access management and can promote safe and efficient transportation for 
the general public. 

The numerous driveways along this section of Route 1 create conflict points that increase the 
potential for vehicle crashes. These curb cuts are often located in close proximity to one 
another, are located too closely to an intersection or are not clearly marked, or are much too 
wide, contributing to safety and congestion issues on the corridor. Curb cut access should be 
limited and opening widths of curb cuts reduced whenever possible.  Such driveways create 
opportunities for crashes that can be fatal or injurious. Access Management should also be 
considered in all future development along the corridor. 

The communities should adopt an Access Management Plan to alleviate conflict points and 
delay due to left-turning vehicles. This plan should include the consolidation of curb cuts where 
possible, as well as promoting and making cross access between businesses available. For 
guidance, please see SRPEDD’s Access Management: Model Curb Cut Bylaw, available in the 
Resource Library of our website at www.srpedd.org or contact the SRPEDD office for further 
assistance. 

Intersections Findings and Recommendations 

A thorough review of the crash data and capacity at each intersection facilitated 
recommendations that include signal retiming/adjustments and geometric modifications such 
as the addition of travel lanes. Although signal retiming may not increase capacity physically, it 
increases capacity by improving traffic flow efficiency by optimizing the operation of the 
intersection. Table 5 provides detailed recommendations at specific intersections and displays 
the LOS improvements for the Saturday peak period for 2018 and 2040 as a result of those 
recommendations.  
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Table 5 - LOS Results 2018 & 2040 with improvements  

2018 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

2018 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

With 
2040 Saturday 

1PM-2PM 

2040 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

With 
Intersection Proposed Improvements Improvements Improvements 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

South Washington 
Street (Route 1) at 
Old Post Road  

Construct a southbound left-turn 
lane. A 4.1 A 3.2 A 12 A 8.7 

South Washington Install adaptive and coordinated 
Street (Route 1) at signal system between Whipple St A 6 A 4 A 7 A 5 
Whipple Street and Draper Ave. 

Construct a westbound left-turn lane. 
South Washington Construct a northbound right-turn 
Street (Route 1) at lane. Install Adaptive and F >120 C 30 F >120 C 35 
Draper Avenue coordinated signal system between 

Whipple St and Draper Ave. 
South Washington 
Street (Route 1) at 
Emerald Square Mall 
Northern Entrance 

Install adaptive and coordinated 
signal system between Emerald 
Square Mall Northern Entrance and 
Allen Avenue. 

B 18 B 17 C 25 B 16 

South Washington 
Street (Route 1) at 
Emerald Square Mall 
Southern Entrance 

Construct additional northbound and 
southbound through lane. 
Construct eastbound right-turn lane. 
Install adaptive and coordinated 
signal system between Emerald 
Square Mall Northern Entrance and 
Allen Avenue. 

C 25 B 19 F 97 D 46 
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Intersection Proposed Improvements 

2018 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

2018 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

With 
Improvements 

2040 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

2040 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

With 
Improvements 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

South Washington 
Street (Route 1) at 
Allen Avenue 

Construct one additional southbound 
left-turn lane. 
Construct westbound right-turn lane. 
Install adaptive and coordinated 
signal system between Emerald 
Square Mall Northern Entrance and 
Allen Avenue. 

F >120 D 44 F >120 D 52 

South Washington 
Street (Route 1) at 
Walmart/Best Buy 
Store Entrance 

Construct one additional westbound 
left-turn lane. F >120 C 32 F >120 D 40 

Washington Street 
(Route 1) at 
Cumberland Avenue  

Signal timing optimization. C 24 C 24 E 56 D 39 

Washington Street 
(Route 1) at 
May Street 

Construct additional northbound and 
southbound through lanes. 
Install adaptive and coordinated 
signal system between May St and 
Highland Ave. 

F >120 C 33 F >120 D 36 

Washington Street 
(Route 1) at 
Route 1A 

Construct one additional southbound 
left-turn lane. D 52 D 41 F >120 D 37 

Washington Street 
(Route 1) at Highland 
Avenue/Newport 
Avenue(Route 123) 

Construct one eastbound left- turn 
lane and one right-turn lane. 
Construct one westbound left-turn 
lane. 

E 59 C 33 F >120 D 55 
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2018 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

2018 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

With 
2040 Saturday 

1PM-2PM 

2040 Saturday 
1PM-2PM 

With 
Intersection Proposed Improvements Improvements Improvements 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

LOS 
Delay 

(Seconds/ 
Vehicle) 

Newport 
Avenue/Highland 
Avenue(Route 123) 
at Route 1A 

Construct a westbound left-turn lane. 
Construct a northbound right-turn 
lane. 

D 44 C 35 F 86 D 53 

Newport Avenue at 
West Street (Route Construct southbound right-turn lane. C 34 C 31 F >120 D 55 
123) 
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Proposed geometric modifications along this corridor vary in projected time savings for 
motorists. An added left-turn lane at the intersection of Route 1 at Old Post Road will decrease 
the wait time of vehicles by 3.3 seconds per vehicle. During the projected 2040 Saturday peak 
period this 3.3 seconds per vehicle would add up to approximately 3 hours of wait time saved 
for all vehicles. In addition, the amount of Carbon Emissions (CO2) savings would yield 
approximately 18,179 kg per year. 

The installation of an additional westbound left-turn lane at the intersection of Route 1 at 
Walmart/Best Buy Store Entrance will decrease the wait time of vehicles by a minimum of 80 
seconds per vehicle in both 2018 and 2040. Considering that the intersection currently carries 
3,714 vehicles during the Saturday peak period, this is an overwhelming time savings. 

Signal modifications also provide varied results along the corridor. Installing an adaptive and 
coordinated signal system between Emerald Square Mall - Northern Entrance and Allen Avenue 
will result in a decrease of 9 seconds per vehicle (36% reduction) during the projected 2040 
Saturday peak period. At the intersection of Route 1 at Cumberland Avenue, simply optimizing 
the signal timings will result in a decrease of 17 seconds per vehicle (30% reduction) during the 
projected 2040 Saturday peak period.   

The remaining two major intersections that were not listed in the table are discussed below. 
The intersection of Newport Avenue (Route 123) at May Street should be evaluated for a signal 
or roundabout. 

The intersection of South Washington Street (Route 1) at Hoppin Hill Road (Route120) was 
identified as one of the most congested intersections along the corridor. An analysis of added 
capacity did not yield significant improvements. The intersection, although recently 
reconstructed, will continue to experience congestion and extensive delays (> 2 minutes per 
vehicle) during peak periods. The recent modifications to the intersection provided for safety 
improvements and multimodal accommodations. 

An alternative that could be considered would include major modifications to the intersection 
and traffic flow. In order to better mitigate the heavy southbound movement along East 
Washington Street, the creation of two offset T-intersections could be considered. These 
intersections would be spaced approximately 650 feet apart and would require coordination. 
Motorists traveling south on South Washington Street would be required to travel onto a side 
street, where a roundabout could be considered, and through a traffic signal before completing 
their maneuver. Although more turning movements are introduced at the intersection, the 
frequency at which motorists are entering assists in improving traffic flow. These modifications 
would improve the failing LOS F to a LOS C or better during peak periods in 2040. Figures 10 and 
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11 display the South Washington St/East Washington St at Hoppin Hill Road intersection prior 
to the recent improvements and the conceptual design for consideration.  

Such a major undertaking would require significant landtakings and further study to determine 
if the benefit would outweigh the cost. 

Figure  10      Figure  11  

Any improvements on the Route 1 Corridor are the responsibility of MassDOT, as is the decision 
to proceed with any project. However, communities may prioritize necessary improvements as a 
wish list of separate projects and may initiate and expedite the process by contributing toward 
the initial cost of design. These efforts must be coordinated with MassDOT.  

Improvements along the corridor are eligible for construction funds through the Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP). Funding for such projects would be 80% from the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) and 20% from MassDOT, provided that the project meets state, federal, 
and local design requirements. As always, SRPEDD staff is willing and available to assist 
communities in these efforts. 
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Public Outreach
 
Before the commencement of the Route 1 transportation study, a public outreach strategy was 
devised. This public outreach effort was developed to inform the public, including local 
residents, business owners and any interested parties, of the study, and to encourage and 
garner feedback on the issues facing the corridor in both communities of Attleboro and North 
Attleborough. The initial strategy entailed holding two public outreach meetings, one in each 
community and to conduct a public survey. 

Meeting notices were created and distributed to inform as many residents and business owners 
as possible about the study and the public meetings being held. These efforts were to 
encourage participation in the process and to garner comments and feedback from anyone wh o 
lives, works and travels on or near the Route 1 corridor in the study area of Attleboro and North 
Attleborough. The unique experiences and insight from people who live, work and travel in the 
area is invaluable while conducting a study such as this. 

 

           Figure 1  - The  Public  Meeting Notice  
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The meeting notice was widely distributed prior to the public meetings. (See Figure 1 on the 
previous page.) Meeting notices were sent to the town clerks in each town for public posting as 
well as distributed by SRPEDD staff to businesses along the Route 1 corridor and surrounding 
areas in both communities. The meeting notices were also posted on SRPEDD’s webpage, 
Facebook page and Twitter feed. A press release was also sent out, alerting the media of the 
study and the upcoming public meetings. Over 250 public meeting notices were distributed 
during the process. All meeting notices can be found on page A-4 and A-5 of this appendix. 

 

Figure 2- the  public  meeting held at the  Richards  Memorial Library  in  North  

Attleborough o n  April  24, 201 8  

 

The first meeting was held in North Attleborough at the Richards Memorial Library on April 24, 
2018. This meeting was well attended, with approximately 20 participants. The second meeting 
was held at the Coelho Middle School on April 25, 2018 in Attleboro. This meeting had 
approximately 12 participants. The lower turnout in Attleboro was likely due to inclement 
weather, with heavy rain experienced that evening. 

The meetings presented an opportunity for participants to express their concerns, share 
experiences while traveling the corridor and share wishes for improvements. This resulted in 
numerous comments and first-hand information concerning the day-to-day travel on Route 1. 
The door-to-door distribution of meeting notices to businesses along the corridor presented the 
opportunity for person-to-person contact and conversations which resulted in valuable 
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feedback and comments with residents, business owners, employees and local residents of 
both communities. All comments received through the public process, both written and verbal, 
can be found on pages A-10 to A-14, A-20 to A-24, and A-29 to A-30 of this appendix. 

 

Figure 3  -The  public  meeting held at the  Coelho  Middle School in Attleboro  on  April  25,  

2018  

The meeting notice included the location, date and time of both meetings, as well as other 
options and methods for commenting such as e-mail, phone, fax, SRPEDD’s website in lieu of 
attendance at any of the meetings. Also included were offers of translations into three other 
languages, an offer of accommodations and accessibility information, as well as a Title VI 
notification of nondiscrimination on the back of the notice. The meeting notice also included a 
web address and a QR reader that linked to the public survey on Survey Monkey concerning the 
travel experience on the Route 1 Corridor. In 2019, SRPEDD hosted 2 Route 1 Corridor Study 
public meetings and presented findings and recommendations on Febuary 25th in Attleboro and 
on Febuary 26th in North Attleborough. Sign-in sheets from all public meetings can be found on 
pages A-2 to A-3, A-6 to A-8, A-15 to A-16, A-5 to A-28, A-31 to A-34 of this appendix. 

All meeting photos can be found on pages A-17 to A-19 of this appendix. 

The public survey that was conducted enabled the collection of travel data for Route 1, 
including the origin and destination of motorists, the frequency, the length, and the purpose of 
travel trips, how many stops are made during a typical trip, which surrounding roads are used 
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to detour around Route 1, and at which signalized intersections motorists find the most delay 
or find the most dangerous to travel through. 

Some of the survey results were informative. 80% of all origins and destinations while traveling 
along Route 1 were within Attleboro and/or North Attleborough. The roads cited most that are 
used to detour around Route 1 were Cumberland Avenue (often as a way to access Routes 123, 
I-95 and I-295), Newport Avenue/Old Post Road, Draper Avenue, May Street and Allen Avenue. 
There were an additional 20 roads mentioned that are also used as detours. The intersections 
that motorists found had the longest delay or found the most dangerous were: Route 1 @ May 
Street; Route 1 @ Hoppin Hill Road; and Route 1 @ Allen Avenue (Fashion Crossing). 

The survey went live on April 4, 2018, with the last responses submitted on May 7, 2018 and 
netted a total of 147 responses. Out of the 147 respondents, 103 left additional comments. A 
good number of these comments involved the poor timing of lights and the need for additional 
thru lanes and turning lanes. There were numerous general comments related to congestion 
and the overdevelopment of the Route 1 area, as well as the poor condition of the pavement. 
These were the specific issues that were mentioned repeatedly: 

1.	 The extensive queue of left-turning vehicles at Allen Avenue; 
2.	 The difficulty in taking left-turns at both signalized intersections and uncontrolled 

business driveways; 
3.	 The danger and /or lack of facilities for transit riders, as well as for pedestrians and 

bicyclists, such as bus shelters, lack of sidewalks and bike lanes; 
4.	 The use of residential and local roads being used for detours around the Route 1 traffic; 

and 
5.	 Dangerous lefts and the lack of a turn arrow at Route 1 and Route 20 (Hoppin Hill Road). 

(It should be noted that the intersection of Route 1 at Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) was 
undergoing construction during the public outreach and the writing of the study.) 

A complete summary of the survey findings can be found on pages A-35 to A-71 of this 
appendix. 
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Route 1-Public Outreach Events
 

DATE                                         LOCATION EVENT 

4/23/2018 Police Dept. N. Attleborough Community Officials Meeting 
4/23/2018 Attleboro City Hall Attleboro Community Officials Meeting 
4/24/2018 Richards Memorial Library N. Attleborough Public Meeting 
4/25/2018 Coelho Middle School Attleboro Public Meeting 
4/14/2018 Region-wide Region-wide Public Survey Goes Live 
5/7/2018 Region-wide Region-wide Public Survey Closed 
11/6/2018 GATRA Taunton Transit Coordination Meeting 
1/29/2019 Town Hall N. Attleborough Community Officials Meeting 
2/11/2019 Attleboro City Hall Attleboro Community Officials Meeting 
2/25/2019 Coelho Middle School Attleboro Public Meeting 
2/26/2019 Town Hall N. Attleborough Public Meeting 
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TO COMMENT ANYTIME: 

Call: 508 824-1367 Use Postal Mail: 

Fax: 508 823-1803 88 Broadway 

E-mail: gli@srpedd;org    Taunton, MA 02780 

Visit our website at www;srpedd;org  

~or~ 

SRPEDD’s Facebook Page  

SRPEDD is Holding 2 Public Meetings to Present 

the Findings of the Route 1 Study 

For the ! ��boro P���: 
Robert J; �oelho Middle School 
In the �afeteria 

99 �rown Street 
! ����o, M! 02703 
Monday, February 25, 2019 
5:00 PM – 7:00 PM 

These Venues 
are !ccessible 

For the North ! ��borough P����
North ! ��borough Town Hall 
In the Foyer 

43 South Washington Street 
North ! ����ough, M! 02760 
Tuesday, February 26, 2019 
5:30 PM – 7:30 PM 

SRPEDD provides reasonable accommod�ons, including language assistance and/or auxiliary aids & services free of charge upon request and as available; For 
accommod�on or language assistance, please contact SRPEDD’s Title VI �oordinator by phone (508 824-1367), dial 711 to use MassRelay, fax (508 823-1803), 
or by email lcabral@srpedd;org; Requests should be made as soon as possible (at least ten business days) prior to the mee�g; 
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               www;surveymonkey;com/r/Route_1  

                                          
 

      

       
  

      

                   

           

  

    
    

     
     

SRPEDD is holding an informal drop-in meeting to discuss potential 
improvements to the Route 1 Roadway from Hoppin Hill Ave. in North 
Attleborough south to the Route 1A connector in Attleboro. Residents, 
business owners and those who travel the corridor are invited to come 
and learn more, as well as to offer comments and express concerns. 

Please come to one of our informal ‘drop-in’ meetings:
	

Richards Memorial Library Coelho Middle School 
 118 N. Washington Street 99 Brown Street 
North Attleborough, MA Attleboro, MA

  Tuesday, April 24, 2018 Wednesday, April 25, 2018 
Both from 4 pm to 7 pm
	

Please Take a Survey about the Route 1 Corridor 
Route 1 Survey Link 

Scan with a Smart Phone 

TO COMMENT ANYTIME: Call: 508 824-1367 Fax: 508 823-1803
	

E- mail: lcabral@srpedd.org or Visit our website at www.srpedd.org
	

Se você preferir esto traduzido em Português, por favor ligue para nos. 

Si desea que esta traducido al espanol, llamenos. 

Si ou bezwen sa a tradui yo nan lang angle tanpri kontakte nou. 

These locations are accessible to people with disabilities; The library is served by G! TR! public transit Routes 10 & 14 
and the school by Routes 11 & 24; Upon request, every effort will be made to provide accommodation or language 
assistance at no charge; Please contact SRPEDD’s Title VI Coordinator by phone (508 824-1367), fax (508 823-1803), 

or by email lcabral@srpedd;org; Requests should be made as soon as possible prior to the meeting; 
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Route 1 Public Drop-in Meeting #1 - April 24, 2018 
Richard’s Memorial Library, 118 North Washington Street, North ! ttleborough 

Bob Giers 

1.	 Design of Route 1 should consider accessibility of people with disabilities 
2.	 MAAB design standard should be considered 
3.	 Adequate time for pedestrian crossing should be assigned 

Paulette 

1.	 High left turn volume at R120 at Route 1 intersection 
2.	 Speed limit should be reduced along Route 1 

Ron Lagasse 

1.	 Route 120 and Route 1 intersection safety concerns 
2.	 Old Post Road and Route 1 intersection safety concerns and should be rebuilt with better 

alignment 
3.	 Draper intersection safety concerns 

Matt 

1.	 Resident of May St 
2.	 Use of ITS strategy along Route 1 
3.	 Left turn lane is important along Route 1 

Charlie 

1.	 Truck using May St 
2.	 Crash problem on May St 
3.	 Tree block sight distance along May St 
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April 24, 2018 Drop-In Meetings for Route 1 Corridor Study 

- From southbound coming north / no left turn (Route 120 / Route 1 / Route 1A) 
- Route 120 eastbound allows a maximum of 5 cars to get through / it’s a mess 
- Southbound / Why not eliminates lefts onto Route 1 
- Coffee Shop Closed at Subaru’s Dealership 
- Robert Giers “Make sure people with disabilities are not overlooked shadowed by 

bicyclists,  AAB standards should be considered because they are much stricter than 
!D !” 

- May Street, considered thickly settled? / Eastbound backs up continually  
- Dorothy Sousa “! ngeline Street has no Truck Sign. Open up Cumberland. May Street is 

taking all of the traffic, it’s narrow and has no sidewalks, it’s dangerous to walk, even to 
go out to get mail. There is too much traffic, everyday there are lots of trucks. Make 
trucks use Newport !ven ue. Home values have gone down, it’s not fair. 

- Coming from South Attleboro intersection at Route 120, timing for left turns is not 
sufficient 

April 25, 2018 Drop In Meetings for Route 1 Corridor Study 

- May Street is narrow, has no sidewalks (have to walk on peoples lawns, which is not 
fair), almost been hit by a car getting mail. Biggest concern is tractor trailers, evenly 
distributed throughout the day. Traffic from 2-6. Southbound onto May is difficult for 
tractor trailers. 

- Safety Concerns - 1A northbound at Howarth Avenue, motorists go right on red against 
the eastbound through. Vehicles are doubling up jockeying for the one lane. 

- Teacher at High School “!void s a left at any intersection (in or out), When he was at 
Complete Fitness we would go to the D&D and take a right then go down Old Post Road 
/ Walmart South. Avoids the area, especially at Christmas. Route 1/1A/123 may have 
gotten better since extra light. 

- Kelly Snyder / My Notes based on our discussion – “Shell Station is rebuilding, gonna try 
to contact for bus pullouts. Pineapple Inn is a perfect location for bus pullout. Ideally Bus 
Shelters with solar supported lighting should be installed wherever possible. At a 
previous job they changed from a flag system to a stop system and both safety and 
wheel chair ridership went up. The timing on the side streets is insufficient to clear 
traffic, even when a bus is the 5th vehicle, especially on May Street. Three designed 
stops along the corridor in each direction would be ideal. 

- Kelly Snyder / Written Notes Supplied – “Shell rebuilding that area, ideal cutout 
location– farside. Other businesses that could do the same – Pineapple Inn already has 
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place to stop but would need signage. Designed Stops – Kelly already knows where. 
Solar Shelters – no benches – Always lit with solar. Boch Toyota has 2 back entrances. 
ADA issues along entire corridor. Nights Inn – hasn’t called him back. Side Street lights 
are short, i.e. getting out of Target. Far side is safest.  
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Route 1 Public Drop-in Meeting #1 - April 24, 2018 
Richard’s Memorial Library, 118 North Washington Street, North ! ttleborough 

Public Comments: 
#1 – Hoppin Hill Resident 
	 Route 1 & 120 intersection – under construction, lights not functioning properly – green time 

too short, sees a lot of red light running. Also observed a lot of distracted driving. PM replied 
that timing is temporary due to ongoing construction and will most likely be correct when 
construction is complete. 

	 Very concerned with access management to business along the entire length of the corridor. 
Stated that there were a lot of inconsistencies that could lead to crashes. Specifically 
mentioned section between Friendly’s and 123 (in ! ttleboro) and maybe limiting left turn 
access with a median. 

 Noted that there was no shoulder for bicycle and that people who have no other option may 
need a bicycle to get somewhere. 

#2 – Reservoir Street Resident 
 Concerned with left turns out of Reservoir Street and increased volumes from new 

construction including a Cumberland Farms and a +45 housing unit development. 
 Mentioned Elm Street project completed by Northeastern students. 
 Had questions about Route 1 & 120, what will it look like when it’s done? 
 Also concerned with access management, mentioned the area around the Triple Play Car 

Wash (in Attleboro) and maybe extending the median and adding u-turns. 

#3 – Stern Gentleman 
 Asked about criteria for putting in medians and expressed concern with left-turn movements 

along the corridor. 
 Discussed the Elmwood Street intersection – out of study area. 

#4 – Paulette 
 Several questions about study and purpose. 
 Wants to be contacted about study progress and opportunities for input. 
 Route 1 & 120 intersection – needs a left arrow heading north from Attleboro. 
 MassDOT needs to be better informed of private projects – cited a public meeting for the 

Hoppin Hill project where MassDOT did not know about Rockin’ Roasters. Expressed 
frustration that there was no follow up after design public hearing.
 

 Concerned with speeding on the corridor – wants to see lower speed limits.
 

#5 – Gentleman with a gray v-neck sweater 
	 Route 1 & 120 – confusing lane layouts and overall intersection configuration. Suggested 

eliminating left turns southbound onto Route 1. Expressed frustration with queue lengths 
and reported sitting through at least 4 light cycles on several occasions. 
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#6 – Thom Welch 
 Southbound turn into Fashion Crossing (Attleboro) should be a double left and there is room 

to accommodate a receiving lane for the additional turn lane. Weekend and holiday traffic 
exceeds capacity; traffic backs up to mall entrance. Shoppes at Emerald Square project will 
worsen traffic. 

 Pizzeria Romano – parking lot too small, lots of takeout business, traffic backs out onto Route 
1 causing an unsafe condition. 

#6 – Maureen from the YMCA 
 Travels often from North Attelborough to South Attleboro and frequently detours around 

Route 1 to avoid traffic, especially during the holiday season. 
 Concerned with turns into and out of CVS near the Hoppin Hill intersection. 
 Discussed Elmwood Ave intersection – not in study area. 

#7 – Joan Marchitto 
 Concerned with snow removal on sidewalks. 
 Discussed jurisdiction of Allen Avenue. 
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Sara Lynn Reynolds (Councilor 1) 

1. Operation for Angeline St 

Bryan 

1. He is a bicyclist but does not think Route 1 area is safe enough to bike 
2. He likes to see my left turn turns along Route 1 

Janice 

1. There are too many driveways on May St 
2. May St is too fast 
3. Crashes happened on May St 
4. Angeline and Route 1 intersection is a concern for safety and capacity 
5. She often walks on May St, on the sidewalk on Route 1 and Route 123 
6. Como Drive at Route 1 is a concern for safety and capacity 
7. Snow removal in the winter time concern. 
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April 25, 2018 Drop-In Meeting Attleboro for Route 1 Corridor Study 

- May Street is narrow, has no sidewalks (have to walk on peoples lawns, which is not 
fair), almost been hit by a car getting mail. Biggest concern is tractor trailers, evenly 
distributed throughout the day. Traffic from 2-6. Southbound onto May is difficult for 
tractor trailers. 

- Safety Concerns - 1A northbound at Howarth Avenue, motorists go right on red against 
the eastbound through. Vehicles are doubling up jockeying for the one lane. 

- Teacher at High School “!void s a left at any intersection (in or out), When he was at 
Complete Fitness we would go to the D&D and take a right then go down Old Post Road 
/ Walmart South. Avoids the area, especially at Christmas. Route 1/1A/123 may have 
gotten better since extra light. 

- Kelly Snyder / My Notes based on our discussion – “Shell Station is rebuilding, gonna try 
to contact for bus pullouts. Pineapple Inn is a perfect location for bus pullout. Ideally Bus 
Shelters with solar supported lighting should be installed wherever possible. At a 
previous job they changed from a flag system to a stop system and both safety and 
wheel chair ridership went up. The timing on the side streets is insufficient to clear 
traffic, even when a bus is the 5th vehicle, especially on May Street. Three designed 
stops along the corridor in each direction would be ideal. 

- Kelly Snyder / Written Notes Supplied – “Shell rebuilding that area, ideal cutout 
location– farside. Other businesses that could do the same – Pineapple Inn already has 
place to stop but would need signage. Designed Stops – Kelly already knows where. 
Solar Shelters – no benches – Always lit with solar. Boch Toyota has 2 back entrances. 
ADA issues along entire corridor. Nights Inn – hasn’t called him back. Side Street lights 
are short, i.e. getting out of Target. Far side is safest.  
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Phone call to SRPEDD office in regards to the Route 1 study 

Robert Houde
 

33 Bertram Rd, North Attleborough
 

401-782-4484
 

The light going east on Route 120 and Route 1 only allow 4-5 cars from Hoppin Hill Rd. Created huge 

backups, especially in the morning.
 

There is no left turn arrow for northbound vehicles to turn left onto R120 west.
 

North-south at Route 1A into Route 1 going south, vehicles can go straight, turn right or turn left while 

vehicles headed north into 1A can do the same. What a mess.
 

Route 1 and Old Post Road is a dangerous intersection and raised median along Route at this
 
intersection.
 

Fix the light for Route 120 east at Route 1 to allow a lot more vehicles through
 

Four way lights
 

Left turn allow onto 120 at 1-1A northbound
 

Eliminate left turn onto Route 1 for vehicles going south on 1A
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Dave 

1. 18 Wheelers and buses off of May St. 
2. Lights need to be adjusted, only a few cars can proceed heading west. 
3. Lower speed limit 
4. Vehicles trying to turn right can not ? 
5. A lot of pedestrian traffic no sidewalk or ? 
6. Possibility of light on May St at New Port Ave 
7. If Cumberland Ave was open traffic could travel 

Janice 

Significant amount of traffic since Mayfaire Plaza has opened up 
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Route 1 Attleboro Meeting Notes 

	 May Street at Newport Avenue Resident 
o	 Bike and pedestrian accommodations needed. 

 Proposed bike path on Newport Avenue East of Route 1A mentioned. 
o	 Truck traffic travelling through Route 1 & May Street noted as problematic. 

 Truck volumes on May Street are a problem. 
 Trucks turning at Route 1 / May causes problems. 

o	 Lack of shoulder / buffer is dangerous for abutting residents / pedestrians and bicycles. 
o	 Vehicles approach Route 1A & Route 123 from the East on the shoulder, treating a 

single lane road as a two lane road. 

	 Attleboro Traffic Commissioner 
o	 Backing out of driveways on May Street East is dangerous for residents. 
o	 Signal timing issues mentioned at Route 1 & May Street. 
o	 Signal timing / queueing issues on Route 123 between Route 1 and Route 1A. 
o	 Mentioned addition of capacity lane at Westbound approach of Route 1A and Route 

123. 
o	 Mentioned that Route 1 & Route 1A intersection functioned better before changes were 

made. 
o	 Mentioned that rezoning of space between Route 1 and Route 1A South of Route 123 

from residential to commercial will be occurring. 

	 Resident of Newport Avenue near May Street area 
o	 Backup on Route 123 between Route 1A and Route 1 
o	 Signal coordination on Route 1 (or lack thereof) mentioned as a problem. 
o	 Possible no left turn posted at BJ’s driveway / access located on Route 123 West of 

Route 1. 
o	 Possible construction of overpass on Route 123 between Route 1 and Route 1A. 

	 Brown Street Resident 
o	 Addition of signal at Angeline Street appears to be causing more congestion 

 Elimination of left turn lanes would help alleviate this issue. 
o	 Too many places for left turns along corridor, resulting in traffic backup behind people 

making these turns. 
 Addition of jersey barriers to prevent left turns at problematic locations could 

be beneficial, specifically south of Angeline Street. 
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Notes for the Route 1 Meeting at Coelho Middle School 

February 25, 2019 

Route 1A at Route 1 Intersection
 

Comment made that the arial photo was old and that there have been updates 

made to the intersection.
 

Question – Where would bicycle lanes be considered/proposed?
 

Heather – Questioned the width capacity along Cumberland Avenue and if there 

would be enough width for a two lane road.
 

Heather – Questioned the history behind the disconnect of Allen Avenue.
 

Someone questioned if there would be issues if both May St and Cumberland Ave 

were given access along Route 123 due to their close proximity to each other.
 

Although not within the scope of the study area someone commented on the need
 
for better accommodations for bicyclists and pedestrians for the MBTA Station’s 

surrounding area.
 

Someone inquired about the limits of the study area and questioned why it had not
 
started at I-95.
 

Someone inquired about the feasibility of making improvements along Route 1.
 

Someone stated that they had concerns over side roads becoming main roads.
 

Someone inquired about the ability to balance/distribute traffic between two 

intersections (LOS F & LOS A) so that both intersections could operate at an 

acceptable LOS. After the meeting I spoke with the gentlemen and he elaborated 

that why couldn’t people go past May Street to the next intersection further south 

and take a left onto the other street to then access Route 123. 

Someone questioned if there was enough physical space (land/real estate) to make 

the proposed improvements. 
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Notes for the Route 1 Meeting at North Attleborough Town Hall 

February 26, 2019 

An audience member voiced concerns over bicyclists traveling along Route 1. 

An audience member voiced concerns on the segment of Route 1 southbound 

between the I-295 ramps and the northern entrance to the mall. Stating that 

motorists utilize the outer most right lane that is intended for rights into the mall to 

bypass traffic and then they attempt to merge into southbound traffic. 

Also the left southbound turn lane to the Lowe’s is a choke point. 

An audience member questioned if the Mobile home Park redevelopment had been 

considered. 

An audience member stated that they did not think an F to D was a big 

improvement and they would tell the state to save their money. Marie explained 

that F to D can be a big improvement in time savings. 

Marie added that a frontage road had been considered between Cumberland Ave 

and the Mall but at the time it would have required rezoning and they “couldn’t 

make it happen”. 

A comment was made that Target’s placement was restricted due to wetlands. 

An audience member commented that the improvement at Old Post Road was not 

an improvement and that they found it safer going through Dunkin & Donuts. 

A gentleman in the audience commented that he found the ridership numbers 

flawed and that he only sees on to two buses daily with one to two people on them. 

The questioned was raised if there was a documented transit need. The BOS Chair 

commented that there have been request for service on Route 152 to Sturdy. 

A woman (ADA Compliance Representative?) in the audience stated that in this 

area the need is more for Dial-A-Ride. 

A comment was made that the reconnection of roadways would be scary to local 

access not allowing people to get out of their driveways. 

A woman from the Keep North Attleborough Beautiful organization inquired about 

the consideration of aesthetics. She stated that “weeds grow out of the median 

cracks” the whole median is disintegrated. 

Audience members questioned pavement maintenance plans between Stop & Shop 

and CVS, and Pub 99 & Cumberland Avenue. 

Concerns were brought up in reference to the green timing for vehicles on Draper 

Avenue at Route 1 during the peak periods. 
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9 MTPQHDFRDOFJNQD>U\NOITRYDNFDKQMMD5OF5QONI;DGLIDNFDHLRYQOFJKDNFDMTPQDFRDLRI`FOQ ?W>9W@A>XD<[?XDYZ 

>A UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ ?W>9W@A>XD>[?<DYZ 

>> UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ ?W>9W@A>XD>>[@?DUZ 
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>@ \TYRLMDMTYXNKDRFNDTRDKIR[ ?W>9W@A>XD>>[>:DUZ 

>B UUU[D6OL__T[\D‣RKL_Q\DYFNXFMQK ?W>9W@A>XD9[?:DUZ 

>? 6T`TRYDF_DMTYXNKggcDJKJLMMIDQRHDJ5DKTNNTRYDLNDQPQOIDMTYXN ?W>9W@A>XD:[?<DUZ 

>] `LRID[LJKQKg[FRYQKNTFR\D5QF5MQDHOTPTRYD5FFOMI ?W>9W@A>XD][>XDUZ 

>< 6OL__T[DJRKL_QDLRHD5FNXFMQK ?W>9W@A>XD>@[?@DUZ 

>: UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ ?W>?W@A>XD>@[>BDUZ 

>X UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ;DYOT`LOTMIDNOL__T[ ?W>BW@A>XD][?:DYZ 

>9 LMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ;D6OL__T[DKJ[4K\DRFONXDLNNMQVFOFD5FNDXFMQKD[FJMHDKGLMMFGDLD[LODLRHDYQNNTRYDNFDNXQ ?W>BW@A>XD][?>DYZ 
KL`QDK5FND[FJMHDNL4QDVQNGQQRD]g@]D`TRJNQKDHQ5QRHTRYDFRDNXQDHLIWNT`Q;DO 

@A UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQb ?W>BW@A>XD>A[B9DUZ 

@> UDMFNDkJT[4QO ?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

@@ UMMDNXQDLVFPQ ?W>AW@A>XD:[?<DUZ 

@B UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ ?W]W@A>XD][@>DYZ 
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C>@DhTHDIFJD4RFGDNXLNDNXQOQDLOQDKQPQOLMDjU6SUDOFJNQKD5OFPTHTRYDVJK
 
KQOPT[QDFRDSFJNQD>Z
 

URKGQOQH[D>?XD \4T55QH[Dg> 

]OJ 

^_ 

RS TRS URS VRS WRS XRS YRS ZRS [RS \RS TRRS 

-5.6'()/&$0/'. 

dQK 

676UU 

WF 

:@;BA= 

('.+$5.'. 

@:;:A= 

>A: 

?> 

>?X 
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C>BDVXLNDGFJMHD`L4QDIFJD[FRKTHQODMQLPTRYDIFJOD[LODLNDXF`QDNFDNL4QDL
 
VJKDNFDLDMF[LNTFRDFRDFODRQLODSFJNQD>ZD^XQ[4DLMMDNXLNDL55MI;
 

URKGQOQH[D>?XD \4T55QH[Dg> 

`DFQGOFaCDcFNO 
cKODHIJ 

bL_dMLhDcKO 
G_IcOJDFLaXXX 

L_GODHIJDcGMMJ 
g_GOD_\cOL 

VUOLMLhDFLa 
dOONOLaDJOGUMEO 

f_LUOLMOLEOD 

`Dd_IQaLbc 
E_LJMaOGDMc 

RS TRS URS VRS WRS XRS YRS ZRS [RS \RS TRRS 

-5.6'()/&$0/'. ('.+$5.'. 

cDLMOQLHIDNL4QDNXQDVJK >;B]= @ 

‧RFGTRYDNXQDOFJNQKDLRHDK[XQHJMQK :;?B= >> 

ZFOQDVJKDNOT5KD`FOQDF_NQR <;:<= >A 

”PQRTRYDLRHDGQQ4QRHDKQOPT[Q :;?B= >> 

^FRPQRTQR[QD X;:X= >B 

cDGFJMHReND[FRKTHQODTN X:;><= >@9 

6FNLMDSQK5FRHQRNK[D>?X D 
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cLDFaaMcM_LFQ 
cGFUOQDQFLO 

cLD_L[G_Fa 
HMNODQFLO 

cLD_\\[G_Fa 
HMNODQFLO 

PMaOGDJMaOdFQNJ 

BIJDJKOQcOGJ 
FLae_GDJF\OXXX 

KcKOGDWMQOFJO 
JMOEM\Ca 
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C>?DVXLNDHFDIFJDNXTR4D[FJMHDT`5OFPQDNOLPQMDLRHWFODKL_QNIDLMFRYDSFJNQD>Z
 
^XQ[4DLMMDNXLNDL55MI;
 

URKGQOQH[D>?]D \4T55QH[D@ 

RS TRS URS VRS WRS XRS YRS ZRS [RS \RS TRRS 

-5.6'()/&$0/'. ('.+$5.'. 

URDLHHTNTFRLMDNOLPQMDMLRQ ]X;<@= X] 

URDFRgOFLHDVT4QDMLRQ :;]9= >> 

URDF__gOFLHDVT4QDMLRQ >:;9B= @< 

VTHQODKTHQGLM4K @<;9A= B9 

aJKDKXQMNQOKDLRHWFOD\L_QDaFLOHTRYDUOQLKDLMFRYDSFJNQD> >X;<@= @: 

7NXQOD†5MQLKQDK5Q[T_I‡ ]];X<= X> 

6FNLMDSQK5FRHQRNK[D>?] D 

# $%&'()*+,'-.').+'/0123 4-%' 

> 6XQDNT`TRYDF_DNXQDNOL__T[DMTYXNK ]W>AW@A>XD?[@@DYZ 

@ ZFOQDMQ_NDNJORKDMTYXNK ]WBW@A>XD<[]9DYZ 

B aQNNQOD[FFOHTRLNTFRDF_DNOL__T[DKTYRLMKDQK5Q[TLMMIDLNDNXQDWFONXDUNNMQVFOFW\FJNXDUNNMQVFOFDVFOHQODLN ?W@<W@A>XD<[]ADUZ 
^J`VQOMLRHDUPQDLRHDZLID\NDTRNQOKQ[NTFRK;DSN;D>DLRHDSN;D>@ADTRNQOKQ[NTFRDXLKDLMKFDNJORQHDTRNFDL 
XJYQDVFNNMQRQ[4;DWQGD5LNNQORD`LHQDTNDV7S\”DVIDNL4TRYDLGLIDOTYXNDMLRQDFRDSN;D>DWFONXDLRHDRFN 
LHHTRYDLDMQ_NDNJORDMTYXND_OF`DSN;D>DWFONXDFRNFDSN;D>@A; 

? ZFOQDNT`QDLNDSFJNQD>@ADMTYXN ?W@]W@A>XD:[>?DYZ 

] •QOKQIDVLOOTQOKDLRHDNJORTRYDMLRQK ?W@]W@A>XD:[AADYZ 

< \THQGLM4KDLNDLMMD‥D5FFODKRFGDOQ`FPLM ?W@]W@A>XD<[AADYZ 

: YOQ_QODRFDVT4QDMLRQK ?W@]W@A>XD?[B?DYZ 
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X •QOKQIDVLOOTQOKDLRHDNJORTRYDMLRQK ?W@]W@A>XD?[@9DYZ 

9 hQKTYRLNQHDMQ_NDNJORDMTYXNKDLNDS6D>@A\DHQKTYRLNQHDJgNJORKDGTNXDVLOOTQOKDNFDKNF5DVMF[4QHDNOL__T[DLNDKTHQ 
KNOQQNKDLRHDKNFOQK; 

?W@]W@A>XDB[]]DYZ 

>A SQLMDKTHQGLM4KDLRHD`L4QDKJOQDNXQDGXQDLOQLDXLKDKTHQGLM4K;DcD[LRRFNDJKQD`IDGXQQM[XLTODLMFRY 
`LRIDLOQLKDGTNXDVLHDGQLNXQODLRHD`JHDGTNXFJNDKTHQDGLM4K;D QOID‣W\U„”DLRHDTMMQYLMD5QODUhU 
OQkJTOQ`QRNK 

?W@]W@A>XD>>[B>DUZ 

>> MQKKD5FNXFMQKDLRHDNOITRYDNFDLPFTHDNXQ`D`L4QKDKL_QODKNOQQNKb ?W@]W@A>XD>A[B]DUZ 

>@ \IR[XOFRTfQHDMTYXNKDLRHD_QGQODMTYXNKDLNDKTHQDKNOQQNK;D6XQDMTYXNKD[LJKQD`LiFODVL[4J5KDQK5Q[TLMMI 
6LOYQN\DVLM`LONDLRHDLYLTRDLNDZLIDKN; 

?W@]W@A>XD?[?BDUZ 

>B UQKKD5FNXFMQK\D[FRYQKNTFR ?W@?W@A>XD<[BADYZ 

>? UQ_NDLOOFGDNFD>@A ?W@?W@A>XD<[@<DYZ 

>] UTYXNDKQkJQR[QKDGQMMD[FOHTRLNTQHDKL_QNI ?W@?W@A>XD][BBDYZ 

>< ZQHTLRDLMFRYDSND> ?W@?W@A>XD?[@>DYZ 

>: „FJODGLIDMTYXNKDFR ?W@?W@A>XD?[>9DYZ 

>X UMMDF_DNXQDLVFPQ\DLRHD`L4QDNOLPQMDMLRQKDMT4QDNXQDFRQD_OF`DVLM`LOND5LKNDUFGQKDNFDZLOKXLMMK\DQN[; 
„FODKF`QDOQLKFRDNXQDhOL5QODUPQWSND>DTRNQOKQ[NTFRDKQQ`KDHLRYQOFJK;DUMKFD`L4QD`FOQDOFLHKDF__ 
7MHDYFKNDSFLHD[FRNTRJQDNFDSFJNQD>\DKJ[XDLKD^J`VQOMLRHDUPQ;DLND„OTQRHMTQKDFODUMMQRDUPQDRQ‟NDNF 
ZFR4QID•FQK; 

?W@BW@A>XD<[>]DYZ 

>9 aOTRYDNXQDOFLHGLIDKNLNQDF_DOQ5LTODJ5DNFDLDOQLKFRLVMQDKNLRHLOH; ?W@BW@A>XD>[A@DYZ 

@A aQNNQODNT`TRYDF_DNOL__T[DMTYXNK\DQK5Q[TLMMIDNXQDMQ_NDNJORDTRNFDNXQDYLRQOLWaQHDaLNXD‥DaQIFRHD5MLfLK; ?W@BW@A>XD>A[B>DUZ 

@> ‧QQ5TRYDLMMDNXQDScDKXF55QOKDFJNb ?W@>W@A>XD?[]?DYZ 

@@ ZLO4QHDVJKDLOQLK ?W@AW@A>XDB[BBDYZ 

@B c`5OFPQDNJORTRYDMLRQKDLRHD5LTRNQHDMLRQKDLNDSNQ>\DUMMQRDLPQ\D6LOYQN\DUFRYXFORKDTRNQOKQ[NTFR;D„OF` 
6LOYQNDNFDNJORDOTYXNDKFJODFRDSNQD>\D\NLNQW6FGRDRQQHKDNFD5MFGDNXQDOTYXNDNJORTRYDMLRQDLRHD5LTRN; 
U[OFKKDNXQDKNOQQN\DRQQHDNFD[FRNOFMDSNQ>DRFONXVFJRHDITQMHKDTRNFDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDLKDNXQDUMMQRDUPQDTK 
[OFKKTRYDKNOLTYXNDLXQLH;D6XQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDiL`KDLKD[LOD[OFKKDQL[XDFNXQO\D[LOKDNOITRYDNFDYFDNF 
„LKXTFRD[OFKKTRYDLRHD5LRDXLRHMQOKDKNF5TRYDLMMDLKDLD[TPTMDOTYXNK;D\FJNXVFJRHDNJORTRYDMLRQDMQ_NDNJORTRY 
MLRQDNFFDKXFONbDaL[4DJ5DNFDZLMM; 

?W@AW@A>XD@[]XDYZ 

@? ^XLRYQDNXQDNT`TRYDF_DNXQDNOL__T[DKTYRLMDLNDSND>DLRHDZLID\NOQQN;D6XLNDKTYRLMDHFQKDRFNDLMMFGDQR5FJYX 
NOL__T[DNFD_MFGDKFJNX\DVL[4TRYDJ5DNOL__T[D_FOD@D`TMQK\D[LJKTRYDJRKL_QDQRNOID_OF`DVJKTRQKKQKDFRDNXQ 
QLKNDLRHDGQKNDKTHQKDF_DSNDTRDVFNXDHTOQ[NTFRK; 

?W@AW@A>XD>[>9DYZ 

@] UDMQ_NgNJORDLHPLR[QDYOQQRDLOOFGDLNDSFJNQD>DWFONXDNFDNJORDFRNFDSND>@A ?W@AW@A>XD>@[]9DYZ 

@< ZFRFOLTM ?W@AW@A>XD9[]9DUZ 

@: VQNNQODNOL__T[DMTYXND5LNNQORK ?W@AW@A>XD9[]]DUZ 

@X UQKKD_LKND_FFHD5ML[QK ?W@AW@A>XD9[B?DUZ 

@9 aQNNQODMTYXNDKIKNQ`K ?W@AW@A>XDX[]>DUZ 

BA cDHFDRFNDNXTR4DNXQD5OFVMQ`DTKDKFMPLVMQ;D6FFD`J[XDNOL__T[;D6FFD5FFODHOTPQOK ?W@AW@A>XD<[AADUZ 

B> UQKKDMTYXNKZDUQKKDVJKTRQKKQKZ ?W@AW@A>XD][?>DUZ 

B@ YOF5QOD[QRNQODNJORTRYDMLRQDTRDL55OF5OTLNQDLOQL ?W>9W@A>XD9[B:DYZ 

BB VQNNQODNT`QHDKTYRLMK;DVQNNQODL[[QKKD`LRLYQ`QRN; ?W>9W@A>XD9[AXDYZ 

B? 75QRD^J`VQOMLRHDUPQ\D`L4QDZLID\NOQQNDLDFRQDGLIDLRHDQTNXQOD^J`VQOMLRHD\NOQQNDFODURYQMTRQ 
\NOQQNDLDFRQDGLI 

?W>9W@A>XD:[]?DYZ 

B] cNeKDiJKNDKFDHLRYQOFJK;DRFNDKJOQDGXLNDNXQDLRKGQODGFJMHDVQ ?W>9W@A>XD<[?XDYZ 

B< VMF[4TRYDMQ_NDNJORKDNFW_OF`DVJKTRQKKQK\D5QOXL5KDNJORDLOFJRHDLOQLKDgDQK5Q[TLMMIDNXQDHJR4TRDHFRJNKDTR 
NXQD`FORTRY 

?W>9W@A>XD][@<DYZ 

B: `FOQD5FMT[QD5OQKQR[QDLRHDNT[4QNTRY ?W>9W@A>XDB[A9DYZ 
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BX WFRQDF_DNXQDLVFPQDKQMQ[NTFRK ?W>9W@A>XD@[]<DYZ 

B9 LDNXOFJYXDMLRQ\DRFDMQ_NDNJORD5OQPQRNTFRDQ‟[Q5NDGXQOQDLMMFGQH ?W>9W@A>XD>[?<DYZ 

?A hQ_TRTNQMIDW76D`FOQDNOLPQMDMLRQKbDZLIVQDKF`QDLHHTNTFRLMDNJORTRYDMLRQK; ?W>9W@A>XD>[>>DYZ 

?> \NF55TRYDNXQD[FRKNOJ[NTFRDF_DRQGDVJKTRQKKQK;DSQ`FPTRYDNXQDOTYXNDMLRQDTRD_OFRNDF_D”`QOLMHD\kJLOQ ?W>9W@A>XD>[ABDYZ 
ZLMMDNXLND5QF5MQDJKQDLKDLD5LKKTRYDMLRQ; 

?@ UQ_NDNJORDFRMIDFRNFDEF55TRDETMMDSFLH ?W>9W@A>XD>@[?<DYZ 

?B jOQQRDLOOFGDNFDNJORDMQ_NDFRDEF55TRDETMMD†SFJNQD>@A‡DGXQRD[F`TRYD_OF`D\FJNXDUNNMQVFOF;DYXIKT[LM ?W>9W@A>XD>>[@?DUZ 
VLOOTQOKDKQ5LOLNTRYDVFNXDKTHQKDF_DNOL__T[;D\THQGLM4KDLMFRYDVFNXDKTHQKD_FOD5QHQKNOTLRK; 

?? \TYRLMDMTYXNKD`LHQDNFDVQDTRDKIR[ ?W>9W@A>XD>>[>:DUZ 

?] ZFOQDVJKDKNF5KDKFDcDGFJMHReNDXLPQDNFDGLM4 ?W>9W@A>XD>A[@]DUZ 

?< UT`TNDMF[LNTFRKD_FOD`L4TRYDNJORKDL[OFKKDXTYXGLI ?W>9W@A>XD9[]BDUZ 

?: SQ[FR_TYJOLNTFRDF_DNOL__T[DMTYXNKD†LRHDNT`TRY․D7SDK`LONQODMTYXNKDNXLNDLOQReNDLD5LNNQORDVJNDOLNXQODVLKQH ?W>9W@A>XD9[?:DUZ 
FRDRQQH‡\DaQNNQODHQ_TRQHDQRNOLR[QKDNFDVJKTRQKKDTRD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOFD†Q;Y;D5MLfLDGTNXD7OLRYQD6XQFOI 
TKDLD[F`5MQNQDHTKLKNQO‡\DhQHT[LNQHDNJORTRYDMLRQKD†ETYXMLRHWSFJNQD>DTRNQOKQ[NTFR‡\DVLM4TRYDVOTHYQ 
[FRRQ[NTRYDKXF5K 

?X hTPTHQOK\DQMQPLNQHDOFNLOIDMT4QDNXQDFRQDTRDWFOGFFH ?W>9W@A>XD9[?]DUZ 

?9 UQKKD5QF5MQD[F`TRYD_OF`DSXFHQDcKMLRHDgDTNKDLMGLIKDNXQDScD5MLNQKDNXLND`L4QDJ5D`FKNDF_DNXQDNOL__T[ ?W>9W@A>XD9[BBDUZ 

]A VLOOTQODHTPTHTRYD`THHMQDF_DOFLH;DPQOIDHLRYQOFJKDRFG;DOFJNQD>DTKDLM`FKNDMT4QDLDXTYXGLIDGTNXD5QF5MQ ?W>9W@A>XD9[A]DUZ 
NOLPQMTRYDLNDXTYXDK5QQHK;D5JNDLD[FR[OQNQD`QHTLRDJ5DTRDNXQD`THHMQDF_DNXQDOFLH;DFRMIDLMMFGDMQ_NDXLRH 
NJORKDTRD[QONLTRDHQKTYRLNQHDLOQLK; 

]> 

]@ 

]B 

]? 

`QHTLRKWMQ NKD `QHTLRKDGTNXDHQKTYRLNQHDNJORDMLRQK\DIQNDMQKKDNJORDMLRQKDXFMHTRYDJ5DNOL__T[D_MFGDTR 
NOLPQMDMLRQK 

UQRYNXQRTRYDMLRQKDNXLNDLOQDHQKTYRLNQHDLKD NJORDFRMI DMLRQK 

6XQD_L[TMTNIDTKDFRMID[FRYQKNQHDHJOTRYD5QL4D5QOTFHKD†KXF55TRYDKQLKFR\DGQQ4QRHK\DQN[;‡DNXQDOQKNDF_ 
NXQDNT`QDTNDF5QOLNQKDGQMM;D„OLR4MI\DNXQOQDTKDMTNNMQDIFJD[LRDHFDNFDT`5OFPQDNXQD_L[TMTNIDHJOTRYDNXFKQ 
5QL4K;D6XQDVFNNF`DMTRQDHJOTRYDNXFKQD5QL4KDTKDNXLNDNXQOQDLOQDiJKNDNFFD`LRID[LOK;DVTNXDNXLNDKLTH\Dc 
GFJMHDMT4QDNFDKQQDVQNNQODKTHQGLM4KDLMFRYDNXQD[FOOTHFO;DcDXLPQDGTNRQKKQHD5LNXQNT[D5QHQKNOTLRK 
KMFYYTRYDNXOFJYXD_FFNDHQQ5DKRFGDGXQOQDNXQOQDLOQDRFDKTHQGLM4K\DFODJR5MFGQHDKTHQGLM4K;D 6XQ 
5QHQKNOTLRDL`QRTNTQKDLOQDLDHTKYOL[Q;DaT4QDMLRQKDKXFJMHDVQDLHHQHDNXQDQRNTOQDMQRYNX;D6XQIDGTMMDVQ 
MTNNMQDJKQHDLRHDNXQDKNLNQDGTMMDVQD`F[4QHD_FODTRKNLMMTRYDNXQ`DVJNDTRDNXQDMFRYDOJRDNXQIDGTMMDVQDLDVTY 
VQRQ_TN; 

6T`TRYDF_DNXQDMTYXNKD[XLRYQHDNFD5OF`FNQD_MFGDF_DNOL__T[ 

?W>9W@A>XD9[AADUZ 

?W>9W@A>XDX[]XDUZ 

?W>9W@A>XDX[?ADUZ 

?W>9W@A>XD:[?<DUZ 

]] _T‟DLMMDNXQDHQ_Q[NKDTRDNXQDOFLH\D5QF5MQDKGQOPQDLOFJRHDNXQ` ?W>9W@A>XD<[>@DUZ 

]< KNF5D[FRKNOJ[NTFR\DNXQOQDLOQDNFFD`LRID5MLfLK ?W>9W@A>XD][>XDUZ 

]: c`5OFPTRYDOFLHD[FRHTNTFRKDVIDVQNNQODJ5D4QQ5DF_DNXQDOFLHDKJO_L[Q;DaQNNQODMTYXNDNT`TRY; ?W>9W@A>XD>[?:DUZ 

]X „LKNQODMTYXNKDLRHDVTYYQODOFLHK ?W>9W@A>XD>@[?@DUZ 

]9 [MQLODKTYRLYQD\DLRHDKF`QGXQOQDKL_QDNFDNJORDLOFJRHDGXQRDIFJD[LRDFRMIDNL4QDOTYXNDXLRHDNJORKDFJNDF_ 
MFNK;D\F`QNT`QKDMQ_NDXLRHDNJORKDLOQDT`5FKKTVMQDL[OFKKDNXQD_FJODMLRQKDGXQRDXQLPIDNOL__T[ 

?W>XW@A>XDB[ABDYZ 

<A aLOOTQOKDNFD5OQPQRNDMQ_NDNJORKDFRDNGFDMLRQDKQ[NTFRK ?W>:W@A>XD>A[A>DUZ 

<> UDVT4QDMLRQDGTMMDh”^S”U\”DKL_QNIDLRHDKF`QFRQDGTMMDYQND4TMMQH;DdFJDLOQD4THHTRYDIFJOKQM_DT_DIFJ 
NXTR4DLHHTRYDLDVT4QDMLRQDGTMMDT`5OFPQDLRINXTRY; 

?W>]W@A>XD>A[@>DUZ 

<@ ”‟NOLDNOLPQMDMLRQ\DVQNNQODMTYXND[FFOHTRLNTFR ?W>?W@A>XD>@[AXDYZ 

<B ^F`5MQNQD\THQGLM4KDLMFRYDLMMDOFJNQD> ?W>?W@A>XDX[A]DUZ 

<? STYXNDRFG\DNXQDVTYYQKNDTKKJQDTKDNXQDOTHT[JMFJKDRJ`VQODF_D5FNXFMQK;D6XQKQDRQQHDT``QHTLNQ 
LNNQRNTFR; 

?W>BW@A>XD9[]]DYZ 

<] 6JORDMLRQKDLNDTRNQOKQ[NTFRK;;`FOQD[L5L[TNI ?W>BW@A>XD9[A<DYZ 
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<< 6XQDK[XFFMDfFRQDMTYXNKDLOQR…ND_MLKXTRYDLRI`FOQD_FODETMMDSFVQONKD‥DNXQOQDTKDRFDMFRYQODLD[OFKKTRY 
YJLOHDNFDNJORDNXQ`DFRDLRHDF__;D6XQD@A`5XDTKDRQPQODQR_FO[QHDGTNXD5FMT[QD5OQKQR[QDFODK5QQHDNOL5K; 
^L`QOLKD[FJMHDNT[4QNDK5QQHQOKDLRHDNXLND`FRQID[FJMHDVQDJKQHDNFD_JRHDKL_QODTRNQOKQ[NTFRK; 

?W>BW@A>XD<[?BDYZ 

<: „QGQODNOL__T[DMTYXNKWFPQO5LKK;DVTHQODMLRQK ?W>BW@A>XD][?:DYZ 

<X aQNNQODNJORTRYDMLRQKDLNDVJKIDTRNQOKQ[NTFRK;DVTHQRDOFLHDLND”`QOLMHD\kJLOQDZLMMDGXQOQDTNDRLOOFGKDNF 
NGFDNOLPQMDMLRQKDgDLHHTRYDLDOTYXNDXLRHDMLRQDLMMDNXQDGLIDNFDNXQDUMMQRDUPQDTRNQOKQ[NTFR 

?W>BW@A>XD>@[A>DYZ 

<9 WQGDNOL__T[D_MFGDFRD>@A\D>UDLRHDOFJNQD>DTRNQOKQ[NTFRDXLKD[OQLNQHD`FOQDTKKKJQKDNXLRDTNKD[FOOQ[NQHb 
6XQOQDTKDRFDMFRYQODLDOTYXNDMLRQD_MFGDNFDNXQDNOL__T[;D cDL`DTRDLDVL[4DJ5D” ”SdD`FORTRYDLRHDXLPQDXLH 
`LRIDRQLOD`TKKDL[[THQRNKDHJQDNFDFNXQOD5QF5MQDMLRQDXF55TRYb 

?W>BW@A>XD>A[B9DUZ 

:A 6JORTRYDMLRQKDRQLODRFONXDF_D\XFG[LKQD^TRQ`LK ?W>BW@A>XD>A[@:DUZ 

:> YOF5QODNJORTRYDMLRQKDLNDXF55TRDXTMMDLRHDNJORTRYDMTYXNDNT`QKDLHiJKNQHDK5Q[T_T[LMMIDMQ_NDLNDNXQ 
NLOYQNWZLOKXLMM…KDMTYXN 

?W>BW@A>XD9[]BDUZ 

:@ UFRYQODMTYXNDNJORTRYDTRNFDNXQD`LOKXLMMKWYLRQOLD5MLfL ?W>BW@A>XDX[?]DUZ 

:B SQ[FR_TYJOTRYDNXQDSNQ;@9]DTRNQO[XLRYQDLRHDQRNOLR[QDNFD”`QOLMHD\kJLOQDZLMM; ?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

:? UD[QRNQODMQ_NDFODOTYXNDXLRHDFRMIDNJORTRYDFRMIDMLRQ ?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

:] ZFOQDMTYXNKDLRHDMLRQKD_FODNJORTRYDMQ_N;D6JORTRYDMQ_NDL[OFKKDSND>DTKDKJT[THQ\DQPQRDLNDLDMTYXNDHJQDNFDNXQ 
HFJVMQDMLRQK;DcRDLHHTNTFRDNFDGFOOITRYDLVFJNDYQNNTRYDNgVFRQHDLKDcDNOIDNFD[OFKKDNGFDMLRQK\Dce`DLMGLIK 
GFOOTQHDLVFJNDYQNNTRYDOQLOgQRHQH;DUOQDVT4QKDQPQRDLMMFGQHDFRDOND>ZDcKReNDTNDLD XTYXGLI Z 

?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

:< aQNNQODMTYXNDKIR[XOFRTfLNTFR\DKL_QODGLIKD_FOD5QHQKNOTLRKDNFD[OFKKgOLTKQHDGLM4TRYDVOTHYQ ?W>@W@A>XD>>[AADYZ 

:: VQNNQODNT`TRYDF_DMTYXNKDgDNXQOQDTKDNFFD`J[XD[FRYQKNTFRDLRHDNXLNDTKDGXID5QF5MQDKQQ4DLMNQORLNQDOFJNQK 
GXT[XDLOQDVL[4DOFLHKDLRHDOQKTHQRNTLMDLOQLK 

?W>@W@A>XD@[A>DYZ 

:X cRNQO[FRRQ[NTFRDVQXTRHDVJTMHTRYK ?W>@W@A>XD>[>?DYZ 

:9 \`LONQODNJORDMLRQKDLNDKJ55FKQHMIDRQGDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDLNDOFJNQDFRQDLRHD>@ADYFTRYDKFJNXDLNDRQG 
TRNQOKQ[NTFRDTKDPQOIDHLRYQOFJKDNFDNL4QDLDMQ_NDNFDYFDRFONXDVFJRHDFRDQLKNDVLKXTRYNFRD\NOQQNDRFNDLR 
T`5OFPQ`QRNDLDRQGDHLRYQOD[OQLNQH 

?W>AW@A>XD:[?<DUZ 

XA „T‟DLMMDNXQDHL`RD5FNXFMQKDLMKFb ?W]W@A>XD][@>DYZ 

X> KNOQQNDMTYXNKDNT`QHDVQNNQODLRHWFODKQRKFOQHDVQNNQODKFDT_DRFDFRQDTKD[F`TRYDNXQDOQKNDF_DNOL__T[DTKRNDKTNNTRY 
LNDLDOQHDMTYXN 

?W]W@A>XD?[BADYZ 
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C>]DUNDGXT[XDNOL__T[DKTYRLM†K‡DHFDIFJD_TRHDNXQDMFRYQKNDHQMLI\DFOD_QQMDTKDNXQ 
`FKNDHLRYQOFJKZDYT[4DRFD`FOQDNXLRDB; 

URKGQOQH[D>?XD \4T55QH[Dg> 

d_MMMLDdMQQ 
cUODWTcODTURXXX 

PKMMMQODJcDe 
T_IcODTXXX 

^GFMOGDcUODe 
T_IcODTDWJKOXXX 

VgOGFQaDJfIFGO 
LFQQDeDT_IcOXXX 

VgOGFQaDJfIFGO 
LFQQDeDT_IcOXXX 

cQQOLDcUODe 
T_IcODTXXX 

PFQgFGcD`QFgF 
eDT_IcODTDW_XXX 

fIgHOGQFLaDcUO 
eDT_IcODTXXX 

LFCDJcXDe 
T_IcODTDWJc_XXX 

T_IcODTc 
f_LLOEc_GDeXXX 

dMhKQFLaDcUODe 
T_IcODTDWfhJXXX 

^OdM_GcDcUODe 
T_IcODTcXXX 

KcKOGDWMQOFJO 
JMOEM\Ca 

RS TRS URS VRS WRS XRS YRS ZRS [RS \RS TRRS 

-5.6'()/&$0/'. 

EF55TRDETMMDUPQD†SNQD>@A‡D‥D”;DVLKXTRYNFRDDSFJNQD>D†^ \DWD‣RTNQHDZQNXFHTKND^XJO[X‡ 

VXT55MQD\NDDSFJNQD>D†\XFG[LKQD^TRQ`LK‡ 

hOL5QODUPQDDSFJNQD>D†\XQMMDjLKDWDU55MQVQQeK‡ 

”`QOLMHD\kJLOQDZLMMDDSFJNQD>D†•;^;DYQRRQIDWDWFONXQORD”RNOLR[Q‡ 

B:;><= 

('.+$5.'. 

A;<X= 

:;?B= 

><;X9= 

]] 

> 

>> 

@] 

”`QOLMHD\kJLOQDZLMMDDSFJNQD>D†YLO4TRYDjLOLYQDWD\FJNXQORD”RNOLR[Q‡ X;>>= >@ 
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UMMQRDUPQDDSFJNQD>D†„LKXTFRD^OFKKTRYDWD6LOYQN‡ B:;><= ]] 

VLM`LONDYMLfLDDSFJNQD>D†6jcD„OTHLIeKDWDUFGQeK‡ >B;]>= @A 

^J`VQOMLRHDUPQDDSFJNQD>D†„OTQRHMIeKDWD^XOTKN`LKD6OQQD\XF5K‡ >@;X?= >9 

ZLID\N;DDSFJNQD>D†\NF5D‥D\XF5DWDYTffLOTLD‣RF‡ ?A;]?= <A 

SFJNQD>UD^FRRQ[NFODDSFJNQD>D†YQN[FDWDa•eK‡ @?;B@= B< 

ETYXMLRHDUPQDDSFJNQD>D†^ \DWD\XQMMDjLKDWDhJR4TRDhFRJNK‡ @<;B]= B9 

WQG5FONDUPQDDSFJNQD>UD†SFVQONeKD6J‟QHFeKDWDheURYQMFeK‡ >:;]:= @< 

7NXQOD†5MQLKQDK5Q[T_I‡ <;:<= >A 

6FNLMDSQK5FRHQRNK[D>?X D 

# $%&'()*+,'-.').+'/0123 4-%' 

> VXFMQDVJKDOFJNQD_OF`D”;DVLKXTRYNFRD\NDFRNFD\;DVLKXTRYNFRD\NDNFDLRHD_OF`D”`QOLMHD\kJLOQDZLMM ?W@]W@A>XD>>[B>DUZ 

@ hOL5QODGTMMDVQDLD5OFVMQ`DGTNXDLRFNXQODRQGD[LODHQLMQOKXT5;DWQQHDLDHQKTYRLNQHDOTYXNDNJORTRYDMLRQDFR ?W@AW@A>XD@[]XDYZ 
hOL5QO\D^LOZL‟DKTHQ;DWQGD[FRKNOJ[NTFRDEF55TRDETMMDMFRYQKNDHQMLIKDXLPQDKNLONQHDGTNXDRQGDMTYXNK; 
6OL__T[DMTYXNKDRQQHDNFDVQDOQPTQGQHDLRHDKTR[DNFD[MQLOD[LOKDTRDkJQJQ;D7RDSNQD>@A\DEF55TRDETMMDNXQD[LO 
[LRDGLTNDBD[I[MQK;DWQPQODXL55QRQHDVQ_FOQ; 

B NXQDNXTOHDMLRQDLNDQ`QOLMHDKkJLOQDGXQOQD5QF5MQDJKQDNXQDQRNQOWQ‟TNDMLRQDLKDLDXTYXDK5QQHD5LKKTRY ?W>9W@A>XD][@<DYZ 
MLRQ 

? URYQMTRQD\NOQQN ?W>9W@A>XD>[ABDYZ 

] UMMDMTYXNKD_OF`DNXQD`LMMDNFDScDVFOHQODXLPQDIFJDKNF5DLRHDLOQDFJNDF_DKIR[ ?W>9W@A>XD>>[>:DUZ 

< 6XQDZLIDKNOQQNDTRNQOKQ[NTFRD[LJKQKD\FJNXDaFJRHDNOL__T[D†[F`TRYD_OF`DWFONXDUNNMQVFOF‡DNFDVL[4DJ5 ?W>9W@A>XD9[A]DUZ 
LRHDFRQDGQQ4QRHKDTNDKQQ`KDNFDVQDNXQDVFNNMQRQ[4DNXLND[OQLNQKDLDVL[4J5DLMMDNXQDGLIDVL[4DJ5DNFDNXQ 
ZLMMDLOQL 

: SFJNQD>U\DSFJNQD>\DLNDOFJNQD>@A ?W>BW@A>XD>A[B9DUZ 

X 6XQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRKDLOQDRFNDHLRYQOFJK;DYQF5MQD`L4TRYDMQ_NDXLRHDNJORKDTRNFDVJKTRQKKD5LO4TRYDMFNK ?W>BW@A>XD9[A>DUZ 
L[OFKKD@DMLRQKDF_DNOLPQMDTKDGXLNDTKD[LJKTRYDHQMLIKDLRHDJRKL_QD[FRHTNTFRK; 

9 SND>DNFD7MHDYFKNDSH\DGXQOQDNXQOQDTKDRFDMTYXNDFODNJORTRYDMLRQ;DEQLPTMIDJKQHDNJOR; ?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

>A MT`TNTRYDNFDNXOQQDTKDJROQLKFRLVMQgDTRD_OFRNDF_DNXQD`LMMDHFGRDNFDGLM`LON\D[J`VQOMLRHDLPQDVI ?W>@W@A>XD@[A>DYZ 
[XOTKN`LKDNOQQDKXF5K\D`LIDKNOQQNDKNOLTYXNDNXOFJYXDNXQDMTYXNKDLND[PKDLRHDHLRYQMFKDLOQDLMMD[FRYQKNQH 
LRHD[LJKQDKTYRT_T[LRNDVL[4DJ5KDgDJR_LTODNFDMT`TNDNFDB 
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C><DYMQLKQDKXLOQDLRIDFNXQOD[FR[QORKDFOD[F``QRNKDLVFJNDNOLPQMDLMFRY
 
SFJNQD>DTRDUNNMQVFOFDLRHDWFONXDUNNMQVFOFJYX;
 

URKGQOQH[D>ABD \4T55QH[D?? 

# ('.+$5.'. 4-%' 

> 6XQD[FRHTNTFRDF_DNXQDOFLHKDLOQDLNOF[TFJK;D6XQD[FRKNOJ[NTFRDTKDLRDLVKFMJNQDRTYXN`LOQDLRHDcDHFR…NDKQQ ]W>AW@A>XD?[@@DYZ 
XFGDNXQDT`5OFPQ`QRNKDGTMMDL[NJLMMIDXQM5D`L4QDNXQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDKL_QO; 

@ aMF[4QHDTRNQOKQ[NTFRKD`JKNDQRH ]WXW@A>XD@[@>DYZ 

B aMF[4QHDTRNQOKQ[NTFRKD`JKNDQRH ]WXW@A>XD@[@>DYZ 

? 6XQDYOQQRDMTYXNDLNDSFJNQD>@ADTKDNFFDKXFON; ?W@]W@A>XD:[>?DYZ 

] UMMDNFYQNXQODNFD`J[XDNOL__T[DLMMFGQHDNFD`L4QDMQ_NDNJORKDHJOTRYDOJKXDXFJOK ?W@]W@A>XD:[AADYZ 

< 6FFD`J[XD[FRYQKNTFR;DWFNDGLM4QOD_OTQRHMI ?W@]W@A>XD<[AADYZ 

: 6XQDMTYXNKDRQQHDNFDVQDKIR[QHD[FOOQ[NMI ?W@]W@A>XD?[B?DYZ 

X hQMLIKDLNDNOL__T[DMTYXNKDLRHDHLRYQOFJKDMQ_NDNJORKDTRNFDOFJNQDFRQDVJKTRQKKQKDGXQOQDNXQOQDLOQDRF ?W@]W@A>XD?[@9DYZ 
iQOKQIDVLOOTQOK; 

9 UHHTNTFRDF_D[QRNQODVLOOTQOKDGTNXDHQKTYRLNQHDJgNJORKDKT`TMLODNFD_JONXQODRFONXDFRDSND>DGFJMHD`L4Q ?W@]W@A>XDB[]]DYZ 
NOLPQMDK`FFNXQODLRHDKL_QO;DYQF5MQDVMF[4DNOL__T[DNFDNJORDMQ_NDTRNFDhJR4TRDhFRJNK\D7MHDYFKNDSFLH\DaF[X 
6FIFNLDQN[;DLRHDTNDTKDHLRYQOFJKDLRHDVL[4KDJ5DNOL__T[DTRDVFNXDHTOQ[NTFRK;DWFNDKL_QDFODQ__T[TQRN; 

>A aJKTRQKKQKDMT4QDaL4D6FIFNLDLRHD‧RTYXNKDcRRDTRDQL[XDKTHQDRQQHKDNFDGFO4DGTNXDNXQDjU6SUDaJK ?W@]W@A>XD>>[B>DUZ 
F__T[TLMKDNFD5OFPTHQDKL_QDHOT5DLRHD5T[4J5DLOQLKDLRHDVQDNQL`D5MLIQOK; 

>> 6XQD^ \D”LKNDVLKXTRYNFRD\NOQQN\DEF55TRDETMMDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDTKDLG_JM\DKF`QFRQDTKDYFTRYDNFDYQN ?W@]W@A>XD>A[B]DUZ 
KQOTFJKMIDXJONDNL4TRYDLDMQ_N†K‡DFRNFD>@AD_OF`DSN;D>DWFONXDFODFRNFDS6;>DU;DVXQOQDTKDNXQDLOOFGDLRH 
HQMLIQHDOQHD_FOD[LOKDNJORTRYZZZZ 

>@ 6XQDMTYXNKDKXFJMHDLNDMQLKNDVQDKIR[XOFRTfQHDGTNXDQL[XDFNXQODNFDLPFTHD`LiFODVL[4J5K;DcN…KDNQOOTVMQDLRH ?W@]W@A>XD?[?BDUZ 
PQOID_OJKNOLNTRYDNFDNOLPQM; 

>B RQQHD`FOQDVTYYQODNJORTRYDMLRQK ?W@?W@A>XD9[@BDYZ 

>? „TKXQOD\NDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDTKD[OLfI;DcDL`DLMGLIKDRQOPFJKDLVFJNDMLOYQDNOJ[4KDRFNDKNF55TRY;DWFONX ?W@?W@A>XD<[BADYZ 
VLKXTRYNFRD\NDLRHDSNQD>DKXFJMHDXLPQDOTYXNDNJORKDFRDOQH;D6XQIDHFReNDMFF4DNFDKQQDT_DLRIFRQDTK 
[OFKKTRYD_OF`D”M`GFFH;D\N; 

>] WQGDOFJNQDMTYXNDLND>@ADT`5QHQKDNOL__T[D_MFGD_FODMQ_NDNJORDNFD>@AD[LJKTRYDVL[4J5KDLRHD[LOKDNJORTRYDTR ?W@?W@A>XD<[@<DYZ 
bF[LMD5LO4TRYDMFNK 

>< aQNNQODNOL__T[D_MFG;DURHDKL_QNID_FOD5QF5MQD[FRPQOYTRYD_OF`D`LRIDKNOQQNKDTRDOND>TRNQOKQ[NTFRDLRHD>@A ?W@?W@A>XD][BBDYZ 
LRHD>L 

>: 6FFD`LRID5FNXFMQK\DRFNDiJKNDTRDGTRNQO; ?W@?W@A>XD?[@>DYZ 

>X hLRYQOFJKD[FRHTNTFRKDFRDZLID\N;DTR[MJHTRYDXQLPIDJKQDVIDNOJ[4K\DK5QQHTRYD†QPQRDNXQDK5QQHDMT`TNDF_ ?W@?W@A>XD@[>BDYZ 
BAD`5XDTKDXTYXD_FODLDHQRKQMID5F5JMLNQHDLOQL‡\DRFDKTHQGLM4K\DQ‟[QKKTPQDNOL__T[DF_NQRDVL[4QHDJ5DQRH 
NFDQRH; 

>9 6XQDMTYXNDLNDNXQDQRHDF_DEF55TRDETMMDTKDNFFDkJT[4;D7RMIDBD[LOKD[LRD5LKKDLRHDNXTKD[LJKQKDXJYQDVL[4 ?W@?W@A>XD:[BBDUZ 
J5KDTRDNXQD`FORTRYD;DcNDKXFJMHR…NDNL4QDBg?DOQHDMTYXNKDNFDYQNDNXOFJYXDNXQDMTYXN 

@A ^F`TRYD_OF`DZLID\N;DLRHDYFTRYDMQ_NDFRNFDON;D>@BWWQG5FONDUPQ;DTKDLDMFRYDGLTNDLRHDHLRYQOFJK;D6XQOQ ?W@BW@A>XD<[>]DYZ 
TKDJKJLMMIDLDMFRYDMTRQDF_D[LOKDFRD„OTHLIDLRHD\LNJOHLIKDGXQRDcDJKJLMMIDNOLPQMDNXQOQ;DcDHFReND4RFGDXFG 
5QF5MQDYQNDFJNDF_DNXQOQDHOTPQGLIKDFRDZLID\N;DHJOTRYDVJKIDNT`QK;DYFTRYDWFONXDFRDSN;D>DTRD_OFRNDF_ 
U55MQVQQK\DNXQOQDKXFJMHDVQDLRDF__T[TLMDMLRQD_FODNJORDOTYXNDFRMID†FRDOQH‡DFRNFDhOL5QO;D6XTKDGFJMH 
4QQ5DNOL__T[D_OF`DVL[4TRYDJ5DKFD_LODHJOTRYDVJKIDNT`QK; 

@> \FJNXDUNNMQVFOFDLOQLKDF_DSFJNQKD>DLRHD>UDLOQDXQLPTMIDOQKTHQRNTLMDTRDK5FNK;DWFONXDUNNMQVFOFDTK ?W@BW@A>XD>[A@DYZ 
VJTMHTRYDJ5DTRNFDLDWFOGFFHWhQHXL`gMT4QDUJNF`TMQ;DWFDL55LOQRNDMFRYgNQO`D5MLRRTRYDTRDOFJNQDGFO4; 
„LTMDNFDKQQDQ__T[L[IDF_D5MLRRQHDSNQD>W^XQKNRJND\NDGFO4DVIDZUDETYXGLIDhQ5N; 
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@@ jQNKDGFOKQDQPQOIDNT`QDLDRQGD5MLfLDYFQKDTR;;;DcDHFReNDMT4QDNFDHOTPQDHFGRDSND>D_OF`DWUDFRDGQQ4QRHK 
LRHDQK5Q[TLMMIDHJOTRYDNXQDXFMTHLIK; 

?W@BW@A>XD>@[AADYZ 

@B cDGFJMHDGLM4DFODVT4QD_OF`D`IDXF`QDNFD6LOYQNDT_DcD_QMNDKL_QD[OFKKTRYDSFJNQD>;DSQF5QRTRYDNXQDKNOQQN 
NXLNDOJRKD_OF`D74HDYFKNDSHDNFDNXQDUFGQ…KD5MLfLDGFJMHDLMKFDXQM5D†cDMTPQDFRDNXLNDKTHQ‡ 

?W@BW@A>XD>A[B>DUZ 

@? 6XQDRQGDMTYXNKDLNDOND>DLRHD>@ADLOQDOTHT[JMFJKbbbDVXQRDNOLPQMTRYDRFONXDFRDOND>DGQDHTHDRFNDRQQHDLDOTYXN 
NJORDKTYRLMDLRHDNXLNDOTYXNDMLRQDKXFJMHPQDVQQRDMQ_NDLMFRQDNXQOQDKXFJMHPQDVQQRDMQ_NDNJORDKTYRLMDNFDYF 
J5D>@A;D6XQIDXLPQD`LHQDNXTKDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDGFOKQDLRHD[FR_JKTRYDVIDMFKTRYDNXLNDOTYXNDMLRQDNFDYFDRFONX 
FRDOND>;DUMKFD[F`TRDHFGRD>@ADNXQDMTYXND[XLRYQKDNFFDkJT[4MIDTPQDGTNRQKKQHDFRMIDBD[LOKDYQNDNXOFJYX 
NXQDYOQQRDMTYXNDVQ_FOQDTND[XLRYQKDNFDOQHDLYLTR; 

?W@BW@A>XD>A[@]DUZ 

@] ; ?W@BW@A>XD>[>XDUZ 

@< 6XQDNOL__T[DXLKDVQ[F`QDGFOKQDNXLRDOND?WaLMHDETMMDSHDTRDSc;DSQKTHQRNTLMDLOQLKDLOQDVMF[4QHDVIDMTRQKDF_ 
NOL__T[DLRHDK5QQHTRYD[LOK;DdFJD[LRDRFNDYFDLRIGXQOQDJRMQKKDTNKDVQ_FOQD9DL`DFODL_NQOD<[BAW:5`DFR 
GQQ4QRHK;DEFMTHLIKDLOQDQPQRDGFOKQ 

?W@>W@A>XD?[]?DYZ 

@: YFNDXFMQKDLRHDMQ_NDNJORKD[OQLNQDLDMFNDF_DfTYYTRYDLRHDfLYYTRY; ?W@AW@A>XDB[BBDYZ 

@X 6FFD`LRIDNOL__T[DMTYXNK ?W@AW@A>XDB[A>DYZ 

@9 „TOKNDLRHD_FOQ`FKN\DNXLR4DIFJDLRHDYFFHDMJ[4;DSQDQPLMJLNQDSNQD>\DSNQ>U\DEF55TRDETMM;D\RFGD5MFG 
LRHD[MQLODNXQD@DKFJNXVFJRHDMLRQKDFRD\FJNXDVLKXTRYNFR;DURHDKRFGD5MFGDNXQDKTHQGLM4KDFRDVFNX 
KTHQKDF_DK;DVLKXTRYNFRDKN;D\RFGD5MFGDNXQDKTHQDGLM4DTRD_OFRNDF_DNXQDZQHT[LMD[QRNQOKDLRHDEF55TRY 
ETMM;D\RFGD5MFGDKTHQGLM4KDFRDLMMDSNQD>;DSQgDQPLMJLNQD_LKXTFRD^OFKKTRY\D5LTRNDMTRQK\DLRHDKRFGD5MFG 
MLRQK;D6XLR4DIFJ; 

?W@AW@A>XD@[]XDYZ 

BA YMQLKQDK`FFNXDFJNDNXQDRQGDTRNQOKQ[NTFRWKTYRLMD`QKKDLNDNXQDKFJNXDQRHDF_DSND>DGXQOQDNXQDRQGD\NJOHI 
^MTRT[DLRHD^XT[D„TMDUDLOQDMF[LNQH; 

?W@AW@A>XD>[>9DYZ 

B> 6XQDOFLHD[FRHTNTFRDLNDOFJNQD>DLRHD>@ADTKDNQOOTVMQ\DKFD`LRID5FNXFMQKDLNDQPQOIDLK5XLMNDKQL`DLRHDNXQ 
OQHQKTYRQHDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDKNTMMD`L4QKDNJORTRYDFRNFDSND>@AD_OF`DSN>DWFONXDT`5FKKTVMQ;D6XQDMTYXNDLNDZLI 
\NOQQNDLRHDSFJNQD>D\FJNXVFJRHDKXFJMHDVQDLD`FOQD_OQkJQRND[I[MQDNFDLPFTHDNOL__T[DVL[4TRYDJ5D5LKN 
NOT5MQD5MLID[LODGLKX; 

?W@AW@A>XD>@[]9DYZ 

B@ WFDNJORDMLRQK;D6OL__T[DKNL[4TRYDJ5DLNDMQ_NDXLRHDNJORKDTRNFDVJKTRQKKQK ?W@AW@A>XD>>[?>DUZ 

BB aTYDTKKJQDTKD[LOKDVMF[4TRYDTRNQOKQ[NTFRKDKFDGXQRDMTYXND[XLRYQKD[LJKQKDKTYRT_T[LRNDHQMLIK ?W@AW@A>XD>A[?:DUZ 

B? YJNDTRDLD`FRFOLTMDFRDOFJNQD>DVQNGQQRDY hDLRHDaFKNFR ?W@AW@A>XD9[]9DUZ 

B] cDMTPQDLNDOFILMD5LO4DL5LON`QRNKDLRHDTNeKDPQOIDHT__T[JMNDNFD`L4QDLDMQ_NDNJORDFJNDF_DNXQD5LO4TRYDMFN;DNXQOQ 
XLPQDVQQRD`LRIDL[[THQRNK;DWQQHDNFDXLPQDLDMFRYQODHQMLID_OF`DNOL__T[DKFD5QF5MQD[LRDMQLPQDLRHDQRNQO 
FJOD5LO4TRYDMFNDGTNXDKL_QNI;D\5QQHDMT`DKXFJMHDLMKFDVQDOQHJ[QHDYFTRYDRFONXDLOFJRHDNXQDVQRHDLNDNXQ 
NOL__T[DMTYXN; 

?W@AW@A>XD9[]]DUZ 

B< SFLHKDLOQDRFNDGTHQDQRFJYX;D6FFD`J[XDNOL__T[; ?W@AW@A>XD9[B?DUZ 

B: VTNXDLMMDNXQDRQGDKXF5KDNXQIDLOQDVJTMHTRYDTNDTKDKNLONTRYDNFD[LJKQDTR[OQHTVMQD[FRYQKNTFR;DcNDJKQHDNFDVQ 
iJKNDHJOTRYD^XOTKN`LKDVJNDRFGDTNDTKDLMMDIQLO;D6XQDGFOKNDTKDNXQDRQGDMTYXNDNXQID5JNDTRD_FOD^XT4D_TML;DcN 
[LJKQKD`LiFODVL[4DJ5KDLRHDLKDLDOQKJMNDF_DOJHQDT`5LNTQRNDHOTPQOKD[LJKQKDHLRYQOFJKD[FRHTNTFRK; 

?W@AW@A>XDX[]>DUZ 

BX UNDRTYXNDNXQD`LIDKNDOFJNQDFRQDMTYXNDKQQ`KDKQNDHT__QOQRNMI\DcDKLNDNXOFJYXD`LRIDMTYXND[I[MQK\DXD`TRJNQK 
F_DNT`Q\DLRHDNXQDMTYXNDRQPQODNJORQHDYOQQRDNFDYFDMQ_NDFRNFDOFJNQDFRQ;D6XQOQDGQOQDRFD[LOKDQPQRDFRDNXQ 
OFLHDLKDTNDGLKDRQLOD`THRTYXN;cDYLPQDJ5DLRHDGQRNDFRDLDOQHDMTYXN; 

?W@AW@A>XD@[>XDUZ 

B9 6FRKDF_D5FNXFMQK ?W>9W@A>XD>>[@>DYZ 

?A WFRQ ?W>9W@A>XD>A[A<DYZ 

?> hQHT[LNQHDOTYXNDNJORDMLRQD_FODhOL5QODUPQDGXQRDNOLPQMTRYDWFONXDFRDSFJNQD> ?W>9W@A>XD9[B:DYZ 

?@ LHHDLDKNOT5QHDMLRQDgDRFD5LPQ`QRNDRQQHQHDgDiJKNDKNOT5TRYD_TODLDNXTOHDMLRQDJRHQODNXQDJRHQO5LKKDRQLO 
NXQDQ‟TND_OF`D@9]DKV 

?W>9W@A>XD9[AXDYZ 

?B 6XQD@DMTYXNKDVIDNXQD`LMMDRQQHDNFDVQDNT`QHDVQNNQO;D6XQIDLOQDRFNDNT`QHDMFYT[LMMI;D6XTKDMQLHKDNFD[LOK 
VMF[4TRYDNXQDOFLHDGLIDLKDNXQIDLOQDTRDNXQD`THHMQDF_DNXQDTRNQOKQ[NTFR;D6XQDMTYXNDNFDNJORDMQ_NDTRNFD_LKXTFR 
[OFKKTRYDTKDLG_JM;D6XTKD5OFVMQ`DTKDHJQDNFDLDML[4DF_DLDMQ_NDXLRHDNJORDMLRQD†LDMLOYQODFRQ‡;DcRDLHHTNTFR 
NXQDLG_JMDQRNOLR[QWQ‟TNDTRNFDNXQDKXF55TRYD5MLfLD[FRNOTVJNQKDNFDNXQDVL[4DJ5DLMMDNXQDGLIDNFDON;> 

?W>9W@A>XDX[]XDYZ 

B>DWDB:
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?? 

?] 

?< 

YQF5MQDNOLPQMDNFFD_LKNDFRDZLID\NOQQN;DcN…KDNFFD[FRYQKNQHDGTNXD[LOKDYFTRYDVFNXDGLIK;DYQF5MQDMTPTRY 
FRDZLIDXLPQDLDXLOHDNT`QDYQNNTRYDFJNDF_DNXQTODHOTPQGLIK;Dc_DNXQOQDTKDLDXQLMNXDQ`QOYQR[IDGQDGFJMH 
XLPQDLDHT__T[JMNDNT`QDYQNNTRYDNFDLDXFK5TNLMDLRHD[FJMHD[LJKQDLD_LNLMD[FRKQkJQR[QK;DZIDXJKVLRHDLRHDM 
VFNXDXLPQDXQLOND[FRHTNTFRKDLRHDNXTKDTKDLDYOQLND[FR[QORDNFDJK;DYQF5MQDGLM4TRYDJ5DFJODKNOQQNDXLPQDRF 
KL_QD5ML[QDNFDGLM4DFRDZLID\NOQQNDLRHDRQQHDNFDGLM4DTRDNXQDKNOQQND[LJKTRYDLDHLRYQODNFDNXQ`;D7JOD`LTM 
VF‟QKDLOQDKFD[MFKQDNFDNXQDKNOQQNDNXLNDcDXLPQDNFDGLTNDJRNTMDNXQD[LOKD5LKKD`IDXFJKQDVQ_FOQDMD[LRDF5QR 
`ID`LTMVF‟DNFDOQNOTQPQD`ID`LTM;DcNDiJKNDTKDLDHLRYQOFJKDKTNJLNTFRDNFDQPQOIFRQDGXFDMTPQDFRDZLID\NOQQN 
FODJKQKDZLID\NOQQNDT_DNXQIDLOQDGLM4TRYDFODOTHTRYDVT4QK; 

\XFJMHDRFNDVQDOQKTHQRNTLMDVQNGQQRD\UD5FKNDF__T[QDLRHD^ \DWQG5FONDLPQ;D5QF5MQDHOTPQDGLIDNFD_LKN\Dc 
FGRDLDXF`QDNXQOQDRFGDNOITRYDNFDKQMM;DcD_QLOQHDQPQOIFRQDcDXLHDNFDKNF5DNFDNJORDTRD`IDHOTPQDGLI\DUNDFRQ 
NT`QDLD[LOD[JNDKF`QFRQDF__DLRHDNXQD[LOD_MT55QHDTRNFD`ID_OFRNDILOHDiJKND`TKKQHDMLRHTRYDFRD`IDNOJ[4; 
cNeKDMT4QD9]b 

5FNXFMQK 

?W>9W@A>XD:[]?DYZ 

?W>9W@A>XD<[?XDYZ 

?W>9W@A>XD][@<DYZ 

?: 6L4TRYDLDMQ_NDFJNDF_DLRIDQKNLVMTKX`QRNDTKDNL4TRYDLDYL`VMQDGTNXDMT_Q ?W>9W@A>XD?[A?DYZ 

?X FJNDF_DKNLNQDHOTPQOKDRFNDFVQITRYD5FKNQHDK5QQHDMT`TNK ?W>9W@A>XDB[A9DYZ 

?9 6XQDRQGDMTYXNKDTRKNLMMQHDLNDNXQDEF55TRDETMMDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDLOQDRFDT`5OFPQ`QRNDFPQODGXLNDNXQOQD5OTFODNF 
NXTKD[XLRYQ;D6XQOQDTKDKNTMMDRFDMQ_NDNJORDMTYXNDGXQRDNOLPQMTRYDRFONXDLRHDGLRNTRYDNFDNJORDMQ_NDFRNFDEF55TR 
ETMM;D\QQ`KDMT4QDLRDLG_JMDMFNDF_D`FRQID_FODfQOFDT`5OFPQ`QRN;D6XQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDTKDLD`QKKb 

?W>9W@A>XD@[]<DYZ 

]A 5FNDXFMQK\DOFLHD[FRHTNTFRDTKDPQOID5FFO ?W>9W@A>XD@[>:DYZ 

]> cDL`DLDMT_QMFRYDOQKTHQRNDF_DNXQDKFJNXDQRHDF_DWFONXDUNNMQVFOFDLRHDcDL`DPQOIDJRXL55IDLVFJNDXFGD`J[X 
[FRKNOJ[NTFRDTKDVQTRYDHFRQDFRDSFJNQD>DTRDVFNXD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOFDLRHDWFONXDUNNMQVFOF;DVQD[LReNDQPQR 
JKQDSFJNQD>DFRDNXQDGQQ4QRHKDLRHDHQ_TRTNQMIDRFNDHJOTRYDNXQDXFMTHLIK; 

?W>9W@A>XD>[ABDYZ 

]@ cDOQLMMIDXF5QDNXLNDNXQDOFLHDGFO4DLNDSNQD>@ADLRHDSFJNQD>DTKDLDOFNLOIDTRKNLMMLNTFR;DcDXLPQDKQQRDNXQ` 
TRKNLMMQHDTRDNXQDU55FRLJYDLOQLDF_DVLOGT[4\DSc;DcNDTKDLRDT`5OFPQ`QRND_FODNT`QDLRHD5FMMJNTFR;D75QR 
^J`VQOMLRHDUPQD_FODNXOFJYXDNOL__T[;D6XQDNOL__T[DTKDYQNNTRYDVL[4QHDJ5DFRDZLID\NDLKDLD[JNgNXOFJYX; 

?W>9W@A>XD>[AADYZ 

]B hT__T[JMNDNFD`L4QDMQ_NDFRNFDEF55TRDXTMMDOFLH ?W>9W@A>XD>@[?<DYZ 

]? 6XQOQDRQQHDNFDVQDLHHTNTFRLMDNOLPQMDMLRQK\D[FRKTHQOTRYDNXQDRJ`VQODF_D[LOKDNXLNDNOLPQMDNXQOQDHLTMI; 
6XQDGXFMQDKNOQN[XDTKDLDRTYXN`LOQDFRDGQQ4QRHK; 

?W>9W@A>XD>>[?<DUZ 

]] UYLTR\DNXQDOQVJTMHTRYDF_DNXQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDLNDSFJNQKD>\D>UDLRHD>@ADLRHDKNTMMDRFDMQ_NDNJORDLOOFGD_FO 
YFTRYDJ5DSFJNQD>@AD_OF`D\FJNXDUNNMQVFOF;DYQHQKNOTLRKDGLM4TRYDGXQOQDNXQOQDTKDRFDKTHQGLM4;DURH 
5QF5MQDOJRRTRYDL[OFKKDNXQDKNOQQNDRQLODaF[XD6FIFNL 

?W>9W@A>XD>>[@?DUZ 

]< RWL ?W>9W@A>XD>>[@BDUZ 

]: „T‟DKTYRLMDMTYXNKDNT`TRY ?W>9W@A>XD>>[>:DUZ 

]X cNDGFJMHDVQDRT[QDT_DIFJDXLHDNOFMMIKDNXLNDKNLONQHDLNDNXQDaJOMTRYNFRD^FLND„L[NFOIDLRHDGQRNDLMMDNXQDGLI 
J5DNFD”`QOLMHD\kJLOQDZLMMDTRDLD[FRKNLRNDMFF5DKNF55TRYDLNDQL[XD`LiFODKXF55TRYDLOQL;DVLMM`LON\ 
aQKNDaJIDQN[;D^OQLNQDLD[FJ5MQDF_DMLOYQD5LO4TRYDMFNKDKFD5QF5MQD[FJMHD5LO4DNXQTOD[LOKDLRHDNXQRDOTHQ 
NXQDNOFMMI;DcNDGFJMHDLMKFDVQDRT[QDT_DNXQDjUS6SUDOLRDLKDMLNQDLKDNXQDKXF5KDGQOQDF5QR\DGXT[XD`TYXN 
QR[FJOLYQD`FOQD5QF5MQDNFDNL4QD5JVMT[DNOLRK5FONLNTFR;DdFJDXLPQDNFD_TRHDLDGLIDNFDMFGQODNXQDRJ`VQO 
F_D[LOKDJKTRYDNXLNDOFLHDGLI;DcNDGFJMHDVQDYOQLNDT_DjUS6SUDOLRDFRD\JRHLIKDLKDGQMM; 

?W>9W@A>XD>A[@]DUZ 

]9 cDXFRQKNMIDHFReNDNXTR4D`TRFODT`5OFPQ`QRNKDGFJMHDVQRQ_TNDNXQDNOLPQM․DLD[F`5MQNQDFPQOXLJMDTKDRQQHQH; 
”K5Q[TLMMIDGTNXDLMMDNXQDRQGDVJKTRQKKQKDTRD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOF\DTNDHFQKReNDL55QLODNXLNDNXQDFPQOLMMD5T[NJOQ 
GLKDNL4QRDTRNFDL[[FJRN;D„OF`DETYXMLRHDUPQ;DNFDVLM`LONDNL4QKD>Ag@AD`TRJNQK\DGXT[XDTKDRJNK;D\FJNX 
UNNMQVFOFDXLKDYFNNQRDNFD[MJNNQOQHDGTNXDTMMgNT`QHDMTYXNKDLRHDXFOOT_T[DNOL__T[D5LNNQORK; 

?W>9W@A>XD9[?:DUZ 

<A ZIDVTYYQKND[FR[QORDOTYXNDRFGDTKDNXQDFRYFTRYD[FRKNOJ[NTFRDDEF55TTRDETMMWSFJNQD>;D6XQDRFONXDVFJRH 
KTHQDF_DOFJNQD>DTKDLD_OQL4TRYD[FR_JKTRYD`QKK;Dce`DRFNDKJOQDGXLND5OFVMQ`DNXQIDLOQDNOITRYDNFDKFMPQ 
NXQOQ;;;DNXQIDLOQD[OQLNTRYDFRQDGXQOQDNXQOQDGLKReNDFRQDVQ_FOQ;DcNKDOTHT[JMFJK;DLNDNXLNDMF[LNTFRDFRDNXQ 
ONQD>DRFONXDHTOQ[NTFRDNXQIDLOQDNL4TRYD@DNOLPQMDMLRQK\D`L4TRYDTND`QOYQDTRNFDFRQDFRMIDNFDYFDVL[4DTRNFD@ 
MLRQKDLYLTRDFR[QDIFJD5LKKDNXQDMTYXN;DcDXLPQDRFDTHQLDGXLNDNXQIDLOQDJ5DNFDVJNDTNKDOTHT[JMFJKDLRHDTe` 
RFNDKJOQDGXLND5OFVMQ`DNXQIDLOQDNOITRYDNFDKFMPQ;D6XQOQeKDRFD5OFVMQ`DFRDNXLNDKTHQDF_DOFJNQD>D_FO 
NOLPQMQOK;;;;DVJNDRFGDNXQOQDTKDgDTNKDOTHT[JMFJK; 

?W>9W@A>XD9[BBDUZ 

<> YMQLKQD5JNDJ5DKF`QDKFONDF_D[FR[OQNQDVLOOTQODZQHTLRDL_NQODNXQDZLIDKNOQQNDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDJ5DNFDNXQ 
VLM`LOND5MLfLDTRNQOKQ[NTFR;D6FFD`LRID[LOKDNOLPQMTRYDLNDXTYXDOLNQKDF_DK5QQHDLRHDNOITRYDNFDNOJRDMQ_N 
TRNFDFRQDF_DNXQDKNOT5D`LMMK 

?W>9W@A>XD9[A]DUZ 

<@ YLPQ`QRND[FRHTNTFRKDLOQD5FFO; ?W>9W@A>XD9[AADUZ 
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<B ZLID\NOQQNW\FJNXD\NOQQNDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDRQQHKDLDNOL__T[DKTYRLM ?W>9W@A>XDX[]XDUZ 

<? RFRQ ?W>9W@A>XDX[?ADUZ 

<] WFRQ ?W>9W@A>XDX[B?DUZ 

<< 6XQOQDTKDLD[FR[QORD_FODNXFKQDMTPTRYDFRDNXQD [JNDNXOFJYXK DF__DF_DOFJNQDFRQgDNXQKQDLOQDOQKTHQRNTLM 
LOQLKDLRHD5QF5MQDF_NQRDK5QQHDNXQTODGLIDNXOFJYXDNFDYQND_OF`DFRQD5FTRNDF_DOFJNQD>DNFDLRFNXQO;DcNDTK 
PQOIDHLRYQOFJKD_FODNXFKQDMTPTRYDFRDNXQKQDOFLHK; 

?W>9W@A>XDX[BBDUZ 

<: cDHFReND4RFGDGXLNDYFQKDTRNFDNXQDNOL__T[DMTYXNKDLRHDGXLNDRFN\DVJNDNXQDMTYXNKDHFReNDKQQ`QHDNFDVQDNT`QH 
[FOOQ[NMIDFODKF`QNXTRY;D6OL__T[DYQNKDVL[4QHDJ5DTRNFDNXQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRKDLRHDNXQRDTNDiJKND[I[MQKD_OF` 
NXQOQ;D6XQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDTRD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOFDLND^ \DgDVFNXDKTHQKDgDTKDLDRTYXN`LOQ;DcDMTPQD[MFKQDVIDLRHDT_ 
cDHFReNDHFD`IDQOOLRHKD_TOKNDNXTRYD\LNJOHLID`FORTRY\DcDXLPQDNFDNL4QDNXQDVL[4DOFLHK; 

?W>9W@A>XDX[>XDUZ 

<X 6XQDMLOYQDL`FJRNDF_DNOL__T[DNXLND[F`QKDFPQODNXQDVFOHQOD_OF`DScDFRD>UD[LJKQKDLDMFNDF_ 
VL[4J5KW[FRYQKNTFR;DaLHDHJOTRYDNXQD`FORTRYD[F``JNQDLNDKF`QD5FTRNK\DLMGLIKDFRDLDGQQ4QRHDLRH 
GFOKQDHJOTRYDNXQDXFMTHLIK; 

?W>9W@A>XDX[A9DUZ 

<9 6XQOQDLOQDLMGLIKD5FMT[QDFJNDTRDNXLNDLOQLDHOTPTRYDLMFRYDGXT[XD`L4QKD`QD_QQMDLDMTNNMQDKL_QODGXTMQ 
OJRRTRYDLMFRYDOFJNQDFRQDLRHDOFJNQD>@BDXQLHTRYDNFGLOHKDSc 

?W>9W@A>XD:[?<DUZ 

:A 6XQDOFLHDTKDPQOID[FRYQKNQH\DLNDRTYXNDIFJD[LRDGLTND_FODKQPQOLMDMTYXND[XLRYQKDRQLODNXQD^XOTKN`LKDNOQQ 
KXF5DVQ_FOQDIFJDYQNDNXOFJYXDNXQDTRNQOKQ[NTFR 

?W>9W@A>XD<[>@DUZ 

:> cePQDVQQRD4RFGRDNFDLPFTHDNXQDLOQLDLRHDKXF5DQMKQGXQOQDNFDLPFTHDNXQDLOQL;DcNeKDT`5FKKTVMQDHJOTRY 
XFMTHLIK; 

?W>9W@A>XD][>XDUZ 

:@ 6XQOQDXLKDVQQRDLRDTR[OQLKQDTRDNOL__T[DGTNXDRQGD[F``QO[TLMDVJKTRQKKQKDF5QRTRY; ?W>9W@A>XDB[>?DUZ 

:B ELOHDNFDNJORDTRNFD[QONLTRDKXF55TRYD5MLfLDYQNDFJNDF_D5MLfLDLDMFNDF_DK5QQHTRYDULRQDNJORTRYDTRNFD_LKXTFR 
[OFKKTRYD[LJKQKDLDMFNDF_DVL[4DJ5D_OF`DNXQD`LMMDVQ[LJKQDKFD`LRID[LOKDNJORDTRNFDNXLNDMLRQKDKFDYQN 
VL[4QHDJ5DTRNFDFNXQODMLRQK 

?W>9W@A>XD>@[?@DUZ 

:? NXLNDKNOQN[XDTKDNFFD[FRYQKNQHD\DHLRYQOFJKDYFTRYDTRDLRHDFJNDF_DKNFOQD5LO4TRYDMFNK; ?W>XW@A>XDB[ABDYZ 

:] •JKNDNOL__T[\DLRHDYQNNTRYDKNJ[4DLNDMTYXNDL_NQODMTYXNDVQNGQQRDXTYXMLRHDLPQDLRHD`LIDKN; ?W>XW@A>XD@[?>DYZ 

:< ^FRKNOJ[NTFRDFRDYFTRY ?W>XW@A>XD>@[>@DUZ 

:: cDMTPQDOTYXNDFRDSN;D>DVJNDcDGTMMDRQPQODXLPQD`ID5OQgNQQRDKFRDGLM4DLMFRYDNXTKDOFLH;DYQF5MQDHOTPQDTNDKF 
_LKN\DLRHD[F`QDLOFJRHDNXQD[FORQOD_OF`DGXQOQDNXQD^ \DTK\DXQLHTRYDNFGLOHDWFONXDaFGMDMT4QDLDVLNDFJN 
F_DXQMMDKF`QNT`QK; 

?W>:W@A>XD>>[@9DUZ 

:X SFLHDTKDLD`QKKDJ5DVIDaF[X;DYFNXFMQKDLRHDHT5KDYFTRYDKFJNXD_FODd”US\DKNLOOTRYDJ5DVIDXF55TRYDXTMMD; 
6FFD`LRID5QF5MQDNOITRYDNFDL[[QKKDNXQDLOQLDcDHFReNDNXTR4DLRINXTRYDIFJDHFDGTMMD_T‟DTN;D\NTMMD`FOQ 
HQPQMF5`QRND[F`TRY; 

?W>]W@A>XD>A[@>DUZ 

:9 UMMD_FODHQPQMF5`QRNDVJNDNOL__T[DQLKQ`QRNDTKDRFND5MLRRQHDGQMM ?W>?W@A>XD>@[AXDYZ 

XA 6XQD[FRHTNTFRDF_DNXTKDOFLHDTKDLNOF[TFJK;DcDJKJLMMIDKXF5DNXTKDOFJNQDVQ[LJKQDcDMTPQDTRDWFONXDUNNMQVFOF 
VJNDRFGDce`DNL4TRYD`IDVJKTRQKKDQMKQGXQOQ; 

?W>BW@A>XD9[]]DYZ 

X> \FJNXVFJRHDSNQ>DHFJVMQDMQ_NDNJORDMLRQDNFD„LKXTFRD^OFKKTRYDHQK5QOLNQMIDRQQHQH;;RFDGQQ4QRH 
[L5L[TNIDLND5QL4DXFJO;;;MFRYDkJQJQK;;;TRNQOKQ[NTFRDT`5OFPQ`QRND5OFiQ[N; 

?W>BW@A>XD9[A<DYZ 

X@ YQOXL5KD5FMT[QD5LO4QHDLMFRYDOND>DGFJMHDXQM5DKMFGDNXTRYKDHFGR;D6XQDXFMTHLIKDLOQDXFOOQRHFJK; ?W>BW@A>XD<[?BDYZ 

XB hJOTRYDNXQDXFMTHLIKDTNKDT`5FKKTVMQDNFDJKQDNXQD[FOOTHFODFRDGQQ4QRHDHLIK;DcNKDFRMIDKMTYXNMIDVQNNQODNXQ 
OQKNDF_DNXQDIQLO;D\FJNXVFJRHD_OF`D_OTQRHMID5LKND[PKDTKDOQYJMLOMIDKFDVLHDceMMDYFDRFONXVFJRHDFRDOFJNQD> 
NFDYQNDNFDWQG5FONDLPQDTRDKFJNXDLNNMQVFOF;DUHHTRYDLDMTYXNDLNDURYQMTRQDHTHReNDXQM5DNXQDKTNJLNTFR;DZL4Q 
>@BDLRDFPQO5LKKDLRHD[MFKQDURYQMTRQDLRHD`LIDKNOQQND[OFKKDFPQOK;DcRNQOKQ[NTFRDLNDXF5TRDXTMMDTK 
[FR_JKTRYDLRHD[LRDVQDNFJYXDNFDRLPTYLNQ;D^F`TRYDF__DF_DFMHD5FKNDOFLHDFRNFD>DKFJNXDTKDXLOHDVQ[LJKQ 
F_DNXQDLRYMQDNXQD@DOFLHKD`QQN; 

?W>BW@A>XD][?:DYZ 

X? 6XTKDQRNTOQDLOQLDTKDOTHT[JMFJKDFRDGQQ4QRHK\DXFMTHLIKDLRHDHJOTRYDNXQD[F``JNQ;Dc_D9]DTKDVL[4QHDJ5\DTN 
YQNKDQPQRDGFOKQ;DWFDFRQDGLMiKDFODOTHQKDLDVT4Q\DTNKDNFFDHLRYQOFJK;DVLIDNFFD`J[XD[F``QO[TLMTK`D_FO 
NXFKQDF_DJKDNXLNDMTPQDXQOQDNFD[FRKTHQODGLM4TRY;DURHDTNKDFRMIDYQNNTRYDGFOKQDLKD`FOQDKNFOQKW5MLfLK 
`FPQDTR;DcDHOTPQDNXTKDLM`FKNDQPQOIDGQQ4HLI\DKF`QNT`QKD`JMNT5MQDNT`QKDLDHLIDVJNDVL[4OFLHKDLK 
`J[XDLKD5FKKTVMQ;DcDGFReNDYFDLRIGXQOQDRQLODOND>W>LDFRDLDGQQ4QRHDJRMQKKDTNKDVQ_FOQD9L`DFODL_NQO 
:5` 

?W>BW@A>XD][?>DYZ 

X] SFLHDTKDTRDNQOOTVMQD[FRHTNTFRDTRDKF`QDLOQLK ?W>BW@A>XD>@[A>DYZ 
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X< 6T`TRYDF_DNXQDMTYXNK;D6XQOQDKXFJMHDVQDLDHQMLIDVQ_FOQD[OFKKTRYDNOL__T[D[LRDYF;DYQF5MQDNQRHDNFDOJR 
MTYXNK; 

?W>BW@A>XD>>[>:DUZ 

X: WQQHDLMMDMQ_NDNJORDMLRQKDGTNXDMTYXNK;D6XQDRQGDMTYXNDLNDSFJNQD>DLRHD^XT[g_TMgLDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDTKDLDZ”\\b 
„FJODMTYXNKDTRDMQKKDNXLRDLD>W@D`TMQDTKDNFFD`LRIDMTYXNKb 

?W>BW@A>XD>A[B9DUZ 

XX SFLHDKXFJMHDVQDGTHQRQHDRFONXDF_D\XFG[LKQD^TRQ`LDNFDXLPQDNJORTRYDMLRQK\DLDRLOOFGDKXFJMHQODLRH 
GTHQODKTHQGLM4K; 

?W>BW@A>XD>A[@:DUZ 

X9 YTffLOTLDOF`LRLDFRDGQQ4QRHK\D[LOKDKNF5DFRDON>DNFDGLTND_FOD5LO4TRY ?W>BW@A>XD9[]BDUZ 

9A hFReNDNXTR4DGLM4WVT4QD`FHQKDF_DNOLRK5FONLNTFRDGTMMDGFO4\D`FKND5QF5MQDLOQDKXF55TRYDLRHDTNeKDXOLPI 
NOL__T[D_FODGLM4QOKWVT[I[MTKNK 

?W>BW@A>XD9[@>DUZ 

9> cDGFJMHDVQD`FOQDMT4QMIDNFDKXF5DTRDNXTKDLOQLDT_DNXQDNOL__T[DGLKDVQNNQO;DcRKNQLHDcD_TRHD`IKQM_DXQLHTRYDNF 
ZLRK_TMQHDTRKNQLH;DcDGFJMHDOLNXQODKJ55FONDVJKTRQKKDTRDWU; 

?W>BW@A>XD9[>?DUZ 

9@ RL ?W>BW@A>XD9[AXDUZ 

9B 6XQOQDKXFJMHDVQDHQHT[LNQHDOTYXNDXLRHDNJORTRYDMLRQKDTRNFD\NF5DLRHD\XF5DLNDZLID\N;DEQLHTRYDKFJNX; ?W>BW@A>XD9[A>DUZ 

9? cNDKXFJMHDRFNDNL4QDNXTKDMFRYDNFDYQNDHFGRDKJ[XDLDKXFONDKNOQN[X;D6XQDTR[OQLKQHDPFMJ`QDF_ 
KNFOQKWOQKNLJOLRNKDF5QRTRYDGTMMD_JONXQODTR[OQLKQDNOL__T[D`L4TRYDNXTKDLRDJRHQKTOLVMQDLOQLDNFDNOLPQM; 

?W>BW@A>XDX[?]DUZ 

9] ZFKNDF_DNXQD[FRYQKNTFRDTKDHJQDNFDML[4DF_D5OF5QODNJORTRYDMLRQK;DUL[4DF_DPTKTVTMTNIDTKDNXQD5OFVMQ`DGTNX 
NXQDSNQ;@9]DTRNQO[XLRYQ;D6XFKQDF__OL`5KDRQQHDKNF5DKTYRKDFODMTYXNK\DLND`TRT`J`; 

?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

9< UQ_NDNJORTRYDMLRQKbDUTYXNKDNXLNDXQM5D5QF5MQDNJORDMQ_Nbb ?W>BW@A>XDX[?@DUZ 

9: CJLMTNIDF_DOFLHDKQOPT[QDTKD5FFO\DMQ_NDNJORDMLRQDTRNFD_LKXTFRD[OFKKTRYDVL[4J5KDJ5DNFFD_LOD[OQLNTRYDFRMI 
FRQDMLRQDF_DNOLPQMDGXQRDXQLHTRYDKFJNX\D`FKNDPQXT[MQKDNJORDL[OFKKDHFJVMQDIQMMFGDMTRQDNFDQRNQO 
[F``QO[TLMD5MLfLKD[OQLNTRYDHLRYQOFJKDNJORK 

?W>@W@A>XD>>[AADYZ 

9X hFRNDXLPQDLRI ?W>@W@A>XD@[]@DYZ 

99 cDMTPQDFRDFRQDF_DNXQDKTHQDOFLHKDNXLNDTKDJKQHDLKDLD[JNDNXOFJYXDLRHDTNDTKD[FR[QORTRYDNFD`QDGTNXDNXQ 
L`FJRNDF_DNOL__T[DNXLNDNOLPQMKD`IDKNOQQN;Dc_DGQDLOQDYFTRYDNFDXLPQDLDKNOQN[XDF_DOFLHDGTNXDLMMDF_DNXQ 
[F``QO[TLMDOQLMQKNLNQKgDGQDRQQHDNFDXLPQD`FOQDLHQkJLNQDK5L[QD_FODNOLPQMDLRHDNT`TRYDF_DMTYXNKDNF 
LMMFGD_FODLDVQNNQOD_MFG; 

?W>@W@A>XD@[A>DYZ 

>AA 6FFD`J[XDK5OLGM\DRFNDQRFJYXD5QHQKNOTLRDL[[QKTVTMTNI ?W>@W@A>XD>[B]DYZ 

>A> UDVQNNQODNXFJYXNDFJNDNJORDKTYRLMD5LNNQORDLNDOFJNQD>DLRHDXF55TRDXTMM ?W>AW@A>XD:[?<DUZ 

>A@ VQD5LIDNL‟QKDNXLNDLOQDKJ55FKQHDNFD_T‟DFJODOFLHKDIQNDOFJNQD>DTKDLDHTKLKNQOD_TMMQHDGTNXD5FNXFMQK\ 
K5QQHTRYD[LOKDLRHDTRLHQkJLNQDL`FJRNKDF_DMLRQK; 

?W]W@A>XD][@>DYZ 

>AB 5FNDXFMQKDLRHDYTLRND5JHHMQDLOQLDRQLOD99DOQKNLJOLRNDNXLND5QF5MQDKMFGDHFGRDNFDLPFTHDLRHDKGQOPQDTRNF 
FNXQODMLRQD[LJKTRYDXLfLOHFJKDHOTPTRYD[FRHTNTFRK; 

?W]W@A>XD?[BADYZ 

B?DWDB:
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C>:DYMQLKQDLHHDLHHTNTFRLMD[F``QRNKDFOD[FR[QORKDLVFJNDNOLRK5FONLNTFRDTR
 
LRIDLOQLDF_DNXQDOQYTFRDXQOQ;DUD`L5DF_DNXQDOQYTFRDTKDVQMFG; 

URKGQOQH[D?BD \4T55QH[D>A? 

# ('.+$5.'. 4-%' 

> VXQRDHQKTYRTRYDNOL__T[D_MFGD5LNNQORK\DNXQDLOQLDOQKTHQRNTLMD[FRKNTNJQRNKDRQQHDNFDVQD[FRKTHQOQH\DRFN 
iJKNDVJKTRQKKQKDNOL__T[; 

?W@]W@A>XD:[AADYZ 

@ ZFOQD[FRPQRTQRNDL[[QKKD_FOD5JVMT[DNOLRK5FONLNTFR ?W@]W@A>XD<[AADYZ 

B 6FGRKD4QQ5DLHHTRYDL5LON`QRNKDLRHDXFJKTRYDGXT[XDLMMDVOTRYD`FOQDNOL__T[DTRNFDNXQDLOQLDGTNXDRF 
_FOQKTYXNDFOD5MLRRTRY;DYJVMT[DNOLRKTNDKXFJMHDVQD`FOQD[FRPQRTQRNDLRHDQR[FJOLYTRYDT_DNOL__T[DTKDYFTRY 
NFDVQDLKKQKKQH; 

?W@]W@A>XD?[?BDUZ 

? NXQDHOL5QODLPQDNJORDTKDNFDRLOOFG ?W@?W@A>XD9[@BDYZ 

] \QQDOQK5FRKQDNFD><;DURFNXQOD5ML[QDNXQOQDKXFJMHDVQDRFDNJORDFRDOQHDTKDLNDSNQD>D‥D”M`D\N; ?W@?W@A>XD<[BADYZ 

< SND>;DSND>A<;DSND>L;DcRNQOKQ[NTFR ?W@?W@A>XD][BBDYZ 

: UFF4TRYD_FOGLOHDNFDNXQDOQ[FRKNOJ[NTFRDF_DSND>\DSND>U\DLRHD”M`GFFHD\NDTRDWFONXDUNNMQVFOF; ?W@?W@A>XD?[@>DYZ 

X VFJMHDMT4QDNFD[FRKTHQOD`L4TRYDZLID\ND`FOQDKL_QDLRHD[FRHJ[TPQDNFGLOHKDLDOQKTHQRNTLM 
RQTYXVFOXFFHgD[FRKTHQODQMT`TRLNTRYDMQ_NDNJORDMLRQDFRDSNQD>DKFJNXDFRNFDZLID\NDLRHDOFJNTRYDNOL__T[DNF 
URYQMTRQDNFDOQHJ[QDQRHDNFDQRHDVL[4DJ5K\DOQHJ[TRYDK5QQHDMT`TNDNFD@]D`5X\DMT`TNTRYDNOJ[4KDHJQDNF 
KL_QNID[FR[QORKDLRHDRFTKQ; 

?W@?W@A>XD@[>BDYZ 

9 >;6L4TRYDLDMQ_NDFODOTYXNDFRNFDSN;D>@BDUNNMQVFOFD_OF`DVQKND\N;DLNDNXQDYLKDKNLNTFRWhJR4TRDhFRJNKDTK 
PQOIDHT__T[JMNDHJQDNFDNOL__T[DYFTRYDTRNFDLRHDFJNDF_DNXQDYLKDKNLNTFR;D^F`TRYDF__DSN;D9]DFRNFDSN;D>@BDLRH 
NOITRYDNFDYQNDTRNFDNXQDMQ_NDMLRQDNFDNL4QDLDMQ_NDFRNFDVQKND\N;DTKDLMKFDPQOIDHLRYQOFJK;D YQF5MQDLOQ 
K5QQHTRYDFRD>@BDTRDVFNXDHTOQ[NTFRKDLRHDGTNXD5QF5MQDNOITRYDNFDYQNDTRDLRHDFJNDF_DNXQDYLKDKNLNTFRDLRH 
VQKND\N;DTND[LRDVQDPQOIDHLRYQOFJK;D@;D\THQDKNOQQNKDRQLODNXQDUNNMQVFOFD^FJONXFJKQDFRDWFONXDZLTRD\N; 
†SN;D>]@‡[DVXQRD[FJONDTKDTRDKQKKTFRDNXQOQDLOQDMFNKDF_D5QF5MQD[OFKKTRY\DQK5Q[TLMMIDL[OFKKDZQ[XLRT[ 
\N;D6XQOQDTKDLMKFDLD[OFKKGLM4DNFDYQNDL[OFKKDWFONXDZLTRDLNDNXLNDTRNQOKQ[NTFR;D c_DFRQDTKDNOITRYDNFDNL4QDL 
MQ_NDFRNFDWFONXDZLTRDTNDTKDXLOHDNFDKQQD5QF5MQD[F`TRYDTRNFDNXQD[OFKKGLM4DNFGLOHKDhJR4TRDhFRJNK 
5MLfL;DcDNXTR4DNXQD[OFKKGLM4DGFJMHDVQDKL_QODNFDJKQDT_DTNDGQOQD`FPQHDNFDNXQD[FJONXFJKQDKTHQDVQ[LJKQ 
HOTPQOKDLOQDLMOQLHIDGLN[XTRYD_FOD[OFKKQOKDNXQOQ;DcePQDLM`FKNDXTND5QF5MQDNGT[QD[F`TRYDFJNDF_ 
ZQ[XLRT[D\N;DcDiJKNDHTHReNDKQQDNXQD5QF5MQDFRDNXQDKTHQGLM4DKNLONTRYDNFDYFDTRNFDNXQDKNOQQNDJRNTMDcDGLKDLN 
NXQD[OFKKGLM4;DYQOXL5KDTNDTKDNXQDGLIDNXQD_OFRNDMQ_NDKTHQDF_D`IDGTRHKXTQMHD_OL`QDMTRQKDJ5DGTNXDNXQ 
[OFKKGLM4DNXLNDcD[LReNDKQQD5QF5MQDTRDLHHTNTFRDNFDNXQDHT__T[JMNIDF_DYQNNTRYDFRNFDNXQDVJKIDKNOQQNDLRH 
GLN[XTRYD_FOD5QF5MQD[OFKKTRYDTRD_OFRNDF_D`Q\DVJNDNXTKDTKDHLRYQOFJKD_FOD5QHQKNOTLRK\DRFNDNFD`QRNTFR 
HOTPQOK;DUD5QOKFRD†5QHQKNOTLR\DcDVQMTQPQ‡DYFND4TMMQHDLNDNXLND[FORQODMLKNDIQLO;DhFGRDNXQDKNOQQNDLDMTNNMQ 
GLIKDNXQOQDTKDLDMTYXNDNFDYQNDFJNDF_D^ \;D6XLNDK5FNDGFO4KDGQMMDGTNXDLDMTYXN;DcND5OFVLVMIDHTHReNDRQQHDTN; 
jQNNTRYDFRNFDWFONXDZLTRD_OF`DYQ[4D\N;DLRHDhQLRDLOQDHLRYQOFJKDLMKFDVJNDRFNDKFD`J[XD_OF` 
5QHQKNOTLRK\D`FOQD_OF`DK5QQHTRYD[LOKDLRHDRFNDVQTRYDLVMQDNFDKQQDLOFJRHD[LOKD5LO4QHDOTYXNDTRD_OFRN 
F_DNXQD[FJONXFJKQDNFD4RFGDT_DTNDTKDKL_QDNFD5JMMDFRNFDWFONXDZLTR;DUDMTYXNDGFJMHD`L4QDLDGFOMHDF_ 
HT__QOQR[QDLRHDKLPQDMTPQK; 

?W@BW@A>XD<[>]DYZ 

>A 7RQDHTKLHPLRNLYQDNFDT`5OFPTRYDNXQDOFLHGLIKDTKDTND`L4QKDTNDQLKTQODNFDHOTPQD5ML[QK\DGXT[XD`LI 
RQYLNTPQMIDT`5L[NDQ‟5LRHTRYD5JVMT[DNOLRKTN; 

?W@BW@A>XD>[A@DYZ 

>> ; ?W@BW@A>XD>[>XDUZ 

>@ aFNNMQRQ[4KDSNQD9]D‥D?9]\DaFNNMQRQ[4KD>]@\DaFNNMQRQ[4KD9]D‥D@9]\D@9]DYFTRYD\FJNXDFRD9];D6XQR 
KFJNX\DSNQD?9]D‥D@?\D?9]D[XLRYTRYDTRNFD@DMLRQK\DZTHHMQKVOFJYXDOFNLOI\DONQ@?D‥D??\DONQD@?D‥>?A; 

?W@AW@A>XD@[]XDYZ 

>B YMLTRPTMMQ;DUNDOFJNKDFRQDLRHD>]@;DUMKFDLNDOFJNQDFRQDLRHD>A<;D6OL__T[DMTYXNKDLOQDRFNDNT`QHD[FOOQ[NMI 
GTNXDNXQDMTYXNKDLNDYMLTROTHYQDYLO4 

?W@AW@A>XD>>[?>DUZ 

>? 6FFDHLRYQOFJKDNFDGLM4DFRDSFJNQD>; ?W@AW@A>XD9[B?DUZ 

>] 6XQD[FRKNOJ[NTFRDNXQIDLOQDHFTRYDFRD9]DLOFJRHD@9]DTKD[FR_JKTRYDLKDNFDGXLNDTKDYFTRYDFRDTNDLRHDXFG 
MFRYDNXTKD[FRKNOJ[NTFRDGTMMDMLKN; 

?W@AW@A>XDX[]>DUZ 

B]DWDB:
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>< SFJNQDFRQDVL[4KDJ5DVTYDNT`QDFRDGQQ4QRHKDVQNGQQRD^J`VQOMLRHDLPQRJQDLRHDNXQDViKD5MLfL ?W@AW@A>XD@[>XDUZ 
†XTYXMLRHDLPQ‡;DcDLPFTHDNOLPQMDFRDTNDVQ[LJKQDF_DNXLN;DYQF5MQDNJORTRYDMQ_NDFRDNXQDOFLHDTKDLRDTKKJQDNFF; 

>: WFRQ ?W>9W@A>XD>A[A<DYZ 

>X WFNDKJOQDXFGDNXQD[JOOQRND5OFiQ[NDLNDTRNQOKQ[NTFRDF_DON>@ADLRHDON>DGTMMDGFO4DFJNDVJNDNXQD[JOOQRNDMTYXN ?W>9W@A>XD9[B:DYZ 
5OQPQRNTRYDNXQD[FRNTRJFJKDNOLPQMDWFONXDVFJRHDTRDNXQDOTYXNDMLRQDGTMMDHQ_TRTNQMIDVQDHLRYQOFJKDGXQR 
5QF5MQD`TKKDNXQDKTYRLM;D6XQD5OFiQ[NDTKDRFNDLRDT`5OFPQ`QRNDTRDNXLNDOQYLOH; 

>9 6XTKDGXFMQDLOQLDTRD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOFDTKDiJKNDNFFD[FRYQKNQH;DcND[LR…NDXLRHMQDNXQDL`FJRNDF_DNOL__T[DNXQOQ ?W>9W@A>XD:[]?DYZ 
TK;D6XQOQDRQQHKDNFDVQD`FOQD\NOQQNKDF5QRDNFDXLRHMQDNXQDFPQOLMMDNOL__T[;D^J`VQOMLRHDUPQ;DLMOQLHI 
XLKDLDNOL__T[DMTYXNDLRHD[LRDQLKTMIDVQDF5QRD_FODNXOFJYXDNOL__T[;D6XQIDKLIDNXQDKNOQQNDTKDNFFDRLOOFGD_FO 
NOJ[4K;Dc_DTNDTKDLDFRQDGLIDTNDKXFJMHDVQDLVMQDNFDXLRHMQDTN;DELPQDLDKTYRDKNLNTRYDRFDNOJ[4KDLRHDNXLNDGFJMH 
KFMPQDNXQD5OFVMQ`;D6XQDNOJ[4KD[LRDJKQDNXQD`LTRDNXOFJYXGLI; 

@A hOTPQOKDLOQDRFNDKNF55TRYDLNDNXQDIQMMFGDMTYXNKDLRHDLOQDVMF[4TRYDNXQDTRNQOKQ[NTFRKD_OF`DEF55TRDETMMDNF ?W>9W@A>XD>[ABDYZ 
ETYXMLRHDUPQRJQDTRDVFNXDHTOQ[NTFRK;DhOTPQOKDLOQDJKTRYDNXQDRLOOFGDKTHQDKNOQQNKDLKD[JNDNXOFJYXDGXQR 
NXQDNOL__T[DVL[4KDJ5DLRHDNXQIDNOLPQMDLNDMQLKND>Ag@AD`TMQKDFPQODNXQD5FKNQHDK5QQHDMT`TN;D6XQD5FKNQH 
K5QQHDMT`TNDFRD`FKNDF_DNXQDVL[4DOFLHKDTKDQTNXQOD@ADFODBADZYE;DWFND?ADFOD]A;D6XTKD`L4QKD_FODLDPQOI 
HLRYQOFJKDKTNJLNTFR; 

@> jFDNFDNXQD[F``JNQODOLTMDTRDUNNMQVFOFD^QRNQODGXT[XDLMMFGKD_FODNOL__T[D_MFGDQK5Q[TLMMIDGTNXDSTPQODSFLH ?W>9W@A>XD>>[@?DUZ 
L[[QKKDQPQRDNXFJYXDNXQD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOFDFRQDTKD[MFKQO;DhOTPTRYDSFJNQD>DTKDLD[OL5DKXFFN\DIFJDRQPQO 
4RFGDXFGD`LRIDOQHDMTYXNKDIFJDGTMMDQR[FJRNQO 

@@ RWL ?W>9W@A>XD>>[@BDUZ 

@B hOTPQDNXQDOFJNQDLNDPLOTFJKDNT`QKDLRHDTN…KDFVPTFJKDNXLNDNXQDML[4DF_DMTYXNKDVQTRYDTRDKIR[D[LJKQKDFRQDNF ?W>9W@A>XD>>[>:DUZ 
KNF5DLNDRQLOMID9A=DF_DNXQDKTYRLMDMTYXNK;D7RDLD\JRHLIDcDMQ_NDWFONXDUNNMQVFOFJYXDTRDLD[LOLPLR\DXQLHTRY 
NFD7MTPQDjLOHQRDTRD\FJNXDUNNMQVFOF;DcDQRHQHDJ5DNL4TRYD7MHDYFKNDSH\DNXQDFNXQOD[LOKDNFF4DSFJNQD>DNF 
>U;DcDLOOTPQHD>AD`TRJNQKDVQ_FOQDNXQDFNXQOD[LOK;D6XTKDGLKDLDRFO`LMD\JRHLI; 

@? 6XLR4DIFJD_FODNL4TRYDNXQDNT`QDNFDMTKNQRDNFDNXQD5QF5MQDNXLNDHOTPQDNXQDOFLH;DZJ[XDL55OQ[TLNQH; ?W>9W@A>XD9[BBDUZ 

@] ‧QMMQIDaFJMQPLOHD†SND>]@‡DLOQLDTRDWFONXDUNNMQVFOFWYMLTRPTMMQ[DVTNXDNXQDTR[OQLKQHDL`FJRNDF_DNOL__T[DTR ?W>9W@A>XD9[AADUZ 
NXTKDLOQLDTRDOQ[QRNDIQLOK\DNXQOQDLOQD_LODNFFD`LRIDQRNOLR[QKDLRHDQ‟TNKD_FODQL[XDVJKTRQKKQK;D”L[X 
MFNW5OF5QONID[FJMHDVQDMT`TNQHDNFDFRQDQRNOLR[QDLRHDFRQDQ‟TN;D^LOKDLOQDHLRYQOFJKMID5JMMTRYDTRDLRHDFJN 
GXTMQD[OFKKTRYDBDMLRQKD_OF`DKFD`LRIDMF[LNTFRK;D6XQD`THHMQDMLRQDTKDLMKFDPQOID[FR_JKTRYDLRH 
HLRYQOFJK;D^LOKDHOTPQDTRDFRQDMLRQDTRDF55FKTNQDHTOQ[NTFRKD_FODLDMFRYDJRMT`TNQHDHTKNLR[QDNFDNJOR\DGXQR 
NXQOQDLOQD`LRIDFNXQODNJORD5FTRNKDTRDVQNGQQR;DZLRIDHOTPQOKDLOQDRFND_L`TMTLODGTNXDNXTKDL`VTYJFJK 
MLRQDLRHDHFDRFND4RFGDGXLNDNFDHF;D QOIDOTK4IbD6XQD[FORQODF_D‧QMMQIDaFJMQPLOHD‥DYMLTRD\NOQQNDTR 
WFONXDUNNMQVFOFWYMLTRPTMMQ[D\TYRT_T[LRNDNOL__T[DTRDNXTKDLOQLD`L4QKDTNDHT__T[JMN\DT_DRFNDT`5FKKTVMQ\DLRH 
HLRYQOFJKDNFD`L4QDLDMQ_NDXLRHDNJOR\DQK5Q[TLMMIDQ‟TNTRYDYMLTRD\NOQQN;DcRDLHHTNTFR\DNXQD`THHMQDNJORDMLRQ 
FRD‧QMMQIDaMPHD5OQKQRNKDLHHTNTFRLMDTKKJQKDGXQOQD[LOKDLOQDYFTRYDTRDQTNXQODHTOQ[NTFRDGXTMQD[LOKDLOQ 
NOITRYDNFD5JMMDTRDFODFJN;D6XQOQDW””h\D67Da”DUDUcjE6DLNDNXTKDTRNQOKQ[NTFR;D6XQD[JOOQRNDOQRFPLNTFRDF_ 
^J`VQOMLRHD„LO`KDGTMMDFRMIDTR[OQLKQDNOL__T[DLRHD_MFGDTRDNXTKDLOQL\DQ‟L[QOVLNTRYDNXQDLVFPQDTKKJQK; 

@< SFJNQD??DTRDZTHHMQVFOFJYXDQLKNDF_DcRNQOKNLNQD?9]DKXFJMHDVQDQ‟5LRHQHDNFDNGFDMLRQKDTRDQTNXQO ?W>9W@A>XDX[]XDUZ 
HTOQ[NTFR;D6XQOQDTKD[FRKTKNQRNMIDKTYRT_T[LRNDVL[4J5WHQMLIDHJOTRYD[F``JNTRYDXFJOK; 

@: RFRQ ?W>9W@A>XDX[?ADUZ 

@X WFRQ ?W>9W@A>XDX[B?DUZ 

@9 ^J`VQOMLRHDUPQgDLD`LiFOD[JNDNXOFJYXDKXFJMHDXLPQDK5QQHDVJ`5KDNFDKMFGDHOTPQOK;D6XTKDGFJMHDHQNQO ?W>9W@A>XDX[BBDUZ 
K5QQHTRYDLRHD4QQ5DNXQD_L`TMTQKDLRHD[XTMHOQRDKL_Q; 

BA RFRQ ?W>9W@A>XD<[>@DUZ 

B> WFRQ ?W>9W@A>XDB[>?DUZ 

B@ VQDRQQHD`FOQDOQHDMTYXNKD[F`TRYD_OF`DKTHQDKNOQQNKDMT4QDUHL`KHLMQDSHDFRNFDS6D>@BDGXT[XDTKDJKQH ?W>XW@A>XDB[ABDYZ 
LKDLD[JNDNXOFJYXD_FOD`LRIDSXFHQDcKMLRHQOKDKTR[QDTNKDFRDNXQDScDMTRQ 

BB cDYQNDNXLNDLDMFNDF_DSceQOKDMT4QDNFDYFDNFDNXQD`LMMK\DKXF55TRYD[QRNQOKDgDQN[;DXQOQ\DVJNDNXQDLOQLDTKDiJKN ?W>:W@A>XD>>[@9DUZ 
YQNNTRYDVUdD`FOQD[FRYQKNQHDLRHDGQDRQQHD`FOQDMLRQK\DLRHDVQNNQODNT`QHDNOL__T[DMTYXNK;D cDRQLOMIDXTN 
KF`QFRQDNGT[QDVQ[LJKQDNXQIDGQOQDLMMDFPQODNXQD5ML[QDNOITRYDNFD_TYJOQDFJNDXFGDNFD`LRQJPQODNXQDRQG 
MTYXNKDLNDNXQD^ \W^XJO[XDTRNQOKQ[NTFR;DcDYQNDNXLNDLDMFNDF_D5QF5MQDHFReND4RFGDTNDIQN\DVJNDTNeKDRFNDQPQRDL 
YFFHDKQNJ5DTNDL55QLOK;DcDXF5QDNXLNDFR[QDTNeKD[F`5MQNQH\DTND`L4QKDNXTRYKDQLKTQO;D\FD_LO\DTNeKD`TKKTRY 
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Route 1 at Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120)  

Layout 

Route 1 at Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) is a 4-legged intersection which is controlled by a 
traffic signal. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which 
consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120) is 
an east/west running urban minor arterial with one lane in each direction. 

There is a private residence located at the northwest corner, a CVS pharmacy at the northeast 
corner, the Royal Park Apartment complex is located at the southeast corner and the First 
United Methodist Church is located at the southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of a shared 
thru/right turn lane, a thru lane and an exclusive left-turn lane. The southbound approach has a 
slip ramp for the westbound movement, located just before the 3 approach lanes, consisting of 
a shared thru/right turn lane, a thru lane and an exclusive left-turn lane. 

This intersection experiences more than 2 minutes of delay, operating at a LOS F during both 
the weekday PM peak and Saturday peak periods, which is unacceptable. 

During the course of this study, this intersection was undergoing reconstruction and the 
existing conditions listed here have changed since that time. The design plan included bicycle 
and pedestrian accommodations, with sidewalks on both sides of South Washington and East 
Washington and crosswalks at all approaches. The northbound channelized island that provided 
free flow right turns has been eliminated, and the turn will now be controlled at the signalized 
intersection. The outdated traffic signal system is being replaced with standard mast arms and 
new signal heads. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 29 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
The most common crashes at this intersection were angle crashes at 14 (48%), rear-end crashes 
at 8 (28%), 4 single-vehicle crashes (14%) and one head-on crash (3%). 

Of the 14 angle crashes, 7 involved a left-turning vehicle and 2 of these 7 crashes involved a 
driver running a red light.  

 Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield right-of-way or 
attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to 
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speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate clearance time. Other contributing factors to 
crashes can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Out of the 29 total crashes, 25 involved property damage only and 4 involved injury. The 
ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is .86, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 
15 which comes in at the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that there are safety 
issues at this intersection. 
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Route 1 at Old Post Road 

Layout 

Route 1 at Old Post Road is a 3-legged intersection which is controlled by a stop sign on Old 
Post Road. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which 
consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Old Post Road is an urban 
collector, also north/south running, with one lane in each direction. The two roads form a 
triangle at their juncture. This intersection is 700 feet south of the intersection of Route 1 at 
Hoppin Hill Road (Route 120). 

Patriot Subaru of North Attleborough is located on the southeast side of the juncture of Route 1 
and Old Post Road. South Attleboro Marine is located on the northeast side. Located in the 
triangle shaped area formed by the juncture is a Dunkin Donuts, with 4 separate driveway 
accesses, two on Route 1 and two on Old Post Road. 

The northbound Old Post Road approach consists of one lane at the intersection which is 
controlled by a stop sign. There is no traffic control on the southbound Route 1 approach at this 
intersection. The stop control on Old Post Road experiences minimal delay, operating at a LOS A 
during both the weekday PM peak and Saturday peak periods, which is excellent. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 20 crashes that occurred at Route 1 and Old 
Post Road. The most common crashes at this intersection were rear-end crashes at 11 (55%) 
and sideswipe crashes at 4 (20%).  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to distracted driving, speeding, following too closely 
and/or inadequate clearance time. Sideswipe crashes are generally attributed to lane confusion 
and/or jockeying. Other contributing factors to any type of crash can include weather and 
driver distraction. 

Of the 20 total crashes here, 13 involved property damage only and 7 involved injury. The 
ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is 0.60, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 
16 which exceeds the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that there are safety 
issues at this intersection. 
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Route 1 at Whipple Avenue 

Layout 

Route 1 at Whipple Avenue is a 4-legged intersection which is controlled by a traffic signal. 
Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which consists of 2 
lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Whipple Avenue is an east/west running 
local roadway with the west side leg culminating in a dead end residential street and the east 
side is the entrance to Showcase Cinemas. Route 1 is separated by a guardrail at this 
intersection. 

There is a doctor’s office located at the northwest corner, Payless Floors at the southwest 
corner and the parking lots for Showcase Cinemas are located at both the northeast and 
southeast corners of the intersection.  

The northbound approach widens to 4 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane, 2 thru lanes and an exclusive right-turn slip ramp into the Cinema property. The left-
turn stacking lane measures approximately 175 feet, accommodating 6 to 7 vehicles. There are 
sidewalks provided on the east side of this approach that continue into the Cinema property. 
There are no crosswalks provided here.  

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes, an exclusive left-turn lane and two undesignated 
lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 250 feet, accommodating 9 to 10 
waiting vehicles. There are sidewalks provided on both sides of this approach but each are just 
a short section of 6 feet. These sections contain curb ramps with Tactile Warning Panels, 
however, they do not lead in the travel direction of the crosswalk provided at this intersection, 
which happen to be the only crosswalk provided at this intersection. Only this southbound 
approach is part of the pedestrian signal which is an outdated, push-button, non APS system 
with a white ‘walk’ and red flashing ‘don’t walk’ hand. 

The eastbound approach consists of one lane with no curbing, sidewalks or crosswalks 
provided. This leg is a dead-end residential local road. 

The westbound approach consists of 2 lanes, including an exclusive right-turn lane and a shared 
thru/left-turn lane. There are sidewalks on both sides of this approach but crosswalks are 
located more than 100 feet back from intersection and are not included in signal system. 

The Cinema Entrance is located on the east side of Route 1. There is a center median island on 
both the southbound and northbound approaches but no pedestrian refuge is provided and the 
northbound right-turn slip ramp creates hazardous conditions for pedestrians if they attempt to 
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cross here. The crosswalk is set back 100 feet from the intersection at the driveway to the 
cinema.  

During the course of this study, this intersection was undergoing reconstruction and the 
existing conditions listed here may have changed since then. 

This intersection experiences 4 and 6 seconds of delay respectively, operating at a LOS A during 
both the weekday PM peak and Saturday peak periods. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were only 5 crashes at this intersection which did 
not necessitate a detailed analysis of the crash data.  

Route 1 at Draper Avenue 
Layout 

Route 1 at Draper Avenue is a 4-legged intersection which is controlled by a traffic signal. 
Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which consists of 2 
lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Draper Avenue is an east/west running local 
roadway with one lane in each direction. Route 1 is separated by a raised concrete median at 
this intersection. 

There is a Gulf Gas Station located at the northwest corner, a Shell gas station at the northeast 
corner, an Applebee’s restaurant at the southeast corner and an auto dealership at the 
southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 4 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane and 3 undesignated lanes. The left-turn lane stacking lane measures approximately 
125 feet, accommodating 5-6 waiting vehicles. There are sidewalks on the west side of the 
roadway but they have no curb ramps and there are no crosswalks provided at this intersection. 
There is a worn pedestrian path on the east side where pedestrians have been forced to walk 
along a grassy area due to the lack of accommodations. 

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes consisting of an exclusive left-turn lane and two 
undesignated lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 150 feet, which will 
accommodate 6-7 waiting vehicles. The sidewalks provided at this approach are gravel-filled 
and are not ADA compliant. There are no crosswalks provided here. 

Both the eastbound and westbound Draper Avenue approaches each consist of one lane and 
both have sidewalks on the south side of the roadway. There is no pedestrian control at this 
signal system and no crosswalks provided at these or at any other approaches. 
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This intersection experiences 110 seconds of delay, operating at a LOS F during the PM peak 
period and during the Saturday peak period, which is unacceptable. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 21 crashes that occurred at the intersection. 
The most common crashes at this intersection were rear-end crashes at 10 (48%), angle crashes 
at 7 (33%) and sideswipe crashes at 4 (19%).  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield 
right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Sideswipe crashes are 
generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. Other contributing factors to any type 
of crash can include weather and driver distraction. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Of the 21 total crashes here, 15 involved property damage only and 6 involved injury. The 
ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is .62, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 
15, which comes in at the regional threshold of 15. Based on the crash rates this intersection is 
bordering safety issues and should continue to be monitored in the future. 
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Route 1 at Emerald Square Mall (North Entrance) 
Layout 

Route 1 at Emerald Square Mall North Entrance is a 3-legged intersection which is controlled by 
a traffic signal. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running road which consists of 2 
lanes in each direction throughout the study area. The entrance to the mall is located on the 
west side of Route 1. Route 1 is separated by a guardrail at this intersection. 

The Emerald Square Mall is located at the northwest and southwest corners of this intersection. 
There is a wooded area opposite the mall on east side of the roadway.  

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of 2 thru lanes and 
an exclusive left-turn lane. The exclusive left turn lane measures approximately 300 feet, and 
can accommodate 11-12 turning vehicles. There are sidewalks on the west side of the roadway 
but no crosswalk is provided here. 

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of 2 thru lanes and a 
right-turn lane to a slip ramp into the mall entrance. There are sidewalks on the west side of the 
roadway but no crosswalk is provided.  

The eastbound approach (the southern entrance/exit to the mall) widens to 3 lanes, an 
exclusive right-turn lane and two exclusive left-turn lanes. There are sidewalks on both sides 
and a very long crosswalk with 3 distinct sections divided by medians. The pedestrian signal is 
not part of signal system at this intersection. 

Pedestrian accommodations at this intersection consist of one crosswalk and a pedestrian 
signal that is not part of the signal system. The southbound right-turn slip ramp approach into 
the mall is very dangerous for pedestrians as it is difficult for drivers to see pedestrians in the 
crosswalk and turning speeds were observed to be very fast. Curb ramps were noted to be 
sloped asphalt with breaks in curbing and do not appear to be ADA compliant.  

This intersection operates at a LOS B during the PM peak period and during the Saturday peak 
period, which is acceptable. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 20 crashes that occurred at the intersection. 
The most common crashes at this intersection were rear-end crashes at 15 (75%).  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Other contributing factors to any type of crash can include weather and driver 
distraction. 
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It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

15 of the 20 crashes involved property damage only and 5 involved injury. The ACC/MEV crash 
rate at this intersection is .54, while the regional average is 0.76. The EPDO is 13.3, just below 
the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that currently there is not a significant 
safety issues at this intersection. However, the rates may be higher. There were an additional 
11 crashes that occurred in the vicinity of the mall but based on the information provided we 
were not able to place them at a specific location. 
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weather and a dry road. 
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Route 1 at Emerald Square Mall (South Entrance) 
Layout 

Route 1 at Emerald Square Mall South Entrance is a 4-legged intersection which is controlled by 
a traffic signal. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which 
consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. The mall entrance is located on 
the west side of Route 1 with the entrance to a trailer park directly across. Route 1 is separated 
by a guardrail at this intersection. 

The Emerald Square Mall is located at the northwest and southwest corners and the trailer park 
at the southeast and southwest corners. 

The northbound approach widens to 4 lanes, two exclusive left-turn lanes, a thru lane and a 
shared thru/right-turn lane. The exclusive left turn stacking lanes each measure approximately 
425 feet, able to accommodate a total of 34 turning vehicles in both. There is sidewalk on west 
side but there is no crosswalk here as there is no sidewalk or shoulder on the east side of Route 
1 with which to connect. 

The southbound approach widens to 4 lanes consisting of an exclusive left-turn lane and 3 
unmarked lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 75 feet that 
accommodates 3 vehicles turning left into the trailer park across from the mall. There is a 
sidewalk on the west side only. 

The eastbound approach (the southern entrance/exit to the mall) widens to 3 lanes, an 
exclusive right-turn lane and 2 exclusive left-turn lanes. This approach provides a crosswalk but 
it is very long with no refuge in the middle. Curb ramps are present but are non-ADA compliant 
with no Tactile Warning Panels. 

The westbound approach is the driveway to a small business and a trailer park. There are no 
pavement markings or crosswalks here, however the crosswalk located at the southbound 
Route 1 approach does extend across the entire roadway to accommodate pedestrians crossing 
here. 

Only the southbound approach is part of the pedestrian signal which is an outdated, push-
button, non-Accessible Pedestrian Signal system. It provides a white ‘walk’ symbol and red 
flashing hand to indicate ‘don’t walk’. The pedestrian phasing is exclusive, with a total of 29 
seconds, 8 seconds of ‘walk’ and 21 seconds of the flashing hand ‘don’t walk’. Exclusive 
pedestrian phasing is when vehicles are stopped on all approaches while pedestrians are given 
a ‘walk’ indication. The lack of full pedestrian accommodations, coupled with motorists taking 
right turns on red in and out of the mall, is a dangerous situation for pedestrians.  

This intersection operates at a LOS C during the Saturday peak period and at a LOS B during the 
PM peak period, which is accessible. 
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Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 21 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
13 (62%) were rear-end crashes, 6 (28%) were sideswipe crashes, one was an angle crash and 
one was a single vehicle crash. 

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Sideswipe crashes are generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying 
and driver distraction. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure 
to yield right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Other 
contributing factors to all types of crashes can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Out of the 21 crashes, 17 involved property damage only and 4 involved injury. The ACC/MEV 
crash rate at this intersection is .62, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 12.3 which 
falls below the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that currently, there is not 
significant safety issues at this intersection. 
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Route 1 at Allen Avenue 
 

Layout 

Route 1 at Allen Avenue is a 4-legged intersection which is controlled by a traffic signal. 
Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which consists of 2 
lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Allen Avenue is an east/west running local 
roadway with one lane in each direction. Route 1 is separated by jersey barriers with a guardrail 
cap south of the intersection and guardrails north of the intersection. 

There is overflow parking for Emerald Square Mall located at the northwest corner, a shopping 
plaza containing Gasbarro’s Liquors at the northeast corner, the Fashion Crossing Shopping 
Plaza at the southeast corner, and a wooded area with a shopping plaza anchored by Target just 
beyond at the southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane, a thru lane and a shared thru/right-turn lane that leads to a slip ramp into Fashion 
Crossing. The left-turn stacking lane is approximately 375 feet long accommodating 15-16 
vehicles. There is only a sidewalk on the west side of the roadway and a crosswalk provided. 

The southbound approach widens to 4 lanes at the intersection, an exclusive left-turn lane, two 
thru lanes and a right-turn slip ramp onto Allen Avenue. The left-turn stacking lane is 
approximately 325 feet long accommodating 12-13 vehicles. There are sidewalks on both sides 
providing curb ramps with no Tactile Warning Panels. There is no crosswalk here.  

The eastbound Allen Avenue approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, an exclusive left-
turn lane, a shared thru/left-turn lane and an exclusive right lane although the pavement 
markings are faded to the point of being nearly indistinguishable. This approach has sidewalks 
on the south side only and provides a crosswalk. 

The westbound Allen Avenue approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, an exclusive left-
turn lane, a shared thru/left-turn lane and an exclusive right lane. This approach provides a 
crosswalk with curb ramps but there is a sidewalk on the north side only. The south side shows 
a worn pedestrian path through a grassy area. 

The pedestrian signal operates for the northbound approach only and is an outdated, push- 
button, non-Accessible Pedestrian System. The timing is 24 seconds total, with 10 seconds of 
white ‘walk’ symbol and 14 seconds of red ‘no walk’ hand. The slip ramp right turns, especially 
from the northbound approach are very dangerous for pedestrians. There were high speeds 
and red-light-running observed here. 

This intersection operates at a LOS F both during the PM peak period and during the Saturday 
peak period, which are both unacceptable. 
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Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 33 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
22 (67%) were rear-end crashes, 6 (18%) were sideswipe crashes, 3 were single vehicle crashes 
and 2 were angle crashes. 

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Sideswipe crashes are generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. 
Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield right-of-way or 
attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Other contributing factors to any type of 
crash can include weather and driver distraction. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Out of the 33 total crashes, 27 involved property damage only and 6 involved injury. The 
ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is .89, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 
19, just above the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that there are safety issues at 
this intersection. 
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Route 1 at Walmart & Best Buy Entrances 
Layout 

Route 1 at Walmart & Best Buy Entrances to Shopping Plazas is a 4-legged intersection which is 
controlled by a traffic signal. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor 
arterial which consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. The unnamed 
entrances are privately owned and provide access in an east/west direction to retail outlets 
such as Best Buy, TGI Fridays, Michael’s and Savers, and PetSmart on the west side of Route 1 
and to the Walmart Supercenter, Lowe’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods and Raymour & Flanigan 
Furniture on the east side of Route 1. Route 1 is separated by jersey barriers with guardrail caps 
at this intersection. 

There is a TGIF Restaurant with other outlets located further behind at the northwest corner, a 
wooded area at the northeast corner, a Walmart Supercenter at the southeast corner and a 
Best Buy and other retail outlets at the southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 4 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane, 2 thru lanes and an exclusive right-turn lane to a slip ramp leading to Walmart. The 
left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 450 feet, accommodating 17-18 vehicles. There 
is a sidewalk on the west side of this approach but there are no crosswalks or any other 
accommodations. There is a paved walking path approximately 15 feet from the east side of 
roadway which leads into the shopping plaza. 

The southbound approach widens to 4 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane, 2 thru lanes and an exclusive right-turn lane to a slip ramp leading to shopping plazas. 
The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 175 feet, accommodating 7-8 vehicles. 
There is a sidewalk on the west side of this approach but there are no crosswalks or any other 
accommodations provided. 

The eastbound approach (from Best Buy & TGI Friday’s) currently has no distinguishable 
pavement markings but it is being utilized as 3 multi-use lanes.  This is the only approach that 
provides crosswalks and curb ramps, although they are non-ADA compliant. 

The westbound approach (from Walmart & Lowe’s) widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, 
consisting of an exclusive left-turn lane, one shared thru/left-turn lane and an exclusive right-
turn lane. 

The pedestrian signal here is a push-button, non-ADA compliant system that is concurrent. A 
concurrent pedestrian signal phase activates simultaneously with the parallel vehicle phase, 
permitting motorists to turn left or right across pedestrians’ paths after yielding to pedestrians. 
The right-turn slip ramps on the northbound and southbound approaches are very dangerous 
for pedestrians because these are not part of the signal system. 

This intersection experiences 118 seconds of delay during the PM peak and over 120 seconds of 
delay during the Saturday peak period, both operating at a LOS F, which are unacceptable. 
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Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 31 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
16 (52%) were rear-end crashes, 10 (32%) were angle crashes, 3 were sideswipes, while there 
was one single vehicle crash, and one crash that is listed as unknown. 

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Sideswipe crashes are generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. 
Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield right-of-way or 
attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Two out of the 10 angle crashes were due 
to red-light running. 

Other contributing factors to all types of crashes can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Out of the 31 total crashes, 22 involved property damage only and 9 involved injury. The 
ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is .78, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 
22.33, above the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate there are safety issues at this 
intersection. 
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Route 1 at Cumberland Avenue  

Layout 

The intersection of Route 1 at Cumberland Avenue is a 4-legged intersection controlled by a 
traffic signal with the eastbound and westbound Cumberland Avenue approaches being slightly 
off-set from each other with a large area at the center of the intersection divided by a lone 
crosswalk. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which 
consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Cumberland Street is an 
east/west running local roadway with one lane in each direction, with the east side leg 
culminating in a dead end. Route 1 is separated by a narrow raised asphalt median at this 
intersection. 

There is a grassy area located at the northwest corner, an auto sales lot at the northeast corner, 
a Friendly’s restaurant at the southeast corner and a David’s Bridal at the southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane and two unmarked lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 225 feet 
accommodating 8-9 queueing vehicles. There are no crosswalks or sidewalks at this approach 
with the exception of a short section on the west side of the roadway to meet the one 
crosswalk here. This one crosswalk is located across the large center area of the intersection, 
slightly closer to the northbound approach than the southbound, from just south of the west 
leg of Cumberland Avenue and ending just north of the east leg. The east side of the crosswalk 
leads to a small area of concrete sidewalk that continues into a U-turn of sorts into a side path. 
This is about 15 feet removed from the right-of way and heads south for approximately 100 
feet into the parking lot of a bridal shop.  

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane and two lanes with no marked designation. The left-turn stacking lane measures 
approximately 125 feet accommodating 4 to 5 queueing vehicles. It also includes an auxiliary 
right lane to accommodate traffic serving the Christmas Tree Shop and other retail outlets just 
north of the intersection. This approach provides a sidewalk on the east side of the roadway 
but no crosswalks or other accommodations.  

The eastbound approach widens to two lanes at the intersection, providing an exclusive right-
turn lane and an undesignated lane that is utilized as a shared thru/left lane. The westbound 
Cumberland Avenue approach is an unmarked roadway with poor pavement conditions and no 
curbing, sidewalks or crosswalks. It is a dead end that provides access to the Friendly’s Ice 
Cream parking lot and private residences.  

The pedestrian control at this intersection is an outdated, push-button non-Accessible 
Pedestrian Signal, that provides 22 seconds of total walk time, 6 seconds of walk (white walk 
symbol), and 16 seconds of the red flashing hand which are difficult to see. 
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This intersection experiences 18 seconds of delay, operating at a LOS B during the PM peak 
period and 24 seconds of delay during the Saturday peak period, operating at a LOS C, which 
are both acceptable.  

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 14 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
12 (86%) were rear-end crashes, one was an angle crash and one a single vehicle crash. 

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield 
right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Other contributing factors 
to all types of crashes can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Out of the total 14 crashes, 9 were property damage only and 5 involved injury. The ACC/MEV 
crash rate at this intersection is .37, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 11.33, 
below the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that there are not major safety issues 
at this intersection. 
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Route 1 at Como Drive 
Layout 

Route 1 at Como Drive is a 3-legged intersection which is controlled by a stop sign on Como 
Drive. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which consists 
of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Como Drive is an east-west running local 
road, with one unmarked lane in each direction.  

The eastside of Route 1 at Como Drive is wooded, as is the southwest corner. The shopping 
plaza is located at the northwest corner.  

The eastbound Como Drive approach to Route 1 provides driveway access to the shopping 
plaza on the west side of Route 1 which houses Mattress World and a SpeeDee Oil Change. 
Como Drive runs westbound from Route 1 into a residential neighborhood and continues in a 
westerly direction until it turns south to its terminus at May Street.  

The eastbound Como Drive approach consists of one lane at the intersection and is controlled 
by a stop sign. There is no traffic control on the Route 1 approach at this intersection. The stop 
control experiences minimal delay, operating at a LOS A at all times, which is acceptable. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 10 crashes that occurred at Route 1 and Como 
Drive. The most common crashes at this intersection were rear-end crashes at 7 (70%) and 
angle crashes at 3 (30%).  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield 
right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Other contributing factors 
to any type of crash can include driver distraction and weather. 

Of the 10 total crashes here, all 10 involved property damage only and none involved an injury. 
The ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is 0.28, while the regional average is 0.75. The 
EPDO is 3.33 which comes in at the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that there 
are no serious safety issues at this intersection. 
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Route 1 at May Street  

Layout 

The intersection of Route 1 at May Street is a 4-legged intersection which is controlled by a 
traffic signal. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban minor arterial which 
consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. May Street is an east/west 
running roadway with one lane in each direction which provides access to Newport Avenue and 
West Street to the east and to Mendon and Adamsdale Roads to the west. Route 1 is separated 
by a raised concrete median at this intersection. 

King’s Barber Shop is located at the northwest corner, there are wooded areas at the northeast 
southeast corners, and a Pizzeria Uno restaurant at the southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of a thru lane, an 
exclusive left-turn lane and a shared thru/right-turn lane. The left-turn lane measures 
approximately 275 feet, accommodating 10-11 waiting vehicles. There are no crosswalks on this 
approach but sidewalks are provided on both sides.  

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of a thru lane, an 
exclusive left-turn lane and a shared thru/right lane. The left-turn lane measures approximately 
125 feet, accommodating 5-6 waiting vehicles. This approach provides crosswalks and curb 
ramps with Tactile Warning Panels but no sidewalks. 

The May Street eastbound approach widens to 3 lanes, an exclusive right-turn only lane, an 
exclusive left-turn only lane and a shared thru/left-turn lane. This approach provides 
crosswalks, a curb ramp at the northwest corner and sidewalks on the south side only. 

The May Street westbound approach widens to two lanes, a right-turn only lane and a shared 
thru/left-turn lane. This approach provides crosswalks but the curb ramps are poorly angled, 
leading away from the direction of travel. There is a small section of sidewalk on both sides. 

There are Americans with Disabilities Act issues with a discontinuous and very small section of 
sidewalk in front of King’s Barber (the northwest corner of this intersection).  There are tactile 
warning panels but no outlet from that small section of sidewalk which starts and ends abruptly 
with no outlet. It also provides no access to the parking area, with high concrete curbing 
between the sidewalk and the pavement of the parking area.  

There are bicycle lanes that start/end just south of the intersection.  

The pedestrian control at this intersection is an Accessible Pedestrian Signal with verbal ‘wait’ 
and audible walk sound (machine gun). There is a white walk symbol and red hand symbol with 
countdown. The timing is 33 seconds total, 9 seconds of walk and 24 seconds of count down.  

This intersection experiences over 120 seconds of delay during the PM peak period and during 
the Saturday peak period, operating at a LOS F, which are both failing. 
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Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 29 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
18 (62%) were rear-end crashes, 5 (17%) were angle crashes (one of these involved a 
pedestrian), 4 were sideswipe and 2 were single vehicle crashes.  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield 
right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Sideswipe crashes are 
generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying and driver distraction. Other 
contributing factors to all types of crashes can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Of the 29 total crashes, 19 involved property damage only and 10 involved injury. The ACC/MEV 
crash rate at this intersection is .71, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 23, just 
above the regional threshold of 15. The EPDO indicates that there are safety issues at this 
intersection. 
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Route 1 at Angeline Street (Petco, Chick Fil-a)  

Layout 

The intersection of Route 1 at Angeline Street is a 4-legged intersection with the northbound, 
southbound, and westbound approaches controlled by a traffic signal. The slightly offset 
eastbound approach is a right-turn-in and right-turn-out only driveway entrance which is 
controlled by a stop sign. The eastbound approach provides access to South Attleboro Square 
and additional retail outlets that can be accessed from the previous intersection at the Route 
1A connector. 

There is a Stop & Shop located at the northwest corner, an Arooga’s Restaurant at the 
northeast corner, a Chick-fil-A at the southeast corner and a Petco at the southwest corner.  

The northbound approach consists of two lanes, a thru lane and a shared thru/right-turn lane. 
This approach does not allow for a left-turn into the Stop & Shop parking lot. This approach 
provides a crosswalk with tactile warning panels and new sidewalks on both sides, but the 
sidewalk on the west side is obstructed by sign posts.  

The southbound approach also consists of two lanes, a thru lane and a shared thru/right-turn 
lane. There are no crosswalks on this approach and a sidewalk only on the east side of the road.  

The eastbound approach is a driveway that allows for right-turn-in and right-turn-out only that 
is controlled by a stop sign. This driveway approach provides a crosswalk but no other 
accommodations.  

The westbound Angeline Street approach provides a crosswalk with tactile warning panels, but 
these lead directly into traffic. There are sidewalks on both sides of Angeline Street. 

The signal system includes an Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS) and there are 6-foot bike 
lanes on both sides of Route 1 north and south. The bike lane is not well defined near the BJ’s 
driveway, and it is sometimes used as a right-turn lane. 

This intersection experiences little delay during the PM peak period and during the Saturday 
peak period, operating at a LOS A. 

 

Safety Analysis  

This is a fairly new intersection with no crash data as of yet to conduct any safety analysis.  
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Route 1 at Route 1A Connector (BJ’s, Burlington Coat, Ruby 

Tuesday)  
 

Layout 

Route 1 at Route 1A Connector is a 4-legged intersection with a separate right turn slip ramp 
which is controlled by an interconnected signal system. This system provides a separate traffic 
signal for the right-turn slip ramp that provides access to Route 1 for vehicles traveling in a 
parallel direction on Route 1A.  Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban 
minor arterial which consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Route 1A is 
also a north/south running road which consists of 2 lanes in each direction. It is designated as 
Newport Avenue. It intersects with Route 1 just north of Route 123 (Highland and Newport 
Avenues). Route 1 is separated by pavement markings at this intersection. 

South Attleboro Square and the Ruby Tuesday Restaurant and their parking areas take up the 
land on both the northwest and southwest corners; Sturdy Memorial Urgent Care is located on 
the northeast corner; and an addition/extension of the Shoppes of Mayfaire retail plaza is being 
constructed at the northeast corner. 

The northbound approach on Route 1 widens to 3 lanes, an exclusive left-turn lane and two 
thru lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 275 feet, accommodating 10 to 
11 vehicles. This approach provides sidewalks on the east sides and a crosswalk with curb 
ramps, however, the curb ramps are angled into traffic. 

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes consisting of an exclusive left-turn lane, a thru lane 
and a shared thru/right lane. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 325 feet, 
accommodating 10 to 11 vehicles. This approach provides sidewalks on both sides with curb 
ramps, but no crosswalk is provided. 

The westbound approach is a one-way only that provides two lanes of access to Route 1A. This 
approach does not have sidewalks, however, the northbound adjacent slip ramp provides a 
sidewalk on the east side of the road. There is a crosswalk and curb ramps here.   

The eastbound approach, which is the access to South Attleboro Square shopping plaza, widens 
to 2 lanes, a shared thru/left-turn and a shared thru/right-turn lane. No sidewalks are provided 
at this entrance. 

The pedestrian control at this intersection is an Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS) with verbal 
wait and audible walk sound (machine gun). There is a white walk symbol and a red hand with 
countdown provided.  

This intersection experiences 25 seconds of delay, operating at a LOS C during the PM peak 
period, and 52 seconds of delay during the Saturday peak period, operating at a LOS D. 
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Although LOS C is acceptable, LOS D indicates that the traffic flow is worsening but still 
tolerable. 

Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 15 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 9 
were rear-end crashes (60%), 3 were angle crashes, and 3 were sideswipe.  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield 
right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Sideswipe crashes are 
generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. Other contributing factors to any type 
of crash can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 15 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
12 of which involved property damage only and 3 which involved injury. The ACC/MEV crash 
rate at this intersection is .46, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 9, well below the 
regional threshold of 15. The EPDO indicates that there are no safety issues at this intersection. 
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Route 1A (Newport Avenue) at Route 123 (Highland Avenue 

/Newport Avenue) 
 

Layout 

Route 1A (Newport Avenue) at Route 123 (Highland Avenue/Newport Avenue) is a four-legged 
intersection which is controlled by a traffic signal. Route 1A is a north/south running urban 
minor arterial which consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Route 123 
(Highland Avenue/Newport Avenue) is an east/west running principal arterial roadway with one 
lane in each direction.  

There is a D’Angelo’s Sandwich Shop located at the northwest corner, a Robert’s Tuxedo at the 
northeast corner, a private residence both at the southeast corner and south of Howarth 
Avenue (located just southeast of the intersection), and a CVS pharmacy at the southwest 
corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes, an exclusive left-turn lane and 2 undesignated 
multi-use lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 275 feet, accommodating 
10 to11 vehicles. The right lane provides access to Howarth Avenue, a local residential road, 
just prior to the intersection with Route 1. This approach provides sidewalks on both sides and 
crosswalks with curb ramps, however, the curb ramps are angled into traffic. 

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes, an exclusive left-turn lane and 2 undesignated 
multi-use lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measure 125 feet which can accommodate 5 waiting 
vehicles. This approach provides sidewalks, crosswalks and apex ramps (a wider ramp located at 
the apex of the corner and aligned to guide users into the middle of the intersection), but no 
Tactile Warning Panels (TWP). 

The eastbound approach widens to two separate multi-use lanes, one being utilized as a shared 
thru/left-turn lane and a shared thru/right-turn lane. This approach provides sidewalks on both 
sides and crosswalks with curb ramps, however, the curb ramps are older and not in good 
condition. 

The westbound approach widens to two lanes, a left-turn lane and a shared thru/right-turn 
lane. This approach provides sidewalks on both sides and crosswalks with curb ramps, however, 
the curb ramps are older and not in good condition. 

Although this signal system provides pedestrian control, only the northeast corner equipment is 
functioning correctly. On the remaining three corners the "Don't Walk" light is not functioning. 

This intersection experiences 43 seconds of delay, operating at a LOS E during the PM peak 
period and 44 seconds of delay during the Saturday peak period, operating at a LOS E.  
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Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 19 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 8 
(42%) were rear-end crashes, 7 (37%) were angle crashes (2 of these head-on), 3 were 
sideswipe crashes, and one was a single vehicle crash.  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to speeding, following too closely and/or inadequate 
clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield 
right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Sideswipe crashes are 
generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. Other contributing factors to any type 
of crash can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Of the 19 total crashes, 13 involved property damage only and 6 involved injury. The ACC/MEV 
crash rate at this intersection is .61, while the regional average is 0.75. The EPDO is 14.33, just 
below the regional threshold of 15. Based on the crash rates this intersection is bordering 
safety issues and should continue to be monitored in the future. 
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Washington Street (Route 1) at Highland Avenue (Route 123)  
 

Layout 

Washington Street (Route 1) at Highland Street (Route 123) is a four-legged intersection which 
is controlled by a traffic signal. Washington Street (Route 1) is a north/south running urban 
minor arterial which consists of 2 lanes in each direction throughout the study area. Highland 
Avenue (Route 123) is an east/west running principal arterial roadway with one lane in each 
direction. Route 1 is separated by a double yellow line pavement marking at this intersection. 

There is a Shell Gas Station located at the northwest corner, a D’Angelo’s Sandwich at the 
northeast corner, a CVS at the southeast corner and a Dunkin Donuts at the southwest corner. 

The northbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane and two undesignated lanes. The left-turn stacking lane measures approximately 250 
feet accommodating 9 to10 queueing vehicles. There are sidewalks present on both sides of the 
roadway and there is also a crosswalk present with curb ramps that are poorly angled. 

The southbound approach widens to 3 lanes at the intersection, consisting of an exclusive left-
turn lane and two undesignated multi-use lanes. The southbound exclusive left-turn stacking 
lane is approximately 100 feet long, accommodating 4 queueing vehicles. There are sidewalks 
on both sides of the approach and a crosswalk is present but the curb ramps are poorly angled. 

The eastbound approach widens to 2 multi-use lanes at the approach, and they are being 
utilized as a left lane and a shared thru/right lane. There is a sidewalk on the south side but only 
curbing and grass on the north side at the Shell Gas Station.  

The westbound approach widens to 2 multi-use lanes at the approach, and are being utilized as 
a left lane and a shared thru/right lane. Sidewalks are present at both sides of this approach 
and there is a crosswalk and curb ramps facing the crosswalk but they are poorly angled with no 
landing.  

The pedestrian control at this signal is an older push button text “walk, dont walk” sign with no 
Accessible Pedestrian Signal (APS). The pedestrian timing is exclusive with 35 seconds total; 10 
walk seconds and 25 countdown seconds. The pedestrian signal is presently obstructed with 
landscaping. 

This intersection operates at a LOS E during the PM peak period and during the Saturday peak 
period. LOS E is considered unacceptable. 

 

Safety Analysis  
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Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 55 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
33 (60%) were angle crashes, 15 (27%) were rear-end crashes, 4 (7%) were sideswipe, and 3 
(5%) were single vehicle crashes.  

Rear-end crashes are usually attributed to distracted driving, speeding, following too closely 
and/or inadequate clearance time. Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, 
including failure to yield right-of-way or attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. 
Sideswipe crashes are generally attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. Other 
contributing factors to any type of crash can include driver distraction and weather. 

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Of the 55 total crashes at this intersection, 46 involved property damage only and 9 involved 
injury. The ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is 1.73, while the regional average is 0.76. 
The EPDO is 30.33, well above the regional threshold of 15. Both of these indicate that there 
are serious safety issues at this intersection. 
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Newport Avenue (Route 123) at Angeline Street  
 

Layout 
Newport Avenue (Route 123) at Angeline Street is a 3-legged intersection which is controlled by 
a stop sign on Angeline Street. Newport Avenue (Route 123) is a northeast/southwest running 
principal arterial which consists of one lane in each direction throughout the study area. 
Angeline Street is a local road, running northwest/southeast between Newport Avenue (Route 
123) and Washington Street (Route 1), with one approach lane in the southeast direction.  
Angeline Street serves as a connector to businesses along Route 1, including the newly 
constructed commercial developments (Shops of Mayfaire and Shops on Washington) at its 
intersection with Route 1.  
 
Newport Avenue (Route 123) at Angeline Street operates at Level of Service A, with the 
controlled traffic on Angeline experiencing minimal delay during both the weekday PM Peak 
and Saturday peak periods. 
 
Safety Analysis  
There was only one crash reported between 2014-2016 at this intersection, which did not 
constitute any further safety analysis. 
 
 

Newport Avenue (Route 123) at May Street 
 

Layout 
Newport Avenue (Route 123) at May Street is a 3-legged intersection which is controlled by a 
stop sign on May Street. Newport Avenue (Route 123) is a northeast/southwest running 
principal arterial which consists of one lane in each direction throughout the study area. May 
Street is a urban collector, running northwest/southeast between Newport Avenue (Route 123) 
and Washington Street (Route 1), with one approach lane in the southeast direction 
accommodating right and left turns on Newport Avenue.   
 
Newport Avenue (Route 123) at May Street operates at a LOS E during the weekday PM peak 
hour and at a LOS F during the Saturday peak hour. The May Street approach experiences 
excessive delay during peak periods.  
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Safety Analysis  

Over the 3-year period of 2014-2016, there were 15 crashes that occurred at the intersection; 
12 (80%) were angle crashes, 2 (14%) were sideswipe, and one (7%) was a single vehicle crash.  

Angle crashes can be attributed to a variety of factors, including failure to yield right-of-way or 
attempts to beat a yellow light and/or run a red light. Sideswipe crashes are generally 
attributed to lane confusion and/or jockeying. Other contributing factors to any type of crash 
can include driver distraction and weather.

It is important to note that the reporting of contributing crash factors is often subjective. Crash 
reporting is limited to the responding officer’s ability to fully understand the cause of a crash 
and to rely on the honesty of those involved in the crash. 

Of the 15 total crashes at this intersection, 10 involved property damage only and 5 involved 
injury. The ACC/MEV crash rate at this intersection is .73, while the regional average is 0.76. 
The EPDO is 2.3, well below the regional threshold of 15. Based on the crash rates this 
intersection is bordering safety issues and should continue to be monitored in the future.
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Appendix C 
Bicycle & Pedestrian  

Accommodations 



Bicycle and Pedestrian Conditions on Route 1  
 
Route 1 is a busy commercial corridor with many places that could be considered bicycle or 
pedestrian trip generators. A bicycle and/or pedestrian trip generator is a place or facility that is 
likely to attract a person to travel there by bicycle or on foot. In general, retail stores, grocery stores, 
service providers, entertainment facilities, etc. are all considered to be bicycle and/or pedestrian trip 
generators, either for their intended use or for employment purposes.  
 
Current trends show an increase in people who are choosing to walk or ride bicycles for 
transportation purposes either due to the desire to have a more active form of transportation, for 
efficiency, for environmental concerns and for many other purposes. According to the 2016 Bicycling 
and Walking in the United States Benchmarking Report from the Alliance for Walking and Bicycling, 
there has been a small but steady increase in people nationally who use bicycling and walking from 
2005-2014 as shown in Figure 1. The report also shows a similar trend for the state of 
Massachusetts, as well as ranking Massachusetts as the state with the 7th highest percent of 
commuters who bike or walk to work. The report uses a variety of sources as evidence for these 
trends including data from the US Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS), the Center for 
Disease Control (CDC), the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), the National Center for Safe 
Routes to School (NCSRTS), AARP, the National Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation Project 
(NBPD), Strava, state and city level surveys and other data sources. 
 

 
Figure 1: United States Bicycling and Walking Commuter Trends, Source: 2016 Bicycling and Walking 

in the United States Benchmarking Report 
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Bicycling and walking are very low-cost transportation options compared to vehicle ownership and 
therefore may be attractive for economic purposes, especially for people who are below the poverty 
level or have low income. Walking and bicycling are generally considered the “first and last mile” or 
connecting modes to transit, therefore the presence of transit increases the importance of bicycle 
and pedestrian access. Route 1 is served by the Greater Attleboro Taunton Regional Transit 
Authority (GATRA). 
  
In 2009, the Massachusetts State Legislature passed the Healthy Transportation Compact as part of 
transportation reform legislation. The Compact is an inter-agency initiative designed to facilitate 
transportation decisions that balance the needs of all transportation users, by reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, improving access to services for persons with mobility limitations and increasing 
opportunities for physical activities, increasing bicycle and pedestrian travel, implementing a policy 
of complete streets for all users and many other actions. As a result of the compact, MassDOT 
developed and implemented the Healthy Transportation Policy Directive in 2013. The directive 
requires that all MassDOT funded and or designed projects must provide pedestrian, bicycle and 
transit trips unless an exemption is obtained from the Secretary of Transportation. In order to 
receive an exemption, the proponent must be able to prove that providing safe passage for all 
modes is not physically or economically feasible. Any project developed on Route 1 would likely 
require compliance with the Healthy Transportation Policy Directive.  
 
There are two recently developed tools for determining potential demand for walking and cycling 
that highlight the importance of bicycle and pedestrian transportation on Route 1; The Potential for 
Everyday Biking Scores created as part of the in‐process 2018 Massachusetts Bicycle Transportation 
Plan and the Metropolitan Area Planning Council’s (MAPC’s) Local Access Scores.  

The Potential for Everyday Biking Scores were developed to identify areas with the most potential 
for short, bikeable trips with the purpose of targeting infrastructure investment. Figure 2 shows the 
Potential for Everyday Biking score along Route 1 and nearby roadways. The area with the highest 
potential for bicycle trips is the southern end of the study area from approximately May Street to the 
end of the study area near Irving Street.  
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Figure 2: Massachusetts Statewide Bike Plan Draft Potential for Everyday (PEB) Scores  

MAPC’s Local Access Score identifies areas that have the greatest potential for walking based on 
factors such as connectivity, proximity to schools, commercial, transit, and recreational facilities. The 
Local Access Score areas for Route 1 are shown in Figure 3. Higher score areas appear darker on the 
map and should be considered higher priority. Route 1 has several high priority areas, mainly 
concentrated in the southern and northern sections of the study area.  
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Both scoring systems have similar results, meaning that areas highlighted should be prioritized for 
bicycle and pedestrian improvements. Prioritizing these areas should result in an increase of bicycle 
and pedestrian transportation volumes. 

Currently Route 1 does not provide adequate and/or consistent walking conditions for the majority 
of the corridor. There are several significant gaps in the sidewalk network as shown on the map in 
Figure 4 on the next. Where there are sidewalks, the majority of them are 5 feet wide or greater but 
are in fair to poor condition. Several sidewalk segments end abruptly leaving pedestrians with no 
safe travel path.  
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The most significant gaps in the sidewalk network are as follows and correspond with numbering on 
the Sidewalk Map in Figure 5: 
 

1. In North Attleborough, there is a small gap on the west side from Draper Avenue to Fuller 
Street.  
 

2. In North Attleborough, there is a large section of roadway from Draper Street to the 
Attleboro City Line where there are almost no sidewalks on the east side of Route 1 except 
for some very small sections with limited connectivity such as the North Attleborough 
Marketplace section as discussed in Item 3.  

 
3. In Attleboro, there is a sidepath on the east side of Route 1 south of the North Attleborough 

Marketplace intersection that ends at a small patch of pavement as shown in Figure 2. There 
is a wetland immediately adjacent to the patch of pavement surrounded by guardrail and a 
median leaving pedestrians to either turn around or risk traveling in the road on a very 
narrow shoulder (less than 1-foot wide) next to high speed traffic. A graphic highlighting 
these conditions are shown in Figure 5. 

 

4. There are no sidewalks on either side of Route 1 from just south of Cumberland Avenue at 
the North Attleborough Town Line south to May Street in Attleboro. 
 

5. In Attleboro, along Route 1A from Route 123 to Irving Street there is sidewalk present along the 
east side of the roadway but the condition is very poor and there are large sections where the 

width is less than 3 feet as shown in Figure 6 on the next page. 

Figure 4: North Attleborough Marketplace Sidewalk End Conditions 
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There are several locations without sidewalks that show evidence of demand through the presence 
of a beaten path, an example in shown in Figure 5. Locations where beaten path were observed 
along the corridor are also shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 6: Pedestrian beaten path in North Attleborough near Quinn Street 

Figure 5: Poor sidewalk conditions on Route 1A south of Route 123 
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The majority of intersections do not have adequate crosswalks or curb ramps on the side streets 
and/or across Route 1. Several of the signalized intersections do not have crosswalks where needed 
and/or are integrated with the signal system. Of the ones that do have crosswalks integrated with 
the signal systems all but two are outdated, poorly functioning and do not meet modern standards. 
Many intersections have free right turn (or slip) lane configurations that are very dangerous to 
pedestrians due to the lack of sight distance, lack of adequate protection or stop control and the 
tendency of the geometry to encourage high vehicle speeds. The Existing Condition section of this 
report describes pedestrian access at each intersection in more detail.   
 
Overall pedestrian access categories were developed to show basic pedestrian connectivity for 
corridor intersections and are shown in Figure 6. The scores were based on the level of connectivity 
provided by curb ramps, crosswalks and integration with the signal system if applicable and the 
estimated level of upgrades needed to improve connectivity. The categories were designed to show 
the overall pedestrian conditions “at a glance” and are not a level of service analysis. The categories 
are assigned as follows: 
 

 Excellent – the infrastructure (crosswalks, curb ramps and signal system if applicable) at the 
intersection provide full connectivity and require no upgrades. 

 Acceptable – the infrastructure provides adequate connectivity (safe and accessible crossing 
for side streets and at least one crossing for the major roadway) and all systems are in a state 
of good repair, including signal systems. 

 Minor Upgrades Needed – Some infrastructure exists and only minor repairs or upgrades are 
needed to bring the intersection up to an acceptable condition. For example, lines need to be 
repainted or tactile warning panels need to be installed on existing curb ramps. 

 Major Upgrades Needed – Some infrastructure exists but major repairs or upgrades are 
needed to bring the intersection to an acceptable condition. For example, curb ramp 
installation, pedestrian signal head repair or system replacement, additional crosswalk 
locations needed, etc. 

 No infrastructure exists where there is an identified need.
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Bicycle facilities are severely lacking for most of the corridor. There is one small section of bicycle 
lane, from just south of the Route 1 and Route 1A intersection north to the Route 1 at May Street 
intersection on both sides of the road that was constructed as part of recent development in the 
area. The bicycle lane has appropriate markings and signage as shown in Figure 7, however does not 
provide any network connectivity. There is also a safety issue with the southbound right turn into the 
BJ’s driveway, as the bicycle lane is poorly marked in that area and acts as a vehicle right turn lane 
instead of a bicycle lane. Outside of the small section of bicycle lane, the majority of the corridor has 
very narrow marked shoulders if at all, averaging from less than 6-inches wide to about a foot wide, 
leaving no refuge for cyclists. For the very few locations where there are wider shoulders, there are 
no markings or guidance for use by bicyclists. 
 

 
 

 
 
Massachusetts state law allows bicycles to travel in any travel lane unless prohibited specifically by 
signage, however the speed of travel along most of Route 1 discourages and may even prevent safe 
travel by bicyclists in the travel lanes. Several bicycles were observed using sidewalks to travel the 
corridor. Massachusetts state law also allows the travel of bicyclists on the sidewalk outside of a 
designated central business district unless a city or town has a specific bylaw related to bicycle travel 
on a sidewalk. The City of Attleboro has a bylaw prohibiting the travel of bicycles on a sidewalk, 
North Attleborough does not.  

Figure 7: Bicycle Lane Markings and Signage near May Street 
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The newly reconstructed Route 1 and 1A and Route 1 and Angeline Street intersections are the only 
intersections on the corridor that have bicycle actuation included in the signal system. The 
intersections have bicycle pavement markings and signage showing bicycles where to wait at a red 
light in order to activate the green light as shown in Figure 8.  
 

 
 
 
The Route 1 and Route 120 and the Route 1 and Old Post Road intersections were under 
construction at the time of this study. The newly constructed Route 1 and 120 intersections will have 
significantly upgraded pedestrian conditions including new sidewalks, new crosswalks and new 
pedestrian activated signals that meet the newest standards. The Route 1 and Old Post Road will 
feature new sidewalks on Route 1 and a new crosswalk and curb ramps on the Old Post Road 
approach. It is unclear if either intersection will contain bicycle related infrastructure.  
 
There are many retail plazas along Route 1, very few of them have appropriate bicycle and 
pedestrian access leading into the plaza or for safe circulation within the plazas. Very few businesses 
provide bicycle racks.  
 
  

Figure 8: Bicycle Signal Actuation Lane Markings on Route 1A 
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Options for Consideration and Design Guidance 
 
Ideally all sidewalk gaps would be closed and bicycle lanes separated from traffic by a grass strip or 
other physical barrier would be provided. The total cross section width required would be about 75 
feet. Please see Figure 9 for a sample cross section. Due to space and environmental constraints, it is 
unlikely that the Route 1 corridor would be able to provide this type of cross section for the entire 
length of the corridor.  
 

 
Figure 9: Ideal cross section for Route 1 (Source: Streetmix.net) 

 
Another option for providing adequate facilities would be to convert existing sidewalks to separate 
use paths that accommodate both pedestrians and bicyclists. This could also be considered in places 
where there are sidewalk gaps. Ideally access would be provided on both sides of Route 1 but 
consideration could be taken in places where it may not be needed or appropriate, such as the 
eastern side of Route 1 in the vicinity of the Interstate 295 ramp system where there are no 
generators on the east side for some distance or where there are areas of environmental concern,  
for example, the wetlands just north of the May Street intersection. Location of utilities could also be 
a factor in the amount of space available. In cases where access cannot be provided on both sides, 
adequate care should be taken to provide access to facilities on the side of the road and wayfinding 
signage. Examples of these cross section options are shown in Figure 10 on the next page. Option A 
has separate use paths on both sides of Route 1 and would require an approximately 71-foot wide 
cross-section. Option B has a separate use path on one side of Route 1 and would require an 
approximately 58-foot wide cross-section. 

Approximately 75’ Width 
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Approximately 71’ Width 

Approximately 59’ Width 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7: Potential Cross-section Options A and B for Route 1 showing separate use paths 
on both sides (A) and on one side (B) (Source: Streetmix.net) 
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These alternatives are not mutually exclusive and could be used in combination as shown in Figure 
11.  Due to the complexity of the corridor and its surroundings, context sensitive solutions will need 
to be developed to provide connectivity and access. Wayfinding should be considered in any change 
of cross section to provide adequate guidance to bicyclists and pedestrians. 
 

 
Figure 1: Potential Cross-section Option C for Route 1 showing a bicycle lane and sidewalk on one 
side and a separate use path on the other (Source: Streetmix.net)  

Massachusetts design standards, including the Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
(MassDOT) Highway Design Guide and the Massachusetts Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design 
Guide, require the following: 
 

 Sidewalks – 5-foot minimum width, 6-foot width or greater preferred 
 Separate Use Paths – 10-foot minimum width, 12-foot width or greater preferred.  
 Bicycle Lanes – 5-foot minimum width, 6.5-foot width recommended. 
 Street Buffer – 2-foot minimum width, 6-foot width recommended. A 1-foot wide buffer may 

be acceptable in scenarios where there is a raised bicycle lane. Recommended width can also 
vary based on the type of barrier, for example pavement markings versus a physical barrier 
such as planter boxes or raised medians. 

Cross-Section Elements Requirements and Guidance 
 

Cross-Section Element 
Design Standards/Guidance Option that Utilizes 

Element Minimum Recommended 

Sidewalk Width – 5 feet Width – 6 feet Ideal & Option C 

Separate Use Path Width – 10 feet 
Width – 12 feet or 

greater 
Options A, B & C 

Approximately 73’ Width 
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Bicycle Lane Width – 5 feet Width – 6.5 feet Option C 

Street Buffer Width – 2 feet Width – 6 feet All Options 

 
Recommendations 
 
All intersections should provide crosswalks and curb ramps that meet ADA standards on side roads.  
 
All signalized intersections should provide at least one crosswalk across Route 1 in addition to 
crosswalks on side roads.  
 
All crosswalk access at signalized intersections should be incorporated into the signal system and all 
curb ramps should meet ADA standards.  
 
Any signal upgrades should include Accessible Pedestrian Signal systems and should meet or exceed 
modern best practices for pedestrian access.  
 
Any new bicycle facilities should also be incorporated into each intersection and adequate guidance 
for bicycle flow through the intersection (including turning movements) should be provided.  
 
Slip ramps at intersections should be eliminated wherever possible as the lack of control, tendency 
for high speed travel and the lack of adequate sight distance causes danger to pedestrian travel.  
 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements should be prioritized to coincide with Local Access Score and 
Potential for Everyday Bicycling high score areas to prioritize spending in areas with the highest 
potential for increasing bicycle and pedestrian transportation options. 
 
Businesses/retail plazas along Route 1 should be encouraged to provide adequate access for bicycles 
and pedestrians and to provide bicycle parking. 
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